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COPY OF COMMISSION .

CANADA. _

QREY-. _

A . 190 8

[L.S .]

EDWARD THE SEVENTH, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland, and of the British Dominions begond the Seas, King, Defender of

the Faith, Emperor of India.

To all to whom these presents sball come or whom the same may in anywis e

concern,
Q$EgTwd :

Whereas, in and by an ordor of Our Governor General in Counoil, bea :^1'g date

the thirty-first day of August, in the year of Our Lord one thousand nine Lundred _
and seven, provision has been made for an investigation by Our Commissioners therein
and hereinafter named into the cause of the collapse of the Quebec Bridge, in the
würsë bf cônëtruétien over the-St . Lawrence River; near-the City-of-Quebee, in th

e Province of Quebec, on the 29th August, 1907, and iuto all matters incidental thereto.
Now know ye, that by and with the advice of Our Privy Council for Canada, We

do by these presents nominate, constitute and appoint Henry Holgate, of the City of
Montreal, in the Province of Quebec, Civil Engineer, John Q . Q. Kerry, of Campbell-
ford, in the Province of Ontario, Civil Engineer, and John Galbraith, of the City of
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science and
Engineering and Professor of Engineering in the University of Toronto, to be Our
Commissioners to conduct such inquiry .

To have, hold, exercise and enjoy the said office, place and trust unto the said
Henry Holgate, John G. Q. Kerry and John Galbraith, together with the rights,
powers, privileges and emoluments unto the said office, place and trust, of right and
by law apportaining, 'during pleasure.

And we do hereby, under the authority of the Enquiries Act, Chapter 104, of the
Revised Statutes, 1908, confer upor. Our said Commissioners the power of summon-
ing before them any witnesses, and of requiring thnm to give evidence on oath,
or on solemn affirmation, if they are persois entitled to affirm in civil matters, and
orally or in writing, and to produce such documenta and things as Our said Commis-
sioners shall deem requisite to the full investigation of the matters into which they
are hereby appointed to examine.

And We do hereby require and direct Our said Commissioners to report to Our
Governor General in Council the result of their investigation, together with the
evidence taken before them, and any opinion they may see fit to expresa thereon .

In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our letters to be made patent, and
the Cir.at Seal of Canada to be hereunto affisF 1 Witness, Our Right Trusty and
Right Well-beloved Cousin the Right Honourable Sir Albert Henry George, Earl
Grey, Viscount Howick, Baron Grey of Howick, in the County of Northumberland,
in the Peerage of the United Kingdom, and a Baronet ; Knight Grand Cross of Our
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, &c., &c., Governor
General and Commander in Chief of Our-Dominion of Canada.

At Our Qovernment House, in Our City of Ottawa, this thirty-first day of
August, in the year of Our Lord One thousand nine hundred and seven, and in the
Seventh year of Our Reign .

By Command. F. COLSON,
Acting Under-Secretary of State .
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ExT"ar from a .Ileport of the Commitfee of the Privy Council, apprbved by the
Governor General on the 81st August, 19 07.-

On a memorandum, dated 30th August, 1907, from the Acting Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, representing that under date the 30th August, 1907, the Deputy
Minister and Chief Engineer of the Department of Railways and Canals advises that
the Quebec Bridge, so-called, in course of construction over the St . Lawrence River
near the City of Quebec, by the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, collapsed on
the 29th August, 1907, causing loss of life and_property, .

That he states that it is his opinion that a commission should issue to three
competent engineerr, empowering them to make an investigation, under oath, into
the cause of the collapse of such bridge, and into all matters incidental thereto, and
that this action should be taken immediately in view of the grave situation and the
circumstances of the case. He ii rther suggests the names of 1lfr. Henry Holgate,
Civil Engineer, of Montreal, Mr. J. G. O. Kerry, Civil Eng;neer, of Campbellford,
Ont., and Professor John Galbraith, of the University of Toronto, as Commissioners
for this purpose, and advises that the remuneration paid to each Commissioner be at
the rate of Fifty Dollars a day and all expenses in connection therewith .

The Minister, concurring in thn view taken by the Deputy Minister and Chief
Engineer, recommend3 that authority be given, in pursuance of the Act of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, 1906, Chapter 104, Part 2, "An Act respecting public and
departmental inquiries," to appoint Mmrs . Holgate, Kerry and Galbraith as Com-
missioners to investigate and report upon the said matter, such in•reatigation and
report-but without thereby limiting the scope of the inquiry-to embrace and
espec,ally deal with the several questions suggested by the Chief Engineer .

The Minister further recommends that the salary to be paid to each of the said
Commissione~s be at the rate of Fifty Dollars ( $50.00) a day for the days of actual
service in connection with this inquiry, together with all reasonable living and
travelling expenses defrayed in connection therewith .

The Committee submit the same for approval .

F. K. BENNETTS ,

Ass't Clerk of the Privy Council .
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REPORT TO HIS EXCELLENCY THE GOVERNOR GENERAL IN
COIINCIL.

MAY rr PLEASE YOUR EECELLE2i0Y :

The Royal Commission appointed by commission dated the thirty-firat da,,a of
August, A .D. 1907, to inquire into the cause of the collapse of the Quebec bridge,
begs to present its report as follows :-

The members of the commission were appointed on August 30, 1907, the day
following the accident, two of them proceeding to Quebec the same day, the third
member arriving there on September 4. The formal commission was reoeived on
September 9 . The taking of evidence at Quebec was commenced on the afternoon of
September 9, and continued until September 24 . On September 26 the commission
went to Ottawa, and took evidence• ôn September 26 and September 27 . An adjourn-

ment was taken for the week ending October G . On October 7 the commission
reassembled in Quebec, and engaged in further examination of the wrecked structure
and in study of the plans and documents. On October 14 the commission met in

Now York, and commenced the first examination of Mr._Theodore_Cooper, consulting
engineer of the Quebec Bridge Company, which continued until October 22. From
October 23 until November 22 the commission was engaged in the taking of evidence
and the collection of information in Phoeniaville and Philadelphia . During this
period two members of the commission visited the works of the Central Iron and Steel
Company at Harrisburg, Pa ., and other steel and bridge works which had no direct
connection with the manufacture of the Quebec bridge were inspected . A Second visit
was paid to Quebec from November 28 to December 3, and on December 3 one
member of the commission visited New York to further examine Mr . Cooper, roturn-
ing December 6 . On January 14 two members of the commission went to Phoenix-
ville in order to make certain tests, returning on January 23. Since November 23,
with the exceptions above mentioned, the time of the commissioners has been epent
in Montreal in examination and discussion of evidence and in preparing this report .

We understand that the commission instructs us to determine to the best of our
ability the cause of the collapse of the Quebec bridge, and to thoroughly investigate
any matters appertaining thereto which might enable us to explain that cause. We
do not think that either the general design of the Quebec bridge, the methods of
financing the enterprise, the payments of money that have been made to or by the
company or in its interest, or the obligations that the company has undertaken under
various contracta and agreements have direct connection with the fall of the bridge .
Tri the course of our investigations we have secured a large amount of general informa-
tion on these and'other matters not directly pertinent to the object of thè inquiry,
some of which have been introduced into this report so that the history of the under-
taking might be more readily followed . We have not considered the scope of our
inquiry limited concerning any matters which, in our judgment, related to the collapse
of the bridge.

Some of our various inquiries have yielded negative results, but these are dealt
with at som-length in the report to make it clear that the subjecta. of these inquiries
have not been overlooked.

In carrying out our-instructione we have made the following investigations
(a) A study of the history of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, the

evidence at our . disposal being copies of the various public acts eonoerning It, the
minutes of the directors' meetings,-the reports of its officials, Its annual reports, Its
correspondence and copies of the agreements and contracte !ûat it has made .
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(b) A perusal of the entire correspondence on file in the Offices of the Quebec
Bridge and Railway Company, the Phoenix Bridge Company and Mr . Theodore
Cooper.

(e) A study of the working organizations of the Quebec Bridge and Railway
Company, the Phoenix Bridge Company and the Phoenix Iron Company. This
involved the hearing of a nùmber of witnesses under oath, and the 'examination of
the various documents produced by these witnesses on direction of the commission and
filed as exhibits .

(d) A personal inspection of the furnaces and rolling mills by which most of the
metal that was used in the bridge was produced . The testing equipment at each of
the works was examined, and the file of the records of tests -made by the inspectors
during production was gone over.

(e) A study of the methods used in the fabrication, transportation and erection
,,16 i the bridge. This consisted of inspection of the shops of the 1ho:nix Iron Company,
"In which all the metal was fabricated, and an examination of the plans, records ,

correspondence and photographs on file in the office ^f the Phoenix Bridge Company .
The fabricated material for the north half of the bridge .was also inspected, 'and check
measurements were taken to determine certain questions of workmanship .

(f) A study of the errors in workmanship detected b~ the several inepQctors
during the progress of the -work, the evidence available being the record books kept
by. the shop inspectors for the Phoenix Bridge Company and for the Quebec Bridge
Rnâ Itâilwaÿ Cômpanÿ, thô `~éld coTi©ctiôns' sent by the Phoenix Bridge Company's
resident engineer to the erection department of that company, and the weekly reports
made by the inspector of erection for the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company tô
the consulting -engineer.

(g) An inquiry into the history of the erection of the bridge. . This inquiry was
made by obtaining direct evidence from witnesses under oath and by tracing out
through records and correspondence the details of all the major difficulties that haA
ocdurted in the course of construction .

(b)- An endèavour .to obtain from eye-witnesses of the disaster all details concern-
ing it.. Sonie twenty-five witnesses were .exâminéd for this `purpose,

(s) An_ examination of the meteorological records for the day of the Lçeidept•sn,~
for aome,time previous. The records of -the Observatory at Quebec and those kept
by the Phoenix Bridge Company'$ staff were available for this purpoae .

•(j) A personal examination of the fallen, structures made at different times and
occupying several •days, together with such surveys, check measurements and photo-
graphs. sg- -were coneidered . neces,$ary.

(k) A study of the methods .adôpted in the design nf, the bridge . This. study .
.required an inspection of the dralting office of'-the P~asniu Bridge Company and . a4
examination of the mass of preliminary and final designa, on file there . .,The sworn
statementa of alaAhe sepior .engineers formed an important pa;t ;of, the inquiry. • ,

(t) A chqçking of tl~e , stress . sheets prepared in the offices of . the Phoenix Bridge
Company, by comparison with the results obtained by Mr . C. 0. Schneider, consulting
.engineer, .who was emplqypd subsequent .to.'the••disagter by the Department of RailwAyn
and - Canals-to - report to it upon the de,aign'ol .the bridge.

(m) A comparison of the organization and specifications used for the, Q,del}eo
bridge with those used for eatiéting gteat oantileder bridges on this continent . ' :
:'(n)' A r0plôtting of the 'records of testa made on full-siried : bobnpre8sion membéra,

and a comparison' of the design for tho principal compression' chords of the -QuebEb
bridge With'similar designs foi- other great cantilévers. -In this cunneotion speeial
tests• were, made both: by the -Phaenia Bridge -Company, and by -the commission, the
.details of 'which are. given :_ ; r, • . , ~ ,.,

. (9) A étudy: of the théory, of'çomprws ion :membets; stdnâa:a books ; tran"ctidns
of technidal soçietieg and professionàl,jôurnals-being frofiaultéd, . . The purpbse-of :this
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part of the . inquiry was to determine how thoroughly the designers of the bridge
availed themselves of the professional knowledge at their disposal .

Your commissioners desire to acknowledge the hearty co-operation throughout
the inquiry of all officials - of the companies directly' concerned . Messrs . Cooper,
Szlapka, Deans and Hoare especially have, in our judgment, made .every effort in their
power to-assist us to establish the facts and have not attempted to spare themselves .

Some clearly contradictory statements are to be found in the evidence given in
the early days of the inquiry by certain witnesses on whom the burden of the disaster
fell. These statements may be attributed to the nervous tension under whicl; the
witnesses were labouring at the time.

Your . commissioners find :
(a) The collapse of the Quebec bridge resulted from the failure oi the lower

chords in the anchor arm near the main pier. The failure of theae chords was duo to
their defeotivedeeign .

(b) The stresses that caused the failure were not due to abnormal weatl .cr
conditions or accident, but were such as might be expected in the regular course of
erection.

(c) The design of the chords that failed was made by Mr. F. L. Szlapka, the
designing engineer of the Phoenix Bridge Company.

(d) This design was examined and officially approved by Mr . Theodore Cooper,
-consulting engineer of the_ Quebec Bridge _ .and_Railway Company.

(e) The failure cannot be attributed directly to any cause other than error4 in
judgment on the part of these two engineers .

(f) These errors of judgment cannot be attributed either to lack of common
professional knowledge, to neglect of duty, or to a desire to economize . The ability
of the two engineers was tried in one of the moet difficult professional problems of
the day and proved to be insufficient fôr the taak.

(g) We do not consider that the specifications for the work were satisfactory or
sufficient, the unit stresses in particular being higher than any established by past
.practice. The specifications were aeeepted, without protest by all interested .

(h) A grave error was made in assuming the dead load for the calculations at
too low a value and not afterwards revising this assumption . This error waa of etlF&
eient, magnitude to have required the condemnation of the bridge, even if the details
of. the lower eho*cia had been of sufficient strength, because, if the bridge had bqen
completed as deaigned, the actual stresses would have been considerably greater than
those <permitted by the specifications . This erroneous assumption was made by 4r,
Szlapka and accepted by Mr. Cooper, and tended to hasten the 'disaster.

(i) We do not believe that the fall of the bridge could have been prevented by
any action that might havé been takepi after August 27, 1907. Any effort to brace or
take down the structure would have been impracticable owing th the manifest risk of
human life involved .

Q) The lose of life on August 29, 1907, might have been prevented by the eaer-
-oise of bitter judgment~ on thé part of those in responsible charge of thu work for the
Quebec Bridge and Railway Company and for the Phoeinia Bridge Company.

(0 The failure on the part of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company to
appoint an experienced bridge engineer to the position of chief engineer was 'è
mistake. -This reâulted in a loose and inefficient supervision of all parts of the work
on the part of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company.

(l) . Thé •work done by the Phoenix Bridge Company in making the detail draw-
ings and in planning and carrying out the erection, and by the Phoenix Iron Company
in fabricating the material was good, and the steel used was of good quality, Tho
serious defects were fundamental errors in design .

(rn) : No ône .conitected with'the general designing fully appreéiated the mégni .
tude of the work nor the insufficiency of the data upon . .whiçh they were depending,
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The special experimental studies and investigations that were required to confirm the
judgment of the designers were not made.

(n) The professional knowledge of the present day concerning the action of steel
columns under load is not a tifficient to enable engineers to economically design such
structures as the Quebec bridge. A bridge of the adopted span that will unquestion-
ably be safe can be built, but in the present state of professional knowledge a
considerably larger amount of metal would have to be used than might be required if
our knowledge were more exact.

(o) The professional record of Mr. Cooper was such that his selection for the
authoritative position that he occupied was warranted, and the complete confidence
that was pla ced in his judgment by the officials of the Dominion government, the
Quebec Bridge and Railway Company and the Phoenix Bridge Company was deserved.

Owing to the necessity of having the evidence taken in the United States sworn
to before a British consul, written questions were submitted to each w4ness examined
in the United States, and written answers were returned after an interval of some
days .

The commission is greatly indebted to the following gentlemen who have most
cou~}'teously furnished information : Mr. Charles Macdonald, formerly chief engineer
of the Union Bridge Company, contractors for the superstructure of the Memphis
cantilever bridge ; Mr. H. W. Hodge, of Messrs. ?3oller & Hodge, engineers of the
Monongahela cantilever bridge ; Mr. Ralph Modjeski, of Messrs. Noble & Modjeski,
engineers of the Thebes cantilever bridge ; Messrs . Ingersoll. & Seaman, of the Depart-
ment of Bridges of the City of New York, and Messrs . Reynders & Kunz, of the
Pennsylvania Steel Company, respectively, engineers and contractors for the super-
structure of the Blackwell's Island cantilever bridge .

We are also indebted for professional advice and assistance to Professor Mans-
field Merriman, Professor W. C. Kernot, Professor W. H. Bu T z, Professor Edgar
Marburg, Professor H. M . MacKay, Professor G. F. Swain, and Messrs. W. R.Webster, T. K. Thomson and E. W. Stern, consulting engineers.

The technical investigations have been by far the most ardu ous and diffi cult part
of our inquiry, and it is questionable whether they could have been brought to an yconclusion without the assistance that these men of expert training and experiencehave so freely given .

We have set forth the facts which have convinced us of the soundness of our ff zd-inge in the accompanying appendices, each of which is an independent discussion
dealing at length with some one phase of our inquiry. The subjects of these appen-
dices are as follows :-

1 . The evidence given before the commission of inquiry ;
2 . The exhibits filed with the commission of inquiry ;
3. The history of the Que bec Bridge and Railway Company up to the end of the

month of August, 1903 ;
4. The Phoenix Bridge Company;
6. The effect of financial limitations upon the design of the bridge and a discus-sion of the evidence relating to this ;
8. The history of the development of the specifications and a discussion of the

evidence relating to it ;
7. A description of the organizations and staffs maintained by the different

corporations interested in the erection of - the bridge ;
8 . A history of the development of the plans and of the methods followed in thedesigning offices;
9 . Material, shop work:and inspection ;

10. Transportation and erection ;
11 . ' A discussion of the difficulties that aro:ge during erection and of the eventsat the time of the collapse of the structure ;
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12 . . A description of the fallen structure ;
13 . An eaamination of the various full-sized column tests that have been made

in America, acoompanied by diagrams showing the results of these tests ;
14. A comparison of the stresses in-the several members of the main trusses com-

pt:ted from the bridge as finally designed, with the stresses authorized by the specifica-
tione. This comparison was made by Mr. C. C. Schneider, consulting engineer, and is
embodied in his report to the Department of Railways and Canals .

16. A description of the various experimental researches that have been made in
eonnection with the building of the Quebec bridge and during this inquiry ;

18. A discussion of the theory of built-up compression members ; '
17. A comparison of the design for certain chords of the Quebec bridge with those

for similar members of other great cantilever bridges illustrated with outline drawings
of the bridges and copies of the shop drawings of the chords ;

18 A ëritical discussion -of certain parts of the specifications ;
19. Miscellanéous information .

All which i s reepectfully submitted.

MoxzaE AL, February 20, 1908 .

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman .

J. Q. Q. BERRY,
J. QALBRAITH .

(NOTE .-Appendices Nos. 1 and 2 will be found in,another volume .)
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APPENDIX No. 3.

THE HISTORY OF THE QUEBEC BRIDGE AND RAILWAY l'7, 17P
TO THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1903 .

The bridging of the St. Lawrence river at or near the city of Quebec has been asubject of consideration for many years .
In 1852 Mr. Edward William Sërrell, the engineer of the Lewiston and Queenstonsuspension bridge, at the request of the City Council- of Quebec, examined thelecelity, and in a very complete report recommended a site, for a bridge which ispractically the same as that finally selected by the Quebec Bridge Company. At thissite it was proposed to erect a suspension bridge for both railway and highway traffic.
From time to time other engineers investigated this project, and in 1884 Mr .A. L. Light, who had recently completed the construction of the Quebec, Montreal,

Ottawa and Occidental Railway, submitted a plan to the Quebec Board of Trade,
which was endorsed by Mr. James Brunlees, M. Inst. C.E . ,- - _ Noneof -thëâë schémes; however, were seriously considered, there being no goodcommercial reason at that time to warrant the carrying out of so great a project .

11 ISTO6Y OF LEGISLATION .

A company to be known as the Quebec Bridge Company was incorporated in.1887--60-51 Vic. chap. 98-with a capital of one million dollars and with power to .issue bonds ; the provisional directors being Hon. J. O. Ross, Lt.-Col . Rhodes, R . R ..Dobell, Hon . Thomas McGreevy, Lt .-Col . J. B. Forsyth, Gaspard Lemoine, EugeneChinic, H. M. Price, Joseph Israel Tarte and Cyrille Duquet .
The company was given power to build and operate a railway bridge across the-

St. Lawrence river and to adapt it to the use of foot-paesengers and vehicles . It
might also construct lines of railway to connect the bridge with existing or future-
railways on each side of the river. Work of construction was to be commenced withinthree years, and to be completed within six years of the passing of the Act . The siteand all plans required the approval of the Governor in Council, and all tolls to be-charged by the company were subject to similar approval. This Act provided thatshould a change in ownership take place, the property should continue to be operated'
under the provisions contained in it and in the Railway Act .

The Quebec Bridge Company was unable to carry out the work required by the-
Act of 1887, and in 1891 an Act of Parliament was passed (64-55 Vic., chap. 107),which revived and re-enacted the Act of Incorporation, but amended it to the extent
that the work should be commenced wi %.hhin three years and completed within six
years from the date of the passing of the Act, in July, 1891 .

Again, the company was unable to carry out the project, and in 1897 an Act waspassed (60-61 Vic., ehap. 89), reviving previous legislation and extending the dite ofcompletion of the work to June, 1902.
The company again applied to pârliament for extension of time, and by an Atof 1900 (88-84 Vic., chap. 116) the time for completion was extended to June, 1905.On October 9, 1900, an order in council was passed authorizing an agreement to .be entered into between the government and the Quebec Bridge Company, whichprovided for the granting of a subsidy of one million dollars to the Quebec Bridge ,Company, one-third of which sum was to be applicable to the substructure andapproaches, and two-thirds to the superstructure. In this agreement, the company
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undertook to complete the bridge, a ll plans to be subjeot to' the approval of the
Governor in Couneil. The work having already been commeneed. the agreement
provided that it should be completed by January 1, 1908, failure in complying with
this condition to be followed by the forfeiture of a ll right or title to any part of the '
subsidy. Certain specifications whieh are signed by E. A. Hoar,s, M. Inst.; O.E., chief
engineer of the Quebec Bridge Company, and dated September 1, 1898, were made
part of the agreement which was completed on November 12, 1900 ($ubaidy, ,Agree-
ment 1 8988 Ex. 12) .

The province of Quebec in March, 1900 (63 Vie, chap 2) granted a subsidy to
the Quebec Bridge Company to the amount of. $260,000, upon condition that the city
of Quebec would grant a like amount ; and on June 1, 1900, the city of Quebec voted
a subsidy of $300,000 to the same company, provided that the company lay its term-
inus within the limits of the city of Quebec .

By -Act of -Parliament-in-1903 : (8 Edward VIL, chap. 177), the name of the
company was changed to the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, and the work was
declared to be fot the general advantage of Canada . Further powers were-granted,
authority was given to issue preference shares, and the bond issue was fixed at
$6,000,000, with the right to issue further bonds covering any property that might be
thereafter acquired.

The company was also empowered to enter into agreement with the government
of Canada in reference to a guarantee of the bonds of the company, and for granting
and conveying the bridge and property of the company to the government. The time
for- completion=waa-eatended-ta-July,-1910 .--------------------------

Pursuant to the power granted under the Act of 1903, the Quebec Bridge and
Railway Company entered into an agreement with the government of Canada on
October 19, 1903, which agreement was cpnfirme,d by Act of Parliament on October
24, 1903 (3 Edward VII., chap. 54) . By this Act the government undertook to guar-
antee the bonds of the company, the bond issue was fixed at $6,678,000, and the
company was authorized to redeem the outstanding stods on certain conditions . The
number of directors was increased to eleven, and the Governor in Council had the
right to appoint three of these. Nothing in this Act authorized the government,
without consent of parliament previously obtained, to exercise its right to take over
the undertaking .

The above is a brief summary of the legislation that has affected the company
from its inception to this date (February 20, 1908) .

HISTORY OF PROORE88 .

At the ann.ual general meeting of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company,
held Apri' 1897, the president, Lt .-Col. J . B. Forsyth, reported that snbsequently
to 1888 air . . ., . A. Hoare had carefully surveyed the St. Lawrence river on both sides
from Qu6ec to the vicinity of the Chaudière, and had reported that a bridge could be
I)uilt at three sites, viL. :--

1et, at Cape Diamond ;
2nd, at Pointra-Pizeau ; and
8rd, near the mouth of the Chaudière river .

After consideration of Mr. Hoare's report by the board, the maccer was referred
to Mr. Walter Shanly, who visited the different sites, and reported in 1889 in favour
of the third of those above mentioned. Mr. Collingwood Schreiber, the chief engineer
of the Department of Railways and Canals, also endorsed the Chaudière site in his
report of February 28, 1891, which report was preaented to parliament (Return No .
16, Session of 1891) . At this meeting the Chaudière site was finally adopted by the
company. The president, Lt.-Ool, Forsyth, having reoigned, his, place was taken by
the Hon. 8. N., Pfflnt.
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On June 16, 1897, Mr. E. A. Hoare, the engineer of the Quebec Bridge Company,-

wrote to the president of the Phoenix Bridge Company asking if any of their engineers
expected to attend the annual convention of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
which was to convene At Quebec on -Jüne 80 ; and if so, he asked that they call uponhim to discuss a project for building a bridge over the St

. Lawrence river near Quebec.Mr
. John Sterling Deans, the chief engineer of the Phoenix Bridge Company, went to

Quebec and met Mr. Hoare and others connected with the Quebeo Bridge Company.Hon. R. R. Dobell, one of the directora'of the company, took many of the visiting
engineers on an excursion to the site and explained the prof ect to them . Mr. TheodoreCooper was one of the party who visited Quebec at this time and then first learned of
the proposed work, and on July 7, 1897, Mr. Deans, of the Phoenix Bridge Company,wrote to Mr. Hoare stating that Mr

. Cooper would be glad to give the Quebec BridgeCompany the benefit of his extended experience. As stated by Mr. Deans, Mr.- Hoarepromised to send him a profile of the river crossing at the proposed site, and • her
general information necessary for the purpose of preparing a tender on the work should
his company be asked to make one . - This Mr. Hoare did, and the matter was at once
taken up by the Phoenix Bridge Company, and on November 30, 1897, they completed
their first preliminary general plan for the bridge

. This plan was altered, and on
December 7, 1897, a new plan was completed, and was sent to Mr . Hoare.

The Quebec Bridge Company, early in 1898, applied to the Railway Committee of
the Privy Council for approval of the plans and proposed site of the bridge, which
application was filed in the department as No . 7849 . The-plan that accompanied thisapplication is dated-Jânuar~y 13, 1898, and is signed by Messrs. S. N. Parent, iTlrioBarthe and E . A. Hoare, and as to the superatruotwrel it! is identiaal with the plan,
made by the Phoenix Bridge Company, and dated December 7, 1897 .
, The site of the bridge and the positions of the piers and abutments were approved

as shown on the plana
. The bridge had a clear width of span over the channel of1,200 feet, and a clear height of 160 feet from extreme high water, the clear spanbetween pier centres being 1,600 feet . The plane of all details were made aubjeut to

the approval of the chief engineer of the Department of-Rolways and Canals before
work could be commenced, and also subject to the approval of the Governor in
Council upon the joint report of the Minis+er of Railways and Canals and the Minister
of Public Works

. The Qrder in council conveying this approval was signed May 16,1898 (Ex. 2) .

On July 2, 1898, the board of the Quebec Bridge . Company- passed it reeolutioninstructing Mr. E. A. Hoare, their chief engineer, to put himself in oommunicationwith Mr. Schreiber, and the secretary was instructed to write to the Right H onourable
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, asking him to give - instructions--todhe-chief engi~erof-=thé
Départment of Ria lways and Canals by put-liis bridge- with Mr. Hoare, so that suitable specifications for the~proposed lbridg

ecommunication
might beprepared, to be used when calling for tenders- (Ex. 4) . These instructions were carriedout, and Mr. Hoare conferred with Mr. R. C. Douglas, the bridge engineer of thedepartment, -and the specifications were prepared

. On August 26, 1898, these generalspecifications were submitted to ?Sr
. Schreiber and were approved by him as quitesatisfactory on August 31, 1898 (Ex. 5) .

The specifications thus approved by the Department of Railways and Canals were
printed by the Quebec Bridge Company under date ,of September 1, 18

98, and arepractically the same as those attached to the subsidy agreement of November 12, 1900
;they ; include specifications for both the aubstruciuré and the superstructure

.On September 6
. 1898, the Quebec Bridge Company instructed their secretaryto issue circulars inviting tenders

; the date for receiving the same was made January
1, 1899, but subsequently this was changed. to March 1, 1899.

In accordance with these instructions, the secretary, issued a circular (Ex
. 6)sending with each copy a section of the river showing the clearances required, and

also epeeifications for a cantilever bridge
; if any tenderers proposed a suspension
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bridge they were- .to-furnish complete apeoifications. --- A-- form of--tender-was- aent- to -
each party, which called for lump sum p=iees both for substructure and euperstruoture.

In response to this oircular, tenders were received from the Keystone Bridge
Company, of Pittsburg, for a cantilever bridge ; from the Dominion Bridge Company;
of Montreal, for both a cantilever p qe. it suspension bridge ; from the Phoenix Bridge
Company, of Phoenixville, for both d cantilever and a suspension bridge ; from the
Union Bridge Company, of New York, for a suspension bridge, and from the New
Jersey Steel Company, of Trënton, for a cantilever bridge. Tenders for substructure
were received from Win . Davis & 19on4 , of Cardinal, Ont., and from the Engineering
Contract Company, of New York. The New Jersey Steel Company subsequently
withdrew their tender.

At this date, March, 1899, the Quebec Bridge Company were not in a,position
financially to let a contract for any portion of the proposed structure, but the board
considered that the prospects of obtaining funds were sufficiently promising to
warrant the calling for tenders .

The construction of this bridge, being a task of unpredecented magnitude, the
board, on 1~ebruary 23, discussed the appointment of a consulting engineer, and the
names of six prominent engineers were considered, with the result that the secretary
was instructed to write to Theodore Cooper and to ask him if he would consent to
act . This instruction was carried out on the same day .

On March 28, 1899, Hon. S . N. Parent, Mr. Hoare and - llir. Barthe met Mr.
Cooper in New York, and it was arranged that Mr. Cooper would eiïaminë snd-rropôrt
ution the plans and tenders received for a certain fee. This agreement was confirmed
by interchange of letters.

All plans and .tenders were accordingly sent to Mr. Cooper.
During the period when these plans and tenders were in the hands of Mr . Cooper,

the Phoenix Bridge Company kept in close touch with Mr. Cooper and Mr. Hoare, and
reference may be made to Mr. Deans' letters of April 14 and April 19, 1899, addressed
to Mr. Hoare.

The correspondence of the officials of the Phoenix Bridge Company at this stage
indicates a strong desire to obtain a favourable report from Mr. Coopec as a prelim-
inary to securing the contract for the work at a later date, and the letters from the
officialo of the Quebec Bridge Company to the Phoenix Bridge Company indicate a
desire to assist it in this direction .

-Th8 apparent-reaéon fôr-tbia statë ôf a$âire-ie that-the -Phâënix Bridge Company
were, as far as we can learn, the only tenderers who felt and expressed confidence in
the Quebec bridge project, and had prepared all of the preliminary-plane forit.The----Qneben_Sri~COmpanÿtlierefôreinQiinect more favourabt3r--towards them, and the
relations were mutually friendly.

As to either party influencing Mr. Cooper or causing him to modify his ideas so
as to favour any tender, such a suggestion is, in our opinion, quite out of the ques-
tion, and we believe that Mr: Cooper made his decisions and gave his opinions with
absolute honesty.

On June 28, 1899, Mr. Cooper - repotted to the Quebec Bridge Company upon the
tender aubui'itte3 (Exhibit 9), the following being an egtract from his report:^

'I From the facts and consideration as stated above, I find the cantilever super,
structure plan of the Phoenix Bridge Company an ex ceedingly creditable plan,from
the point of view of its general proportions, oütlines and its constructive features.

'I also find that it is designed in uocordance with your specifications.
'The tender accomp anying this plan is the lowest in price, and is the most favour-

able as to the prospective duties upon the m,siteziala to be used in its construction.
`i therefore herebÿ-conelude and report that the cantilever superstructure plan

of the Phoenix Bridge Company is the "béat and cheapest" plan and proposal eub-
mitted to me for examination and report' .
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`I likewise report that the general plan and proposals for the eubstructtire made

by the Engineering Contract Company and by Messrs . Davis & Sons are .both satis-faetory and at favourable terms.'
Mr.- Coaper also advised that further investigation be made by boring and by

sinking trial shafts to determine the best position for the piers, and suggested that,
as the surveys that had been made up to date were not sufficient, in any contract that
might be made, thora should be provision for changing the length of spans within
reasonable limits, for modifying the carrying capacity of the structure and for increas-
ing or decreasing the construction quantities .

Mr. Coopei's report of Juno 23, 1899, was received, and was laid before the board
of the Quebec Bridge Company on June 29, when it was'resolved :--` That a copy of Mr. Cooper's report, with superstructure plan of the Phoenix
Bridge Company, and the Keystone, and Win . Davis & SQp;s' substructure plan be
sent immediRtely to the Right Honourable Sir Wilfrid Lauri'er .'

No positivo action was taken as to the tenders, and no one of these was formally
accepted then or at a later date .

The full report of Mr. Cooper is appended (Exhibit 9), and it will be observed
that he believed that the cantilever designs were the most favourable owing to their
lower cost, and thefe designs were therefore more critically examined than were those
of suspension bridges . The comparison of tenders was narrowed down by a process
of elimination, to two cantilever designs, those of the Keystone Bridge Company and
of the Phoenix Bridge Company, both of which were 'acceptable designs .' . Àfter
making duo allowance for cost of foundations so as to put the cost of superstructure
on an even basis, Mr. Cooper found that the tender of the Keystone Bridge Company
for superstructure was $2,462,119, and that of the Phoenix' Bridge Company was
$2,438,612, making a differEnce in favour of the Phcx,,, :-: Bridge Company's tender of$23, 607 ; if duty were charged, this amount would be further increased by $97,768,
owing to the greater weight of steel in the Keystone design .

The estimated weight of steel as per tenders was :-
Keystone Bridge Company, in gross tons . . . , 27,400Phoenix Bridge Company, in gross tons . . . . . . . . . . . . 22,96 8

Difference in favour of latter, gross tons . . . . . . . „ 4,444
The tenders show the average price of steel per gross ton as follows, all erectedand complete :---

Phasnix Bridge Company . . . , , . $108 94Keystone Bridge Company . . . . . .: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9000
The tenders wére-lump eump prices for a compleied strticture, provided that the

work was eaeeuted in accordance with the plans submitted and the unit prices of steel
per ton were given in the tenders solely as a basie for computing progress estimates .

In view, however, of the fact that at a subsequent date a contract was made with
the Phoenix Bridge Company at a price per pound and not on a lump sum basis, it
should be noted that, having the above figures bef6te them ;' tbb Quebec Bridge Com-pany did not ask

for new tenders for the eteel work on a pound or ton basis, and also
that the weight of the structure designed for the longer span overran the originally
estimated weight by nearly 45 per cent .

Negotiations were commenced with the Phoenix Bridge Company, but that
company would not enter into a contract on account of the financial conditions of the
Quebec Bridge Company. _

Mr
. Deans expressed himself as having full _confidence in the scheme as a business

undertaking, and made efforts to assist the Quebec Bridge Company by endeavouring
to interest prominent American bankers in the projeot

; he was unsuccessful and all
the financial firms declined to invest in the securities of the Quebec Bridge Company
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' owing to the fact that the probable immediate returns would not warrant them in
taking the matter up .

At this time, June, 1899, the Quebec Bridge Company had only a stock subscrip-
tion of $50,352.69, of which $26,684.74 had already been expended for surveys and
other expenses .

In his report of June 23, 1899, Mr . Cooper advised that more information be
obtained with regard to the river-bed, so that the cost both of foundations and of
superstructure might be closely estimated before the length of the main span was
finally settled, and we direct your attention to all the evidence on this point, which
clearly shows that at the time of calling for tenders there was not sufficient information
to justify the action of the Quebec Bridge Company in fixing the positions of the
main piers . On Mr. Cooper's advice further borings and examinations were made
under the supervision of Mr. Hoare. Dr. Ami, of the Dominion Geological Survey
made a report on these borings, which is appended.

The information thus obtained was transmitted to Mr. Cooper on January 14,
and after studying it, he reported to Hon . S. N. Parent, on May 1, 1900 (Ex. 11)
recommending a change of the main span from 1,600 feet to 1,800 feet, for the
following reasons :-

`First : The construction of the larger and deeper piers of the 1,600 ft . span will
require at least one more year than those for the -1,800 foot span.

`Second : The contingencies of the construction of the deeper piers in the deeper
waters, where they . might possibly be subject in their incomplete condition to the
heavy ice floes of the main channel, would be far greater than for the piers further
in shore .

' Third : The effect upon any future finaneing, by reducing the time of construc-
tion and minimizing the real and imaginary contingencies .'

Mr. Cooper estimated that the additional cost of the changes he advised would be
$200,000 provided that modificatio,is were made in the specifications, which, in his
opinion, were both desirable and justifiable, and would in no manner reducé the carry-
ing capacity of the structure or render it incapable of fully performing all its duties
satisfactorily. (EX. 11 . )

Previously to the receipt of Mr . Cooper's second report, the board, on August 14,
1899, requested a meeting with the Phoenix Bridge Company's representative, and,
on August 21, Mr. Deans met the board and discussed the situation then existing .
On the following day the board decided to divide the work between the Phoenix Bridge
Company and _Mr. M. P. Davis.- On- August 23, the Hon . S; N. Parent wrote Mr .
Deans-atating tbat-thé Qûebéc Bridgë Company was ready to enter into a contraet
with the Phoenix Bridge Company, upon certain conditions, which included the
modification of the specifications, and the terms of payment . The Phoenix Bridge
Company were to accept their share of the $1,500,000 of subsidies or their equivalent
and the difference in bonds . Under the some date Mr . Deans' wrote to the Hon. S . N.
Parent extending the privilege of ordering the work in whole or in part at. the unit
prices named in the tender of March 1, 1899, for 'say one or two years,' on the
understanding that the prices would be modified in accordance with the variations in
the base price of metal and would be fixed by agreement between the engineers of the
two companies at the date of the final orcier for each part of the bridge. In so far as
the Phoenix Bridge Company was concerned, nothing came of these negotiations, but
-an agreement for thé construction of the substructure was made at a later date with
Mr. M. P. Davis somewhat on these lines.

Matters made no further progress until the following spring when, at a meeting
of the board on April ô, 1900, Hon . Mr. Parent stated that before concluding the
contract for the masonry there were questions to be settled with `the prospective
superstructure contractor, the Phoenix Bridge Company.' Messrs . Audette, Breaky
and Lemoine were then delegfted to meet Mr. M. P. Davis about his contraot and

154-vol . i-2
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conditions of payment, and Messrs . Parent, Audette and Price were selected to repre-
sent the company at a meeting with the Phoenix Bridge Company, which was subse-
quently held at Mr . Cooper's office in New York.

The arrangements with air. M. P. Davis were concluded in the month of April,
although the contract itself was not executed until June 1 9, 1900, and at the meeting
in New York, just mentioncd, which was held on April 12, 1900, an agreement was
made and signed by the Hon . S. N. Parent, president of the Quebec Bridge Company;
and Mr . John Sterling Deans, chief engineer of the Phoenix Bridge Company, whereby
the Quebec Bridge Company awarded the Contract for the construction of the super-
structure and steel anchorages of the bridge to the Phoenix Bridge Company upon
the cash prices tendered on March 1, 1899, subject to the modifications suggested by
Mr. Deans in his letter to the Hon. S . . N. Parent under date of August 23, 1899, the
superstructure and steel anchorages to be ordered within three years from date . The
Phoenix Bridge Company agreed to deliver the steel work for the anchorages within
four months after the approval of detailed plans, the price to be fixed at the date of
ordering the metal . This was done on June 15, and the price, which was 4 :516 cents
per pound, was fixed in accordance with the ternis of 1[r . Deans' letter of August 23,
1899, by a board consisting of Messrs . Deans, Cooper and Hoare .

The Phoenix Bridge Company also agreed to complete all general and detail plans
for the entire superstructure with all possible speed .

This agreement was a,pproved by fhe Quebec Company's board on April 21, 1900 .
It appears, therefore, that the contract was awarded for the superstructure before

Mr. Cooper had reported upon the necessary change in span, and That the agreement
of April 12 was really not in accordance with the tender of March 1, 1899, in that
this tender contemplated a lump sum price for the whole work, and not a price per
pound ; the details of this matter will be referred to further on .

Mr. Cooper's report (Exhibit 11) of May 1, 1900, was submitted to the board on
May 5, and was adopted . At the same meeting they appointed Mr. Theodore Cooper
consulting engineer tothe_ç_o_mpany in accord nnce_with terms and conditions con-
tained in the minutes of the board of March 23, 1899 . These terms and conditions,
however, we note, only applied to examining and reportirig upon certain plans
submitted to Mr. Cooper, and the appointment then made was for a specific purpose
and was not in the nature of a permanent appointment as consulting engineer.

.,Air . Cooper objected at n Inter date to the arrangement of the terms of remunera-
tion, and wrote to 'Iir . Hoare on July 26, 1901, suggesting as a basis of adjustment,
that his services as consulting engineer from April 11, 1900, to the completion of the
metal superstructure, be placed at a lump sum of $22,500, with an additional retain-
ing fee of $2,500 for each year exceeding three years that his services were required,
yearly payments to be not less than $3,750 . This letter was submitted to the board,
and on August 7, 1901, was approved . The actual payments made to Air . Cooper are
given in Exhibit 114.

A: the board meeting of May 5, 1900, the following resolution was passed :-
` That the report of Theodore Cooper, consulting engineer, in date of M:ay{ .1

instant, recommending an 1,800 foot span instead of 1,600 feet, be adopted, and that
the Quebec Bridge Company's engineers give instructions to the Phoenix Bridge
Company, contractors for the superstructure, to prepare plans accordingly without
delay, and also that the-ëontràctors for substrticture, William Davis & Sons, be
informed of such modifications, and that the contract for substructure work will be
modified accordingly.' - •

The Phoenix Bridge Company, bÿ letters of May 9 and 16, 1900, accepted the
modifications in the plans of the bridge advised by Air . Cooper.

The memorandum already referred to, concerning prices (Ex. 14), dated New
York, June 1 6, and signed by Messrs . Cooper, Hoare and Deans, was ratified by the
board on July 5, 1900, and the president advised the appointment of an inspector at
the rolling mills and machine shop, which was authorized .
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On D"ember 19, 1900, a second contract was entered into between the Quebeo
Bridge Company and the Phoenix Bridge Company covering the erection of thé
approach spans on each side of the river, the unit price being at 4-114 cents per
pound erected and painted complete. (Exhibits 13 and 14 .) On January 17, 1901, the
board approved the above agreement . The report of the directors presented fit the
annual meeting of the company held or September 4, 1900, fully sets out what had
been done up to that time (Ex. 19) .

On October 2, 1900, the 'corner stone' of the Quebec bridge was laid, and the
report of the directors at the annual meeting held September 3, 1901, is interesting in
that it contains reports of progress on the substructure from Messrs . Cooper and
1loare. Mr. Cooper_approves the progress of the work and adds that ` During the past
year special studies have also been made of the main span, to improve and better the
same in advance of the preparation of the final plans .' At that time the north anehor
pier was about complete, the ground was being prepared for the north abutment and
the north main pier was well under way.

Good progress on the work under contraet, viz . : the substructure, the anchorages
and the two approach spans was made during the follov, ing year, and at the annual
meeting of the company held September 2, 1902, Mr . Hoare reported that the sub-
structure on north shore was completed, that the abutment on south shore would be
finished in a month, and that the south anchor pier was all finished except two courses
of masonry. Ile also reported that the main pier on-south shore was in progress, and
that it had been found that it greater depth had to be reached to get a satisfactory
foundation than was at first expected, and that in consequence it would take some
time to comp'ete this pier. The north approach spnri was in course of erection, and
the material for the south approach span had been delivered .

On October 13, 1902, Mr. Cooper reported on the south main pier, and on
February 3, 1903, lie again reported, 9tRting that the experience of the last two
summers,amply justified the change in the length of the main span from 1,G00 to
1,800 feet .

Negotiations for the construction of the main span which, in the meantime, had
not proceeded actively we-e now resumed with the Phoenix Bridge Company, and Mr .
Deans wired the IIon . S. N. Parent, on May 11, 1903, that he would be in Quebec on
the 15th and could go to Ottawa on the next day or on any other convenient day, as
had been requested .

This visit to Ottawa was made on account of legislation proposed to be submitted
to parliament in relation to the Quebec Bridge Company and the financial support to
be given -to it by- the government ; and the Phoenix Bridge Company desired to have
the enactment of this legislation assured, before entering into any further contract
with the Quebec Bridge Company. -

The prospects for favourable legislation being satisfactory, articles of agreement
were prepared and signed by the Quebec Bridge Company and by the Phoenix Bridge
Company, on June 19, 1903 (Ex . 16), and were approved by the board of directors of
the Quebec Bridge Company on the sanie day .

In transmitting the executed agréement, Mr . David Reeves, the president of . the
Phoenix Bridge Company, attached a letter of sanie date in which he states that the
agrcenent is executed by his company unon the understanding that it shall not become
operative until the legislation proposed shall have been enacted and financial arrange-
ments insuring payments of estimates shall have been made to the satisfaction of his
company . He agreed to go on with strain sheets and drawings as soon as the revised
specifications with the formal approval of the government engineers were-furnished
to his company. These conditions were accepted by the Quebec Bridge Company .

In his suplementary report of June 23, 1890, Mr. Cooper advises :-
I It might also be desirable to ask the successful competitor to state what reduc-

tions, if any, could be made in the tender by certain modifications of the specifications.'
154-vol . i-2j
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This indicates that changes in the'Quebec Bridge Company's specifications were in
Mr. Cooper's mind at that early date, and a;so that he considered the tender as a lump
sum tender, and not otherwise .

On May 1, 1900 (subsequent to the awarding of the contract), Mr. Cooper
suggested to Mr. Parent, in a letter, that lie ` be instructed to make such modifications
in the accepted competitive plan when adapted to the new lengths, as may tend to
reduce the cost without reducing the carrying capacity or the stability of the structure .'

On Juno 2, 1903, Sir. Cooper transmitted certain amendments to the specifications
attached to the subsidy contract of November 12, 1900, and gave his reasons for the
proposed changes ; as under section 2 of this agreement, any amendments of plans and
specifications had to be approved by the Governor in Council, these amendments were
submitted to Mr . Schreiber for examination. Mr. Schreiber, the chief engineer of the
Department of Railways and Canals, examined the amended apecifications, and com-
municated with the Minister of R,qilwaya and Canals on July 9, 1903 . The Minister
reported to council on July 10, 1903, and on July 21 an order in council was passed,
embodying Mr. Sehreiber's recommendations (Ex. 17) . In his report Mr. Schreiber
refers to discussions between himself and Mr. Cooper, the consulting engineer of the
Quebec Bridge Company, involving certain modifications of the specification xttached
to the subsidy contract ; lie expresses his high regard for Mr . Cooper's professional
standing, that gentleman being a man of repute and reliability . lie adds : `His
modifications may, therefore, reasonably be considered to be in the best interests of the_wor . - r. Schreiber suggests that the department be authorized to employ a com-
petent bridge eng ;neer to examine from time to time the detailed dratviiiga of each
part of the bridge as prepared, and to approve of or correct theni as to him may seem
necessary, submitting them for final acceptance to the chief engineer of the Depart-
nient of Railways and Canals . '

When a copy of the above order in council reached Mr . Cooper, he-strenuously
objected to the appointment of an engineer as suggested by Mr . Schreiber, saying :
` This puts me in the position of a subordinate, which I cannot accept .' Mr: Cooper,
at the same time wrote to Mr. Schreiber :' I do not see how such an engineer could
facilitate the progress of the work or allow me to take any responsible stops indopen-
dently of his consent .' Mr. Cooper then went to Ottawa to see Mr. Schreiber, and
discussed the situation with him. In consequence Mr. Schreiber made a further
recommendation, and an order in council was passed August_ 15, 1903 (Ex. 18) which
directed that, provided the efficiency of the structure be fully maintained up to that
defined in the original specifications attached to the company's contract (Ex . 12),
the new loadings proposed by the Quebec Bridge Company's consulting engineer- be
accepted, &c. ; and that all plans be submitted to the chief engineer, and until his
approval has been given, not to be adopted for work . This order modified the ordeV
in council of July 21, 1903.

The amendments to the specifications and Mr . Cooper's letter relating thereto are
attached to the order in council and are dated June 2, 1903 .

Upon Mr . Cooper receiving a copy of the second order in council he states, in a
letter of August 21, to Mr . Hoare: `I think undei fair and broad-minded interpreta-
tion, this will allow'us to go on and get the best bridge we'can, without putting'metal
where it will be more harm than good . '

This arrangement left the matter of the specifications entirely in the hands of Mr . ,
Cooper, subject only to the approval of the government au.horities .

:1ir; Cooper, in his evidence, says :' i assume the full responsibility for the
change in the specifications and for the selected unit stresses' He interpreted the
authority given to him as being complete, and the .work was carried out using bis
amendments of the specifications.

Up to the date of the passing of the Guarantee Act, of October, 1903, the Phcenix
Bridge Company held to the position expressed in Mr. Reeves' letter of June 19, which
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was attached to the contract of the same date with the Quebec Bridge Company . It
was not until March 15, 1904, that Mr . Reeves states (Ex. 113E), that they . are'
proceeding with the work vigorously, this letter being in reply to one from Mr . Parent
under date of February 22, 1904 (Ex. 113A) . In this correspondence Mr. Parent
advised Mr. Reeves of the satisfactory financial condition of his company, and the
Phoenix Bridge Company felt confident in proceeding with the actual work, knowing,
as it did, that payment was certain . The undertaking had now entered into its final
stage .

Mr. Scheidl in his evidence (see evidence) refers to certain preliminary work on
plans having been done in January, February and March, 1902 . A period of inac-
tivity followed, as Mr. Scheidl further states that after the receipt of the revised
specifications ` preliminary work' showing practically final results, commenced in
July, 1903 .

Prior to the date of the contract between the Quebec Bridge Company and the
Phoenix Bridge Company, June 19, 1903, the Phoenix Iron Company, who manufac-
ture all the bridge work for the Phoenix Bridge Company, were not equipped to under-
take the work . In anticipation of having to do the work they, in the fall of 1902,
made additions to their main bridge shop and other improvements in their works .
In 1903 they added some heavy machinery to their shops and otherwise improved their
works, so as to enablo them to manufacture the Quebec bridge for the Phoenix Bridge
Company ; t'•ose were general improvements to their property . Subsequent to June
19, 1903,-Mr-I3orris, the manager of the works, was -instrueted to obtain whatever
machinery and tools were needed .

HISTORY OF CONTRACTS .

The commission has examined the various contracts and agreements made between
the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company and the Phoenix Bridge Company, but finds
nothing in them that has direct eonnection-with-the -cause of-the disaster :-We give;
therefore, simply an historical statement concerning these agreements, but desire to
draw attention to the fact that the agreément of April 12, 1900, the agreement of
December 19, 1900 (Exhibit 13), and the contract of June 19, 1903 (Exhibit 10),
which is an amplification of the first agreement, are, under existing eircumstances, of
great importance. We recognize that we are not called upon to discuss these agree-
ments from a legal standpoint .

The . Pbo,nix Bridge Company was requested to tender in September, 1898, for
the construction of the Quebec bridge (Ex . 0) .

According to Mar. Deans (Deans to Hoare, April 14, 1899, Ex. 76-D), there was
an understanding at the time that the contract would be awarded to the lowest
tenderer.

The following is the letter referred to :--

(Personal and private) .

Mr. E. A. HOARE,
Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Quebec .

April 14, 1899 .

DEAR MR. HoARE,-Mr . Szlapka and I were with Cooper the greater part of yestèr=
day, and you will be glad to learn there was not, a single vital or important criticism
or mistake found in our plans. All the slight differenees, such as dead load, anchor
arms, reverse stresses,,in one or two members, thickness of some detail plates, &e :;
were all thoroughly discussed and satisfactorily settledi and not a single one would
affect in any way our price or our propo8itfo4ti . It was especially gratifying for us to
learn this.
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Mr. Cooper, however, somewhat upset me, by making the following remark,

which of course I understood was entirely personal and without any full knowledge of
the situation. He said : 'Well, Deans, I believe that all of the bids will probably
overrun the amount which the Quebec Bridge Company can raise, and that the result
will be as is usually the case, that all of the bids will be thrown out and a new tender
asked on revised specifications and plans . '

- I told llir. Çooper that while this might be the usual procedure, that in the
prescnt case it was distinctly understood that whoever was the lowest bidder under
the present specifications and plans would be awarded the work, and if any modifica-tions were made their bid would be alterled accordingly, as this could readily be done
through a conference with the Bridge Company's engineers and ourselves ; as wecould undoubtedly build as cheap .a structure as any other company, and that unless
this plcan was carried out as understood and agreed upon, • the present bidders would
be placed in a very unfair position after the expenditure of great tima and expense .I finally succeeded in convincing 111r . Cooper that this wag the only fair method,
but I think it will take the greatesG caro on your part{ to we that his report is not
worded in such a way as to give the directors an opportunity of following this sugges-
tion . Mr. Cooper undoubtedly desires to_Le perfectly fair, but not naving been through
this whole matter like ourselves, does not fully understand the situation . I trust,
therefore, that you will give his report the most careful serutiny,,and get it in the
right shape before it is submitted, as, far as this suggestion is concerned . It wouldsimply be just what our competitors, nd particularly the Dominion Bridge Çompany,
would like, or the Union-BridgeConipAny, iiï fnet, nnd I slrall be much interested to
hear from you on this point .

Y ou have not advised me to whom I shall send thL revised price ; includingdelivery of the materinl from Quebec and Ikvis to site .
Mr. Lindenthal and I have an appointment with Mr. Cooper next Tuesday todiscuss the suspension plan .

Kindly advise me when you will desire the revised propositions of the suspension
design .

_
I remain ,

Yours truly ,

JNO. STERLING DEANS .

On March 1, 1899, the Phoenix Bridge Company handed in its tender, mnking alump sum bid as requested . The wording of the tender which was drawn up by the
Quebec Bridge Company is as follows :

'The whole in accordance with sections and specifieatiôna shown for substructura
and superstructura and such other plans submitted with this ten,?er, which may be
adopted by the Bridge Company ; for the total sums of money herein stated, &c:Air. Deans wrote in the letter accompanying the,'tender, as followA :-

`It might be possible, if found necessary or desirable, to make modifications in
the requirements which could reduce the cost without materially affectNg the
efficiency of the structure, and at the proper time we would be glad to disc•ass this
question with your engineers. '

All tenders and plans were handed over te Mr . Cooper for examination and report,
after the agreement between that gentleman and the officers of the Quebec Bridge
Company had been Made on March 23, 1899 (Ex. 112) .

On May 8, 1899, and again on May 9, Air. Deans, at the request of Mr. Hoare,
supplemented the Phoenix Bridge Compan .v's bid by .letters to Air. Cooper . ' •

On June 23, 1899, lir . Cooper reported in favour of the Ph(enix Bridge Company's
plan and tender (Ex . 9) . Tenders were open for acceptance until September 1, 1899 .

On August 22, 1899, the directors of the Quebec Bridge Company passed a
resolution awarding the contract for the substructure to 'Air . Win. Davis & Sons, and
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that for the superstructure to the Phoenix Bridge Company on condition that the
eontraétors accept subsidies and securities in payment.

The lump sum prices are mentioned in the resolution, but with this qualifying
clause `the whole subject to the modifications in the specifications, either decreasing
or increasing, or any other made by the company's engineer in the size, depths and
locations of the piers and their caissons, at schedule prices in tender submitted '

Apparently this clause changed the contract from a lump sum basis to a unit price
basis, as the company's engineer made many modifications . These modifications could
not have been avoided and arose mainly from the insufficiency of the plans and the
preliminary work done by the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company .

The following letters written at this time made eléar the understanding between
the two companies and outline an arrangement for settling unit prices which was,
afterwards adopted for all the Phoenix Bridge Company's contracts :-

QUEBEa, August 22, 1899 .

Mr. E. A .`I30ARE,

Chief Eng'r, the Quebec Bridge Company,
Quebec, Canada .

DEAR SIR,-At the request of the president of the Quebec Bridge Company I band
you in trust to-day the prices we used for plain structural material in our proposal
of March 1, '99, for the construction of the Quebec bridQe . These figures will fix thé
basis of comparison-when-work is_ordered ahead as arranged in letters passed between
the Quebec Bridge Company and the Phoenix Bridge Company to-day . You will
notice these prices are higher than figures ruling on March 1, '99,-lower than those
ruling to-day. Plates and shapes 1 -80 c. per pound.

Steel castings in rough 3 - 50 c . per pound .

Yours truly,

JNO . STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.

Mr. E. A . HOARE ,

Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Company,
Quebec, Quebec .

QUEBEc, August 23, 1899 .

DEAR SIR,-Referring to the figures hallded you to-day, you are at liberty to show
same to the Hon . ;:; . N. Parent, president of the Bridge Company, for his personal
informatioü. I ;eeI certain a knowledge of these figures will not be allowed to go
further, or be used against our interests, otherwise I would not be justified in giving

out same.
Yours truly,

JN0. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Enginéer .

QUEBEd, -August 23, 1899 .

Mr . JOHN STERLING DEANS ,

Chief Engineer, Phoenix Bridge Company .

DF.AR Sm,-Referring to yours of this day, I beg to atete that this company is
ready to enter into a contract with your company for the superstructure of our
proposed bridge, subject to the modifications in the specifications either decreasing
or increasing, or any other that may have to be made in size, depths and locations of
the piers and their caissons ; provided you accept in payment vour share of the
amount of $1,500,000 in subsidies or their equivalent, and the difference in bonds
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given in trust as collateral security, the value and interest on same, at their redemp-
tion on conditions to be agreed upon, but at any rate the company will decidé before
the bridge is open for traffic to redeem .the said bonds 'at face value or surrender them
to the contractors ; this company binding themselves to transfer you your propor-
tionate share of any further subsidies or guarantees of interest that they may receive
towards the construction of the said bridge . We will furnish by an early mail a
statement showing the position of the company, its available subsidies and prospects
as to resources and earning powers. If your company accepts the above conditions,
we on the other hand will accept the condition stated in your letter of this day, that
we may order the work from you at any time within two years, providing at the time
the work is ordered to proceed either party to the contract may request the prices for
plain structural metal revised to agree with the ruling price of metal at that time,
and provided also that you give us to-day the price of your metal on which you have
based your tender. This option is open for fifteen days from this date.

Yours truly,

S. N. PARENT,
Pres ., Q . B. Co.

QUEBEC, CAN., August 23, 1899 .Hon. S. N. PARENT,
President, the Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Canada :

DEAR Sin,-In our letter of Mârch 1, 1899, handing you our proposal for the
construction of the Quebec bridge, we stated, `proposal to be accepted and wbrkordered to proceed on or before July 1, 1899' ; later on the time was extended toSeptember 1, 1899 . Now, as you do not find it possible to order the work to proceed
before Septembctr 1, 1899, we will adhere to the ~terms of our proposal, and upon
receipt of the statements promised, take up the question of finaneing ; eatending tothe-Quebec Bridge-Company the- privilege- of -ordering the work ahead-at-any time-in-the near future, say one or two years ; providing at the time the work is ordered toproceed either party to the contract may request the prices for plain structural metal"revised to agre e with the ruling price of inetal, at the time . I feel quite certain uponcarefully considering this matter, you will s )e that this is a very reasonable proposi-tion. We do not benefit a dollar ; our profit remains as in our orig inal proposâl andall other items, but the one item mentioned . I hope to receive your favourable reply
to-day, when I am sure we will be able to interest our friends to assist in the financ-
ing of the enterprise.

Yours truly

JNO . STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.

The Phoenix Bridge Company declined to accept the' securities of the QuebecBridg© Company in payment for work, but made a strong effort on behalf of theQuebec B ridge Company to place those .securities with certain American financialfirms of high standing. This e8ort did not succeed, the reason for the- failurebeing--__-_gLv en_bv_ Mr.-Deans-in his testimony-(aee-evi-dénce), ând,hi iéfiy put, was that the finan-ciers said there was not sufficient traffic and revenue in sight to justify the_investment .
During the firat two weeks of April, 1900, correspondence was in progress con--- cerning the lengthening of the main span.
On April 5, 1900, the directors of the Quebec Bridge Company appointed

committees to conclude arrangemènts with the contractors both for substructure and
for superstructure .
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On April .12, 1900, one committee met Mr. Deans in Mr. Cooper's office in New
York, and awarded to the Phoenix Bridge Company the oontract for the entire super-.
structure, the terms and conditions of this award being set out in the agreement of
even date as follows :-

Nsw Yoxx, April 14, 1900.

It is hereby agreed between the Quebec Bridge Company, represented by the
Hon. S. N. Parent,- president, of the first part, and the Phoenix Bridge Compar.y,
represented by John Sterling Deans, chief engineer, of the second part, as follors :--

To wit : That the party of the first part does hereby award the contract .or the
construction of the superstructure und steel anchorages of the bridge to be built over
the river St. Lawrence, near Quebco, to the party of the second, upon the cash price
tendered on March 1, 1899, subject, hôwéver, to modifications as to base price of mètal
atated in letter addressed to E. A. Hoare, company's engineer, dated August 23, 1899,
and endorsed by said engineer, the superstructure and steel anchorage to be ordered
within three years from- date of this present agreement.

The party of the second part hereby agrees to deliver complete all steel required
for .both anchorages at the respective pier sites within four months after approval of
detail plans of same.

The price to be paid for the said metal anchorages by the party of the first part
will be fixed at the rate to be mutually agreed upon at the date that the metal is
ordered, on delivery at bridge site as aforesaid in good condition, in cash, payable in
monthly estimatès, less 20 per cent drawback until the anchorage piers are complete,
the party of the first part undertaiting to pay all custom charges .

The party of the second part hereby agrees to complete all the general and detail
plana for the entire superstructure with all possible speed, and to furnish the details
of the metal anchorages by the 16th day of June, 1900, and to furnish any other data
required by the engineer for arranging dimensions of bridge seats and foundations .

It is further understood that the party of the first part is to have the privilege of
-ordering the superstructure--in whole-or any -completc- IsoTtion-of-th"tructure-at-any-----
time within the said three years. It being, however, agreed that the party of the
second part is to have the order for whole or any portion at least six months in
advance of time said whole or portion is to be ready for erection .

The price of metal now used for the steel anchorages as above is not to be a basis
for the price of the remaining metal of superstructure . The price of metal is to be
mutually agreecl upon at the time each portion of the structure is ordered, according
to letter dated August 23, 1899, aforesaid .

It is further agreed-that tbis- agreementshail not-take-effect-until -approved-by the----
board of directors of Quebec Bridge Company and Phoenix Bridge Compainy,
respectively.

S. N. PARENT,
Pres., Quebec Bridge Co .

JNO. STEftT IN(I DEANS ,
Chf. 1"ng ., the Phcenix Bridge Co .

On April 14, 1900, Mx : Deans wrote to the Hon . Mr. Parent, agking if the board
had epproved the agreement of April 12, and stating his understanding of the respective
powers of Messrs . Cooper and FIoare. He asked Mr. Parent to confirm this under-
standing .
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(Exhibit No . 75-K.) ~
April 14, 1900.

Hon. i . N. PARENT,
Pres ., Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Ca»ada .

DEAR SIR,-In view of the extreme importance of avoiding delay on your work,
which we all appreciate, I write to ask you to kindly wire us when our recent agree-
ment has been approved by your board and they have decided to order the metal work
of anchorages. -

We understand that in all engineering matters, we are to receive our instructions
from Mr. E. A. Iloare, your engineer, and that he works under authority from your
board. Please advise if we are correct in this .

Further, we understand that all of our detailed plans of the structure, including
sections, &c., must have the approval of Mr. Theo. Cooper, consulting engineer, 35Broadway, New York, N.Y. Please,advise" as if we are correct in this .

I write you on the4e matters in advance of receiving your instructions to proceed,
that there may not be the least delay in knowing how to p_ rocecd .

Yours truly ,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.

On April 19, 1900, the directors of the Quebec Bridge Company approved tho
agreement of April 12, but subject to the condition that it was not t4take eftect .untilthe agreement with .lir. Davis should bè concluded .

. On April 21, 19 00, the Ilon . S. N. Parent wired Mr. Deans, in answer to his
letter of the 14th inst ., as follows :-

J. S . DEA\S ,

Phoenix Bridge Company,
Phoenixville, Pa .

April 21, 1900.

Agreement made in1TewYork April-12; approverl-by board . _Proceed with plâns -immediately so as to enable us to order steel for anchorage piers upon approval ofsame. Arrangements made with Da y is. You can confer with Cooper and Hoare re
plans .

S. N. PARENT,
Pres., Q. B. Co .

On the same day _lir . Barthe wrote to Mr. Deans inçlosing a copy of the minute
of the resolution of the board of directors, confirming the agreement of April 12, and
also confirming the Hofl. S: N. Pprént's telegram of that daté.

Letter headed QUEBEa, April 21, 1900.
Quebec Bridge Co.

air. J . S . DEANS ,
Phoenix Bridge Company,

Phrenixville, Pa .

DEAR SIR,-I am instructed to confirm you the telegram which was sent thi s
morning by the president, as follows :-

J. S . DEANS,
Phoenix Bridge Company,

Phoenixville, Pa .

April 21, 1900.

Agreement made in New York April 12, approved by board . Proceed with plans
immediately so as to enable us to order steel for anchorage piers upon approval of
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same. Arrangements made with Davis . You can confer with Cooper and Iloare re
plans .

S. N. PM.tn7.',
Pres ., Q. B. Co.

I also beg to inclose copy of resolution adopted by the board of directors this
morning.

Yours truly,

ULRIC BARTHE,
Secretary .

On May 5, 1900, the directors of the Quebec Bridge Company passed a resolutio n

changing the main span from 1,600 to 1,800 feet, and directing the engineers of the
company to instruct the contractors to prepare plans accordingly .

On June 15, 1900, Messrs. Cooper, Hoare and Deans met in New York, and agreed
on the price to be paid for the anchorage metal, this price being fixed in accordance
with the terms of ?1ir. Deans' letter of August 23, 1899 .

On December 19, 1900, a further agreement in accordance with the terms of the
agreement of April 12, 1900, was made for the construction of the approach spans .

Revised Agreement .

Dated; New York, Dec . 19, 1900.

It is hereby agreed between the' Quebec Bridge Company, represented by the lion .

S. N. Parent, president, party of the first part, and the Phoenix Bridge Company,
represented by John Sterling Deans, chief erfgineer, party of the second part, as

follo ws :-
The party. of the second part agrees to deliver and erect complete, according to

spccifications hereto attached, forming part of thesa presents, all the steel work required
for both the app roaches of the proposed bridge over the St . Lawrence river at Quebec,

- - -- - ------ --- -- -- - - -within six months after the approval of detail-cd plâ-ns--6ÿ tFé énginéer8-of-t bé perty----- -
of the first part, which shall allow final delivery of this metal work to be made not
later than Sep.ember 1, 1901 .

The party of the first part agrees to pay to the party of the second part for said
metal apprôaches fit the rate of 4•114 cents per pound erected and painted complete,
in cash, upon the eertificates--of the -.ngineer of the party of the first part and the
Dominion government and prorinci3l engineer, and the engineer of the city of
Quebec, of the erection of each approach .

Should the -métal work- of , citoer ôf the âpproâchës not be erected on-or befàre
January 1, 1902, due to causes beyond the control of the party of the second part, then
the party of the second part shall be paid in cash not later than January 16 , 1902, on
account of the metal work deliçered at the bridge site, 3•314 cents per pound, less 20
per cent reserved until the metal work is erected . If either of the approaches is not
erected before January 1, 1903, due to causes beyond the .control of the party of the
second part, then the party qf the first part agreea to pay to the party of the second
part the 20 per dent reserve in cash not later f.han January 15, 1905 .

It is further understood that the party of the first part shall benefit to the extent
of any drop in the base price of metal between the date of this agreement and May 1,
1901, said drop in the bikse price of metal to be determined as per agreement for
anchorage metal, dated April 12, 1900.

At is further understood the party of the first part ahall pay all custom duties
and charges.

The price of metal now used : for the steel in approaches as above, is not to be a-
basis for the price of the remaining metal of the superstructure . The price of metal
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for tho eaid remaining superstrueture is to be mutually agre .~ed upon at the time each
portion of the superstrueture is ordered, according to letter dated August 23, 1899,
aforesaid.

It is further agreed that this agreement shall not take effect until appro~~ed by
tJ~e board of directors of the Quebec Bnidge Company and the Phaenix Bridge
Company respectively .

S. Id. PARENT,
PresidenE, Quebec Bridge Company.

JNO. STERLIN(I DEANS ,
Chief .Engineer, the Phcenix Bridge Compànÿ .

The agreement was confirmed by the board of directors on ,January 17, 1901, and
this contract was carried out by the Pho~nix Bridge Company during 1901, 1902 and
1903 .

In the epring of 1903, the question of the main span was taken up, ~and on June
19, 1903, the final contract was entered into. This is in accordance with ~ir. Deans'
letter of August 23, 1899, and wit.h the ternis ,of the award of Apri1 .12, 1900. Thecontract reads as follows:-

ARTtor.ES oF AaRE~a~ENT made and concluded this 19th day of June, 1903, between ~
the Quebee Bridge Company (Limited), a corporation of the province ôf Quebec,
Canada, party of the first part, a~ ►d the Phoenix .Bridge Company, a corporation of
the State of Pennsylvania, part~y o : the second part, witnesseth :

First .-That the partÿ of the firai, part does hereby confirm the award (here6o-
. fore made) of the contract for the cone~truetion of the entire superstructure of the
bridge over the River St . Lawrence, near Quebee, in accordance with 'the plans and
specifications hereto attaehed and made a part thereof, to the ~art~y of the aeôond
~part, for the cash prices named in sche~.ule paragraph (0) .

Second.-That the party of the first part agrees to pay all custom duties, entry
fees and expenses, on mxteriala and pl~nt

Third.-That for and in considerr;tion of the payments and covenents to be
znade~and performed by the ,party of the ûrat part, the party of the second part does
hereby. agree to construct, deliver and erect in the most substantial and wurkmanlike
manner, to the satisfaction and acceptance of the consulting engineer and th e__ engineer of the party of the_firflt_part, ..and_-in aocordance-with the generâ.}-plans--and--------------
ëpecifications hereto attaehed, and made a part of this agreem~nt, the metal super-
structurt~ . railinga, screens and guard rails, also the timber for tracks and highwa9.floors, of the bridge over the St. Lawrence river, near Quebeg, consisting of one
central'span of eight,een hundred fee~t and two side or anehor apans of five hundreci
;feet each.

Fourt.h .-That before any work is done ùnder this agreèment the detailed plana
shall be approved by the engineers of the party of the first part and Fhe chief engineer
of the Department of Railways ~and Canals of tbe Dominion of Canada.

The engineer of the par~ty of the first part or his duly appointed representative
phall have the right to inspect all material covered by this agreement, at all stagea
of t:he work, and shall have full pnwer to condemn or rejeet any work or materhal of
inferior quality and not in st~riet aocordancè with the requiremente of this agree-
ment.

Fifth .-The said superstructure shall be complet,ed by the 81at day- of Decernber,
1908, unless-delayed or prevented by strikea, floods, or other causes bey+~nd the oontrol
of t,he said party of the seeond part, or unle9s the party of the flret part shall f~ail
to make any of the payments as hereinafter at~pulated or to keep any of its covenanta
~erein oontained.

- The above date of completion is based upon- the understanding that work unde rthis agreement mav proceed uninterru ptedly from th~@_~gt@,_______ _____~_Y --___ ~___Tm_____-_~~-._ ._-~--*----- - - -- ----
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Sixth .-In consideration of doing and performing the work embraced in thiq
agreement, the party of the first part hereby covenantp and agrees to pay to the party
of the second part, in addition to all custom duties, entry fees and expenses, a s
provided in paragraph (2), the following prices, namely :-

$ ota.

Steel in trusses attd-braeing complete . . . . . .per lb. 5 .60c. 50,897,000 lbs .
Steel in floor beams and stringers complete . ." 5•35c 7,700,000 "
Steel in, railings, screens and guard rails

complete . . . . . . . . . . . . " 5 •55c. 755,000
Steel in washers, bolts, &c ., complete . . . . . . " 6 •75c. 120,000 "
Timber in railway track in place complet e

per M. ft . B.M $35 845,000 ft .
Timber in highway floors in place complet e

per M. ft . B .M. $33 725,000 ft .

Payment shall be made in the following manner, to wit :--
On or about the last day of each month, during the progress of this work, the

engineer of the party of the first part shall estimate the value of material furnished
and work done at the manufactory of the said party•of the second part at Phoenixville,
Pa., also material delivered at bridge site and work done at bridge site at the schédule
rates hereinafter speci fied for the several classifications, and ninety per cent of the
amount of said estimates shall , be paid in cash to the party of the second part on or
before the tenth day of the following month. After the ten per cent reserve amounts
to a total of oné hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) the monthly estimates there-
after shall be paid in full . The balance due to said party of the second part shall
be paid in cash to it in thirty days after all the work embraced in this contract is
completed in accordance with the plans and specifications and accepted by the engineer
of the party of the first part, and only after the bridge has been tested with the
specified .loads or in any other manner required by the engineers of the party of the
first part, and has-obtained certificates from the chief engineer of the Department of
Railways and Canals of the Domitiion of Canada, stating that the bridge has been
accepted and can be safely used for railway and highway traffic . It is agreed that the
absolute title to all material at Phcenixville, or elsewhere, ninety per cent of the value
of whiçhhas been included in ny monthl .v settlgm~nt h l~iponi_ gayment pass. te-the __________
party of thè first part, and the party of the second part will deliver a bill of sale
therefor to the party of the first part .

Seventh.-Tho schedule rates to be used in making the monthly estimates for the
work as it . progresses are as herein stated. If there are any other items than those
hore indicated, the schedule rates are to be determined by the engineers of the party
of the first part.

Classification .

Metal rolled at mille (including approved de-
eign and detail drowinge): :. . . ., . . . . . . . . .

Dfetsl manufactured at ehope . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Metal delivered . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Metal erected . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.Metal erected and pnlntéd, compieté. . . . . . .
Timber in railway track . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-il'mber in highway 8oore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..~_^___ .,..._.~. .~.~.~.~ _~ ~ ~ ..1!.:.. ..-. ..~ ..-•---v..s~ ._-~ ..

Floor Brame
an d

Stringers .

Railway,
Screen and

Guard Ratio.

= eta .

Estimated Quantities .

= ota.

29

1Vaehere,
Botta,
&c.

2 b5 2 55 2 65 2 65

4 33 8355 4 5 4 25
64b 620 640 660
6'~80 6 36 5 66 6 76

Delivered at eite, = 28 per M . feet board measure.
V plaee, complete i3b per M . feet board measure.

e► ivered at eite, 1 26 per M. feet board measure.
~In place . ~mpleter~i33_Qe..r M . feet board meaeure:_~_ ~~~ __
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F. ;ghth .-The party of the second part shall take, use, provide and make all proper,

necessary and su ffi cient precautions, safeguards and protections against the occurring
or happening of any accidents, injuries, damages, or hurt to any person or property
during the progress of the erection of the work herein contracted for, and indemnify
and save harmless the said party of the first part, from the payment of all sums of
money by reason of all or any such accidents, injuries, damages or hurt that may
happen or occur upon or about said work, and from all fines, pénalties and loss incurred
for or by reason of the violation of any city or borough ordinance or haYbour regula-
tions, or laws of the Dominion of Canada or province of Quebec, for which they are
responsible, while the said work is in progress of construction .

N inth.-It is understood and agreed that the party of the second part shall
indemnify and protect the party of the first part from all claims under any law for
labour and materials furnished under this contract, and shall furnish the said party
of the first part with satisfactory evidence when called for that all persons who have
worked for or furniPhed materials to the contractor or aub-contractors have been fully
paid or satisfied, and failing which an amount necessary and sufficient to meet the
claims of the persol:s aforesaid shall be retained by the party of the first part from
any moneys due said party of the second part until the liabilities aforesaid have been
paid ; this clause is not intended, however, to apply to claims made against the party
of the second part which he bona fide contests his liability for, and when the work is
completed the party of the second part will furnish the party of the first part with
a satisfactory bond indemnifying the party of the first part from all and any of the
claims that may be against them by reason of any acts of the party of the second part
or sub-contractors .

Tenth.-All materials and supplies put on the work and settled for through
progress estimates in the manner provided for in this contract shall become the
property of the party of the first part .

Eleventh.-The party = of- the second part shall conform -to all -Harbour Commis-
sioners' regulations for the safety of vessels when passing the bridge site, and the
party of the second part shall 'further be responsible for all damages to vessels that
may ariso from neglect or proper precautions, or damages to the work in progress
from any cause until the enti re superstructure is completed and accepted by the party
of the first part and the Government of the Dominion of Canada .

Twelfth.--The party of the second part shall restore at his own cost all or
~arE-£-théwoiktlia inRÿ liQ dnmag~ôr dcjstr~~©d before its a4ceptanco by the
tiforesaid parties, notwithstanding that payments on account of progress estimates
may have been made previous to the occurrence of tsueh damages .

Thirteenth .-The party of the second part further agrees that the whole of the
working plant to be placed and used by him o n the_briçlge _ Auperst_ruçture,_inclu~ii n- g
all- mechanical nppliancos, hoisting machines, motive power, tools, machinery and
equipment, used in said work, and buildings, workshops, landings or false works
erected for the purpose ;of the present contract, shall be and remain the property of
the party of the first part until the completion of the works, as a guarantee of the
due and proper execution of the works

. Fourteenth.-Tho party of the second part ,will be obliged to give a guarante e
company bond satisfactorÿ be the iparty of the first part, anwunting to one hundred
thousand dollars ($100,000), which, together with the one hundred thousand dollars
($100,00!1) reserved aocordin g to the sixth clause hereof, shall constitute a fund of
two hundred thousand dollars ($200,000) as a guarantee for the faithful performance
of the w+ork under this agreement .

Fifteenth:-The price of ex tra work cannot be claimed_ by the party of the second
part unless same has been authorized in writing by the engineer and approved of by
a resolution of the board of directors of the party of the first part .

, Sixteenth .-The decision of the engineers of the party ,of the $rst part shall
------•aontrol- as,to--±he•interpretation - of-the plans nnd Fpecificatiaae°att~elrozlâ~i~i"tis~i~brlt"'"___ ._ .__.
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performed under this agreement, during the execution of the work, but if either
party shall deem itself to . have been aggrieved by any decision, it may require the
dispute to .be finally and conclusive!y settled by the decision of three arbitrators, the
`first to be appointed by the party of the first part, the second by the party of the_ .
second part, and the third to be appointed by the first two named . By such de.oisibn
lboth parties hereto shall be finally bound, it being understood that no such submis-
Bion to arbitration shall suspend or postpone,the making of any of the payments as
herein provided, except only to the extent aotually involved therein .

In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have 11er©unto set their
respective corporate seals . Dated the daÿ and year first herein written .

THE PH(ENI% BRIDGE C011PANY.
'Attest: By DAVID R EE1•ES, (Seal)

GEORGE GERRY WHITE ,

Secretary.
(Seal Q . B. Co.) S. N. PAREINT,

IILRIO BARTIIE, President .
Scicretary Treasurer. -

This agreement was confirmed by the directors of the Quebec Bridge Company
on the day that it was made .

Its acceptance by the Phmnix Bridge •Compan,y was only provisional, "Mr. Iteeves
attaching the following letter to the signed agreement :-

PIICExBVILLE, PA ., June 19, 1903 .
'Hbn. S. N. PARENT,

President, Quebec Bridge Company, Limited,
Quebec, Canada .

_--DEAIt_StR,-We hand you herewith articles of agreement for the construction of
the superstructure of main spans of the Quebec bridge, executed by this company,
upon the understanding that said agreement shall not become operative until the
legislation proposed at present session of parliament has taken place and the financial
arrangements insuring payments of estimates under said agreements have been
arranged to the satisfaction of this company, and letters have passed between the two
companies to this effect .

- - - _ __ r
n t e meantlme, t at t ere may e t ie east e aÿ, w© agree to proceéd wIt a

possible speed with the stress sheets and detailed drawings, as soon as the revised
specifications have been furnished to us, approved by the government engineers .

It if; further to be understood, that the time named in the agreement for- the-
completion of the work is one which we do not guarantee, and it is based upon _tlle--
work proceeding uninterruptedly from this date . The date named we will do our best
to keep. We cannot accept any responsibility for damages of any kind which may
result from any delay in the completion beyond the date fixed in agreement .

We agree, however, to complete the work under the terms of said agreement by
December 31, 1908, and will pay to the Quebec Bridge Company, Limited, $5,00 0
per month for each mnnth thereafter that the work called for by the said agreement
is not eompleted .

Should there-be any stoppage of the work for a period of six months from any
cause for which the Phoenix Bridge Company is not responsible, except from strikes
and floods, therenpon an estimate shall be made of the total expense incurred by the
Phoenix Bridge Company on account of said agreement to date, and after deducting
all payments made to date, the balance plus ten per cent of said total expense, shall
be immediately due and paid to the Phoenix Bridge Company in cash by the Quebea
Bridge Company, Limited. -

We - agree to modify the prices made in this agreement, to the extent of any
---variation-in-the-base-priee-of-plain-metal-on-cars-Rhiladelphia ; from-$1:80-per-pound ; -°---
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and which variation may occur between this date and August 15, 1903 ; said change,
if any, to be agreed ùpon by your chief engineer, Theo . Cooper, consulting engineer,
and John Sterling Deans, chief engineer of this company.

It is moreover understood that the agreement shall not be assigned or transferred
by either party to the same without the consent of the other .

The articles of agreement handed you herewith shall become binding only upon
my receipt from you of a duplicatn duly executed by your company, accompanied by
a letter confirming the undérstandinR as expressed above.

Yours truly .

DAVID REEVES,
President, the Phcenix Bridge Company .

On February 22, 1904, the Ilon . S. N. Parent wrote to Mr. Reeves as follows :-

QUEDEC, February 22, 1904 .

DAVID RF.EVES, Esq . ,

President, Phoenix Bridge Company, -
410 Walnut Street .

DEAR SIRj--Referring to the contract between the Quebec Bridge Company (now
styled the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company) and your company, and also to the
letters exchanged between our companies in last June, and particularly to the first
clause in your letter of June 19, 1903, I beg to inform you that the legislation pro-
posed in the last mentioned letter has taken place, and that the following finaneial
arrangements insuring payments of estimates under this c.')mpany's agreement with
you have been made, namely:-

1--ProviBion- has-been- made-for the- payment- and -discharge of the-out$tanding
bonds and mortgages of the Quebec Bridge Company referred to in -section 10 of the
Act of Parliament, 3 Edward VII., chapter 177, in accordance with the terms of that
section.

2 . The agreement in reference to the government guaranty referred to in section
13 of the same Act was, on the 28th day of January, submitted to and approved by a
general-mceting-of--the-shareholders-of-this-company-duly-called for- that-purpose-in-- ---------
aceordanee -with the provisions of that section .

8 . This company-has-arrangèd-with-the-present-subseribers_to the çapital stock
of the company for the surrender of the same in accordance with clause 3
agreement set forth in the schedùle to the Act of Parliament (3 Edward VII. ,

-- -------ch~pte~G4 .-- - -- - -- ---

4. Subscriptions have been procured for âdditinnal stock of this company to the
amount of $200,000 as provided for in clause 4 of the last mentioned agreement. -

5. Arrangements have been made for underwriting the bonds referred to in the
fifth and sixth clauses of the said last mentioned agreement as issued .

0 . The stockholders and board of directors of this company have duly performed
everything required by the two Acts of Parliament and the said agreement, as condi-
tions precedent for a compliance with the terms imposed upon this company by the
aforesaid agreement.

It is of course understood that the change of, name of the Quebeo Bridge
Company to that of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company shall not in any way
impair, alter or affect the rights or liabilities under the contract entered into with
your comrany in June, 1903 .

Truly yours,

---------
President.
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On March 15 , 1904, Mr. Reeves wrote to the lion . S. N. Parent, advising him
that the assurances contained and the terms expressed in his letter of February 22
were satisfactory to the Phoenix Bridge Company (Exhibit 113 0).

On March 17, 1904, Mr. Deans wrote to . Mr. Parent, stating that the contract is
now closed, and congratulating Mr. Parent upon his success.

There are no subsequent alterations of these business arrangements .
The Phoenix 23eidge Company had not completed the work under this contract

when the accident took place on_August 29, 1907.
The connection of the government with the enterprise provided the means for

building the bridge, and the final approval of plans rested with it, but in no war did
the government exercise any check on the work itself, or any authority over the
contractors . The administration of the contract and the disposition of the funds
supplied by the government were left erttirely in the control of the Quebec Bridge
Company, subject to the approval of the estimates by the government inspector, and
except that the quantities of material were checked at Phoenixville by a clerk
appointed by the Department of Railways and Canals, and an officer of that depart-
ment visited the b idge in connection with the checking of estimates, there was no
supervision on the~`part of the government.

By no act did the government assume or exercise authority over the Phoenix
Bridge Company, nor did it intervene under the contract for the bridge ; the checking
and inspection done by the government and above referred to w,.-re with reference to the
operations of the Quebec Bridge Company, as the agreement for financing was
between the government and the Quebec Bridge ,Company. The only party, there-
fore, who. was competebt to deal with the Phoenix- _Bridge Company, and who only did
deal with it, was the Quebec Bridge Company .

On the part of the government, its confidence in the Quebec Bridge Company
was complete; in so far as the integrity of the structure itself was concerned, this
was beeause of_thepresençe_of ~ir. Cooper' as the çonsulting-engineer-for the Quebec__-- -- - -
Bridge Company. The government was familiar with the terms of the contract
between'the two companies.

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairmaon.

J. Q. Q. KERRY,
-~-_~-_J. G}AT.R AI~TN -----------

APPENDIX No. 4 .

THE PH(ENI% BRIDGE COMPANY.

This company was incorporated under the authority of an Act of the General
Assembly of the Commonwealthof Pennsylvania, entitled `An Act to provide for
the incorporation and regulation of certain corporations,' which received approval
on April 29, 1874.

The date of the letters patent incorporating the Phoenix Bridge Company is
April 2, 1884, the original shareholders being David Reeves, William H . Reeves,
Adolphus Bonzano, George Gerry White and Carrol S . Tyson .

The Phoenix Bridge Company was formed, according to its charter (Exhibit 119),
' for the purpose or manufacturing articles of commerce from iron and steel, and the
building of bridges, roofs, viaducts and all kinds of structural work from metal or
wood, or both, and to erect and construct such improvements and erections as they
tnâÿ deém'nécëssary, âü~"in éerâ7-Tô dô -aIl ëûàh ôihér âeië ana-îliings âs a snécess- -`-~~

154-vol . i--3
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ful, convenient prosecution of said' business may require and as may be necessary,
incidental and appurtenant thereto . The business of the company to be transacted
in the borough of Phoenixville, county of Chester, in this commonwealth . '

The company's charter is a perpetual one . The capital of the company is
$100,000, divided into shares of $100 each .

The Phoenix Bridge Ccvnp
.
any is an engineering and contracting company, and

is not a'mnnufacturing company. It has an arrangement with the Phoenix Iron
Company, an entirely independent corporation, under which the material for its
bridges and other structural work is manufactured and fabricsited in accordance with
the Bridge Company's instructions. The financial control of both companies is the
same, but formal methods of accounts, charges and payments are maintained between
the two companies precisely as in other contracts that either company might enter
into. This arrangement has been in force since 1884, and much of the material for
the Quebec bridge was :nanufactured and all was fabricated by the Phoenix Iron
Company to the order o ; the Phoenix Bridge Company . in accordance with this
arrangement .

The Phoenix Bridge Company is a tenant of the Phoenix Iron 'Company at
Pho:nixville, and pays rent.al to it for office buildings, &c .

Delivery is made to the Phoenix Bridge Company as soon as the material is
loaded on cars for shipment, and that company attends to its transportation and
erection .

In effect, the Phoenix Bridge Company sublet the manufacture of the Quebec
bridge to the Phoenix Iron Company, but itself undertook the design and erection .
No mention of the Phoenix Iron Company is made in the`contract with the Quebec
Bridge and Railway Company or in any of the correspondence relating tô it .

The officers of the Phoenix Bridge Company and of the Phcénix Iron Company
respectively are as follows ;-

PII(ENLY BRIDGE COMPANY : -

David Reeves, president .
\l'm . H. Reeves, general superintendent.
Geo. Gerry White, secretary.
Frank T. Davis, treasurer .
John Sterling Deans, chief engineer.

Fii~Nl .l' I-RON COJIANY :

David Reeves, president .
Win. H. Reeves, general superintende,it.
Geo . Gerry White, secretary.
George C. Carson, Jr ., treasurer.
Frank P . Norris, manager.

- -HENRIT
Chairman .

J. GF. t3 . _KERRY;-
J. GALBRAITH .
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APPENDIX No. 5 .

THE EFFECT OF FINANCIAL LIMITATIONS UPON THE DESIGN OF
THE BRIDGE, AND A DISCUSSION OF THE EVIDENCE

RELATING TO THIS .

. The fact that the carrying out of the bridge proje^t, was . for years delayed by
lack of funds, being a matter of common knowledge, it was desirable to investigate
the effect of this condition upon the design and execution of the work .

Mr. Cooper has stated that 'during the early progress of the work it was an open
secret that the Quebec Bridge Company had but a small amount of money in sight .'

(See Evidence.) -
In proof of this statement reference may be made to the following facts :-

Between 1887 and 1898 the Quebec Bridge Compariy accomplished practically
nothing. -

In 1900, it let the contract for the substructure, payment to be made partly out
of subsidies and partly in bonds of the company to be accepted at 60 per cent of the
face va lue, and offered its superstructure contract on similar terms .

In 1900 its securities were thoroughly, investigated by the leading firms - of
American bankers, Who declined to invest in them. - -- -
- The-Pboenix--Bridge Company was paid for the construction of the approach
spans not by the Quebec Bridge Company, which ordered them, but by Mr. M. P.

Davis . (Deans to Barthe, August 23, 1901,'Ex . 74 H . )
It must have been clear to the engineers fr - m the first that the financial condi-

tions were such that nothing but absolutely necessary work could be undertaken .

- The effect of the lack of funds is noticeable-in the methods of calling for tenders,
-_and of letfing_cflntrttete ,_a in he, deleys that oëçurred in the execution of the work .

In September, 1898, the bridge contracting firms were asked to aubmit tenders
upon their own designs, to be drawn in accordance with certain specifications . Prac-

tically - this meant that each bridge company was askel to spend sev.era l thousand
dollars on the preparation of plans, and that in return it was given an opportunity
to bid for a contract to be let by a company of weak financial standing. The resul t

__ __.. _- svas_that-although_the -ni agiiitude- oftheiKOrk_placed -i t_outside--the_limits_of-c.at ali
lished practice, most of the tenders submitted were made from immature studies based
upon insufficient data . The evidence shows that the Phoenix Bridge Company gav e

--more time and-attention- to -the . competition than- a:is -other.-fonderer,_but the error
afterwards made by it in assuming the weight of the structure for final designs shows
how faulty the estimate accompanying its original tender was . We consider that the
procedure adopted in- calling for tenders was not satisfactory in view of the magni-
tude of the work, and was not calculated to produce the most efficient results .

In his evidence (see Evidence) Mr . Hoàro ascribes the failure of the Quebec Bridge
Company to take advantage of the lump sum tender of the Phoenix Bridge Company

to lack of funds . We are satisfied from the knowledge gained during the de'signing
of the 1,800-foot span, that the 1,600-foot span could -not- havei been built with the

weight of metal stated in the tender of -March 1, 1899. Mr. Deans' letter to Mr .

Hoare (Ex. ,7 6 D, April 14, 1899) shows that the Phoenix Bridge Company expected
that its tender would be modified be fore the work was built . The letter is as follows e
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April 14, 1899 .

(Personal and private.)

Mr. E. A . HOARB ,

Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Company,
Quebec, Quebec .

DEAR MR . HOARE,-Mr. Szlapka and I were with Mr . Cooper the greater part of
yesterday, and you will be glad to learn there was not a single vital or important
criticism or mistake to be found in our plans. All the slight differences, such gs dead
load, anchor arms, reverse stresses, in one or two members, thickness of some detail
plates, &e ., were all thoroughly discussed and satisfactorily settled, and not a single
one would a ffect 'tin any way our price or our proposition. It was especial!y gratify-
ing for us to learn this .

Mr. Cooper, however, somewhat upset me, by making the following remark, which
of course I understood was entirely, personal and without any full knowledge of the
situation . He said : `Well, Deans, I believe that all of the bids will probably overrun
the amount which the Quebec Bridge Company can raise, and that the result will be
as is usu,u .r the case, that all of the bids will be thrown out and a new tender asked
on revised ,pecifications and plans . '

I told Mr. Cooper that while this might be the usual procedure, that in the
present case it was distinctly understood that whoever was the lowest bidder under
the present specifications and plans would be awarded the work, and if any modifica-
tions were made their bid would be altered accordingly, as this could readily be done
through a conference with the Bridgé' Company's engineers and ourselves ; as we
could undoubtedly build as cheap a'struèture as any other company, and that unless
this plan was carried out as understood and agreed upon, the present bidders would
be placed in a very unfair position after the expenditure of great time and exprna A

I finally succeeded in convincing Mr. Cooper that this was the only fair method,
but I think it will take the greatest eare on your part to see that his report is not
worded in such a way as to give the directors an opportunity of following this sugges-
tion. Mr. Cooper undoubtedly desires to be perfect,ly fair, but not having been
through this whole matter like ourselves, does not fully understand the situation . I

trust, therefore, that you .will give his report the most careful scrutiny, and get it
in the right shape before it is submitted, as far as this suggestion is concerned : It
would simply be just what our competitors, and particularly the Dominion Bridg e

-- ------Gompany,-would-like,- or--the . -IInion -Bridge --Company_in-fact,-and-Z.-shall-he_muçh
interested to hear from you on this point., -

` You have not advised me to whom I shall send the revised price, including
delivery of the material from Quebec and Lévis to site .

Mr. Lindenthal and I have an appointment with Mr . Cooper next T_V_eaday,- .to --- ---- -- ----- -- --- -discusa-the-suspension-plan .
Kindly advise me when you will desire the revised propositions of the suspension

design .
Yours truly ,

JNO. STERLING DÈÂNS.-

We desire to draw attention to this letter, because it indicates that contract
was subsequently awarded on the result of this competition, the basis of the award
being a lump sum tender, which could not have been accepted without modifications.

These errors we ascribe to failure on the part of the Quebec Bridge'-Company to
provide for sufficient preliminary studies of tlie project by its own engineers. It
should also be noted that in the opinion of Mr . Coop ir the preliminary surveys from
which the main spans and the position of foundation piers, &c., were first determined
were entirely insufficient ( see Evidence) ; further examinations and borings were made
on his adviee, and resulted in ••ndical alterations in the design .
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In April, 1900, the Phoenix Bridge Company undertook to complete the plans for
the bridge with all possible speed. In May, 1900, the Quebec Bridge Company, on
the advice of its consulting engineer, determined to adopt a main span of 1,800 feet,
and tacitly approved alterations of the speeifications. The contractors were, ordered
to proceed with the designing for the 1,800-foot span under the supervision of Messrs .
Hoare and Cooper, but the new specificationé, which had to be accepted and officially
approved by the Canadian government, were not issued until-the summer of 1903 .
This delay of three years, seenis to have occurred with the mutual consent of the
Quebec Bridge Company and the Phoenix Bridge Company . , The Quebec Bridge
Company was not in ~a position to pay for the work, and did not demand that the
designing be proceeded with, nor did it furnish the nece8$ar9 data for the designing .
The Phoenix Bridge Company was occupied with other contracts, and did not make
any further expenditures on behalf of the Quebec Bridge Company until the financial
position was assured .

When the Dominion government finally came to be more closely identified with
the Quebec Bridge Company, in 1903, it intimated unofficially to the Phaenix, Bridge
Company its desire that the bridge should be ready for the Quebec Tercentenary in

1908 (see Ex. 77 U) . For this and for ordinary business reasons the Phoenix Bridge
Company hurried the work of designing and manufacture as much as possible, this
hurry resulting in errors, but not in those errors which were the immediate cause of
the accident, these having bee .i previùusly made. It is necessary in designing a
bridge to commence by assuming what its weight will be, and as the design progresses
to'alter this assumption by calculation from the drawings . In the rush following the
final financial arrangements of 1903, the necessity of revising the assumed weights
was overlooked both by the engineers of the Phoenix Bridge Company and by those of
the Quebec Bridge Company, with the result that the bridge membcra would have
been oonaiderably over-atressed after completion . 'l-his error w,-,t -.: :a..ient to have
condemned the bridge had it not fallen owing to other causes .

During the period occupied in the development of the details of the design, the
deâigning engineer and his staff were absorbed in the preparation of detail plans, and
this resulted in the slighting of matters of primary importance .

Under the circumstances this condition was unavoidable, but :eôuld have been
improved had the time between April, 1900, and August, 1903, been used in considera-
tion and preparation of designs ; otherwi3e business matters were in such shape that

--the-Phaénix-Bridge -Company-were--not--warranted-in-expending _iiine_ arid m o n eX_in_ ._--~_ _

this direction .
It is also proper to inquire whether the engineers modified their deaignso the

- - -injury of the bridge_on_nccount- .of the financial condition s
The importanèe of economy in the preparution of the first tenders is shown by

the letter already quoted.
The tenders, however, had to conform to the original specifications, and there is

no evidence of unwise economy in the provisions of these .

Mr. Cooper's attitude with regard to cost, while he was examining the plans and',

tenders-,- ië sliôwn bÿ-the following ietter-

(Personal .)

E. A. Houts, Esq. ,
Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Quebeè .

April 19, 1899.

DaAR MR . HoeRE,-I spént most of yesterday in New York in consultation with

Mr. Cooper and Mr. Lindenthal, and found that Mr . Cooper had no serious complaints

to make in eonnection with Mr. Lindonthal's plan ; in fact he expressed himself as

much interested in the ingenious design .
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It developed, however, in conversation, and 31r . Cooper so expressed himself to
illr. Lindenthal, that in view of the amount of the bid under his design, he would not
give Ur . Lindenthal's plan careful and detailed consideration, and would so report
This rather exasperated 3Ir . Lindenthal, and for a time I feared he might withdraw
his bid, but it was smoothed over -and Ithink will be permitted to stand . Mr.
Lindenthal thought that Mr. Cooper should report solely and wholly on the . merits of
the several designs, without any regard to cost, and each design should have the same
careful consideration, and that you and your company alone should consider the ques-
tion of price. I know this is entirel9' different- from Mr. Cooper's instructions, and
that it would be useless, to spend detailed investigations upon plans which, are very
expensive in price, but Mr. Lindenthal viewed the matter from an engineer's stand-
point, and having taken such unusual pains with the design alid estimate felt that
he was in a measure being slighted .

Mr. Cooper advises that he will finish about May 1 .
I think it of the utmost importance to see you some time before that date, and

write-to askif-,vou _willnot-come to New York . Cooper also advised me that he had no
authority to receive any revised bids for possible redûction in sûâpensiôr bri~ig

e and I think this entirely proper. It seems to me, however, that you 3hould have all
of these bids in your hands at once, and I will be prepared to submit ours when gou
come to New York .

Please let me know at once and by wire when you. will be in New York .

Yours truly,

JNO. .STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.

In his report upon the competitive tenders submitted on June 23, 1899, Air .
Cooper sass :

- ` The tender accompanying this plan (from the Phoenix Bridge Company), is th e
lowest in price, and is the most favourable as to prospective duties upon the materials
to be used in its construètion . I therefore hereby conclude and report that the canti-
L!ver superstructure plan of the Phoenix Bridge Company is the "best and chéapest"
plan and proposal of those submitted to me for examination and report .'

There is no evidence whatever t o indiëate that, economy. at the expense of
efficiency was ever considered by Mr. Cooper. His award was made distinctly to the
lowest tenderer, and he so states, but in the preceding paragraphs the accepted design
is stated to be ` an exceedingly creditable plan' and 'in accordance with your specifi-
cattolis

! The full text of the reptirt and Mr. Cooper's evidence show that his award was
made for technical reasons, although he did not overlook costs ; and he states that

-(see Evidence) he was left absolutely unhampered in ai*nianner in his report as .
to which he should consider the best plan and the best bridge .

-In-a-memorandum accompanying his original report, Mr. Cooper indicated his
desire to alter the specifications, and to reconsider the length of the main span as soon
as proper foundation surveys could be made:

These changes n are,subsequéntly inade, but it does not appear that economs was
the ruling factor in his selections . He unquestionably- increased the unit stresses,
but not to a point beyond those already adopted by the Bridge Department of, the city
of New York for its great bridges, and the increase can be stated to be in harmony
with the most advanced practice of -that time, and due more to an instinct of wise
investment than to any endeavour to -simply cheapen the structure. The wisdom of
his modifications is discussed in appendix 18.

In his evidence (see Evidence) Mr . Cooper has outlined his intentions in making
his alterations and a desire not to involve the Quebec Briae G`ompAnyin aeater._-,..___._
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expenditure than was at first anticipated is given among thein ; but on the same page

it is sharply stated that he would not recommend any plans that did not promise to
give a safe and satisfactory structure .

The facts that have been discussed in this appendix show that while there is no
evidence of any cheap,and insufficient wôrk being purposely done by either Dir . Cooper

or the Phoenix Bridge Company, there is evidence to prove that the Financial weak-
ness of the Quebec Bridge Coinpany seriously interfered with the carrying out of the

undertaking .
The Phoenix Bridge Company were limited only by the specifications as amended

by Mr . Cooper, endorsed by the government and çoncurred in by themselves, and no
sum of money or total weight was set as a limit in the designing or building of the
superstructure, the sole aim of all being to prodüce a safe and economical bridge .

The Phoenix Bridge Company were paid for the work at so much per pound, so
there was no incentive to the Phoenix Bridge Company to make the bridge lighter

than they deemed it should be.

I

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman .

J. G. G. KERRY,
J. GALBRAITH .

APPENDIX No. 6.

THE HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECIFICATIONS
AND A DISCUSSION OF THE EVIDENCE RELATI1I0 TÔ IT .

During the summer of 1898, Mr. A. Ho are, acting in his -capacity of chiet
engineer of the Québec Bridge Company, prepared the first set of specifications for

the construction of the bridge. On July 2, 1898, Mr. Hoare was instructed by resolu-
tion of the board of directors of his company to communioate with M.r. Co ll ingwood

Schreiber,--the-deputy--minister-and-ehief--engineer-of-the- ..Departments+f✓Railwaya- -

and Canals, so that a set of specifications would be secured that would be satisfactory

both to the government and to the 'Quebec Bridge Company. On direction of Mr.

Schreiber, Mr. Hoare submitted his draft . specifications to Mr. R. C. Douglas, the

bridge engineer of the department, for criticism.

Mr. _ Douglas states in his evidence (see Evidence) that Le read over the

specifications with 11ir . Hoare, but did not suggest any alterations in them, because

Mr. Hoare met his objections by explaining that the specifications would be used only
in connection with preliminary competitive tenders and not for the construction of

the bridge. He made no official report upon them.

These specifications are, as stated by Mr. Douglas, mainly a direct copy from the

general speçifications for . ste.:l and iron bridges issued by the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals in 1896 . An examination béat 3 out Mr . Cooper's statement. (see

Evidence ) that they were not drawn_by anyone having the magnitude of this bridge\

structure in mind. I

On August 31, 1898,11ir. Schreiber, by letter, notified the Québec Bridge Company

that Mr. Hoare's specifications had been approved (Exhibit 5) .

They were printed on order of the Quebec Bridge Company over date of Septem-

ber 1, 1898, an d a_ copy of them was - sent out with each of the _invitations to tender

mailed to bridge contractors in September 1898 (Exhibit 21). ---
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On November 12, 1900, a subsidy agreement No . 13988 (Exhibit 12) was made
between the Government of Canada and the Quebec Bridge Company by which, on
certain conditions, assistance to the amount of $1,000,000 was promised to the Quebec
Bridge Company. The Floare specifications were made a part of this sgreement, with
one alteration, viz., the length of the main span was made 1,800 feet instead of 1,600
feet, the Quebec Bridge Company haviug officially decided on the longer span on May
5, 1900. There is no evidence to show that these specifications were reconsidered at
this time by the technical advisers of the government . `

The original specifications were not used in the design of the approach spans
which werè' made in 1901-2, alterations being made to meet the wishes of Mr . Douglas,
whose approval was required by the deputy minister and chief engineer before pay-'
ments on subsidy account cou!d be authorized .

Mr. Cooper, in a memorandum accompanying his original report of June 23,
1899 (Exhibit 9), indicated that he thought the specifications could be modified with
considerable advantage to the interests of the company . On May 1, 1900, Mr . Cooper
recommended to the company the adoption of the 1,800-foot . main span, his recom-
mendation being de~endent uponshe_use of-certain-alterations-in-the-apecifeatio s
which were, in his opinion, desirable and justifiable. In a letter of even date to the
Hon. S. N. Parent, he suggests that he 'be instructed to make such modifications in
the adopted competitive plan when adapted to the new lengths, as may tend to reduce
the cost without reducing the carrying capacity or the stAbility of the structure . '

On May 5, 1900, the board of directors of the Quebec Bridge Company directed
its engineers (Messrs . Cooper and Hoare) to instruct the contractors (the Phoenix
Bridge Company) to prepare plans using the 1,800-foot span recommended by Mr.
Cooper .- No active effort was made by, the officials of either company to carry out
these in : -Lructions, and the amendments to the specifications which had to be fonaally
approved by the government before the plans could be commenced were not actively
discussed until May, 1903. The delay was due to financial reasons, no one knowing
when the work would proceed .

The National Transcontinental Railway project, which was made public in the
spring of 1903, was so planne4 that abridge near Quebec would be i national neces-
sity, and legislation involving a guarantee by the government of the securities of the
Quebec Bridge Company was proposed . With the improved financial outlook, the
activity of the engineers and contractors was renewed . Mr. Cooper prepared his

.__._amendment$So_the_origin.al specifications,-and-sent -them-to Ur: Sglapk a; -the-design-
ing engineer of the Phoenix Bridge Company, for his information and criticism .
Mr. Salapkacriticized the draft, and returned it to Mr . Cooper, after having taken a
copy of it, on May,20, 1903. The comments in his letter show that he had carefully
considered the purport of the amendments. Mr. Deans, returning from Ottawa, wrote
to Mr. Cooper on May 22, 1903, as follows : `1 was requested by the Ottawa officials
to urge upon you to act' as promptly as possible in the matter of completing the
specifications, and to forward the same to ?,fr. Hoa:R without delay. There is urgent
necessity of their taking prompt action .'

On May 28, 1903, Mr. Deans wrote to 11G: Cooper, suggesting some alterations in
his draft for the amendments, one of which appears in the preface to Mr . Cooper's
draft of Jnne 2, 1903 . . Mr. Cooper completed his draft of the amendments, and
forwarded it to Mr. Hoare, accompanied by a memorandum dated June 2, 1903
(Exhibit 21) . A copy of the papers was sent also tr" Mr. Deans.

Mr. Deans, under date of June 4, 1903, acknowledged the receipt of these papers,
and expressed the hope that `we will soon hear that these specifications have been
approved by the government . '

On June 16, 1903, Mr. Szlapka, at the request of Mr . Deans, sept to Mr. Hoare
two sheets of calculations comparing the stresses permitted under the Hoare specifi-
cations with those permitted by the Cooper amendments. In the accompanying letter
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(Exhibit 21) be stated : 'With figu res given I hope you will be able to see that the
difference betweenthe two specifications is very immaterial. Where the new specifica-
tions give smaller sections than your aprcifoations, it will be found during actual
final computations that owing to the m :gu`tude of the structure, and eonsequently
the very large dead load as compared w :'_b . :e live load, the unit stresses selected are
fully justified.' On the sheets accompanying This letter the amendments are referréd
to as the 'Proposed specifications of June, 1903 . ' (Theo. Cooper and Phoenix Bridge
Company.)' The officials of . the Quebec Bridge Company were therefore distinctly
advised that both Mr. Cooper and the engineers of the Phoenix Bridge Company
considered the adoption of the amendments entirely desirable .

Owing to the terms of the subsidy agreement Of November 12, 1900 (Exhibit No .
12), it was necessary to have these amendmenta approved by the government, and
they were accordingly tranamit'ted to Mr. Schreiber by the Quebeo Bridge Company .

Mr. Schreiber handed the papers to Mr. Douglas for report shortly after they reached

his office, and on July 9, 190?, M r . Douglas made his report in writing (Exhibit 63) .

In it he advised the adoption_of manv oLMr.-Coope-r !a-augTestionsi-bnti-eritich4~&-the

--- higû ûmt atresses that were proposed, and the suggestion made in the memorandum
as to using the bridge for heavier rolling loads than thosè specified in the amend- _
ments . He also advised that the Quebec Bridge Company be required to submit new
specifications, and not inerely amendments to the approved Hoare specifications :

Mr . Douglas' opposition was evidently anticipated, as will be seen by the letter
from ;!Sr. Hoare quoted in the evidence. On receipt of the report of July 9, 1903, M r .
Schreiber had to decide whether he would depend upon Mr . Cooper or upon. Mr.
Douglas for technical advieè ; and evidently decided in favour of the former, for, as
stated in the evidence, Mr. . Douglas from that time had no authoritative connectioix
with the undertaking.

Mr. Cooper's intention in making these amendments was, as stated in his evi-
dence, to rearrange the wind and live loadings so that-they would more nearly corres-
pond to his own prediction of the actual loadings that would come upon the structu re ;
and accordingly_he deçreased the wind loâd_and increased the roiling live load . He
was also, of the opinion that the maximum stressès might safely be increased, and had
recommended the 1,800-foot span on the assumption that this increaFSa would be per-
mitted. He was throughout impressed with the necessity of making . his changes
without adding to the financial demands on the rc sourcea of the oomF a ay.

in a .letter to M r .Çopper under date of Ju1Y , _____

1903 (Exhibit 21), which reads as follows :-

DEAR Sut,-I have received from Mr . E. A. Hoare two memoranüa made by you

in respect of the-plans of the superstructure oi the Quebec bridge, suggesting certain

modifications which you consider desirable.
Inasmuch as the contract for this structure"contâins an express specification by

which I am bound, I am unable, as matters stand, to sanction any deviations from it .

,'I am, however, strongly impressed with the expediency, in order not to hinder
the progress of the work of manufacture, of permitting you certain latitude in the_n ---

- preparationof the detail pYa~s,-even to the extent of adopting (with my owncocur-

rence ) such' modific.ations as `may appear proper ; and holding this view, I have asked

that authority be given me by order in council which will enable me to pct in that .

direction .
Nothing can, of course, be done until such order is passed, but on receipt of it

I will communicate with you immediately. _

' Faithfully yours,

~ . .
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Itir. Sehreiber communicated with the Minister of Railways and Canals as indi-

cated in the foregoing letter on July 9, 1903, and his recommendations= were trans-
mitted by the minister to council on July 18, 1903, and form the substance of the
order in council of July 21, 1903 (Exhibit 17) . This order reads as follow3 :--

EsTRACr, from a report of the committee of the Honourable the Privy . Council ,
approved by the Governor General on July 21, 1903-

On On a•memorandum dated July 18, 1903, from the Minister of Railways and
Canals, representing that a communication has been received from the chief engineer
of the Department of Railways and Çanals, in regard of the bridge across the River
St. Lawrence, near Quebec, now in course of construction, reading as follows :-

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY, MINISTER AND CHIEF ENOINEER ,

L. K. JONES, Esq . ,
Sécretary, Department Railways and Canals,

Ottawa .

OTTAWA, ONT ., JUly 9, 1903 .

SIR,--Certain questions are at present under consideration and discussion between
Mr. Theodore Cooper, the consulting engineer of the Quebec Bridge Company, and
myself, involving the expediency of adopting some slight modifications of the specifi-
cation for the supeihtructure of the . bridge across the St. Lawrence river, now in
course of constructiun .by that company, attached to the subsidy contract made with
them ; Mr. Cooper having prepared detailed plans and specifications of such auper-
t;trltctsiro _which--call-fo r

_lir . Cooper is a bridge engineer of high star . ;3ing in New York, and a man of
repute and reliability. 'ITe has made a very careful study of the necessities of this
superstructure, which, I may say, was especially imperative in view of the unusual
magnitude of the span and of the general design of the work . His modifications may
the'refore reasonably be considered to be in the best interests of the work, and being
engaged continuously upon the work during construction Mr . Cooper will be in the
best position to note the requirements of the structure as the work progresses .

In a work of this character and magnitude it is highly important that no delay
should arise from causes not absolutely unavoidable, to hinder the steady prosecution
of construction, And 'there is reason to believe that the company require immediate
instructions to proceed.

In connection with the foregoing I would suggest that the department be author-
ized to employ a competent bridge engineer to examine from time to time the detailed
drawings of each part of the bridge as prepared, and to approve of or correct them
as to him may seem necessary, submitting them for final acceptance to the chief
engineer of Railways and Canals.

I have the honour to be, sir,
Your obedient servant,

COLLINGWOOD SCHREIBER ,
Chief Engineer.

The-minister recognizing the point urged by the chief engineer that there should
be no hindrance thrown in the way of the parties engaged in the construction of the
bridge supérstructure, and considering that under the circumstances the course
suggested by,him is the best that could be adopted for the avoidance of delay, recom-
mends that authority be given for leaving the matter in the hands of the chief
engineer to the extent expressed in his communication, it to 'be understood that any
action taken -under his authority in respect of the said bridge shall be regarded and
treated as in no way a violation of the company's subsidy contract dated the 12th of
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November, 1900, whiah contract, if carried out in accordance with the decisions of
the chief engineer and to his satisfaction, shall be deemed to have been properly
fulfilled . :

The committee submit the same for -approval .

JOIIN J . McGEE ,
Clerk of the Privy Council .

Mn SchreibFr's principal recommendation was ` that the department be authorized
to eniploy a competent bridge engineer to examine from time to time the detail draw-
ings of each part of the bridge as prepared, and to approve of or correct them as to
him may seem necessary,"submitting them for final acceptance-to the chief engineér
of Railways and Canals' In other words, it was his intention to place

.
the final

control of the bridge construction in the hands of a specially éhosen bridge expert,
who would be an empleyee-of the department, and who would report directly to the
deputy minister . As soon as the order in comicil was passed, inquiry was commenced
for a suitable engineer .

The policy of Mr. Schreiber was not in accordance with the wishes of the Quebec
Bridge Company and its associates-(see letters, IIoare to Cooper, July 1, 1903
(Exhibit 701) ; Parent to Fitzpatrick, June 29, 1903 (Exhibit 70T) ; Fitzpatrick to
Parent, July 18, 1903 (Exhibit 73 C)-and as soon as Mr. Cooper fully understood
the deputy minister's plans he protested vigorously . His position is very clearly set
forth in the following letter :-

NEw Yoax, July 31, 1903 .
_

DEAR--MR.--HoARé,--I-anr-in-receipt-of- papers -from-Mr . Schreiber--which-surprise--
me. He is to select an engineer in New York who will examine from time to time
the plans, approve or correct the same as to him may seem necessary, &c .

This puts me in the position of a subordinate, which I cannot accept.
It does not relieve the situation a bit . Such an engineer must either be given

liberty to do what he thinks best oi he must have the very instructions which I have
sought, stating to what extent there may be modifications from the general specifica-
tions, if any are to be allowed .

In either case he becomes the engineer in whom trust and confidence are reposed .
It seems to me a very simple matter for the chief engineer of Railways and

Canals to decide that the ` original specifications must be rigidly carried eût,' or ` that
certain modifications are approved,' or ` that the company has perfect liberty to carry
out the work to the best advantage, provided the efficiency of the original contract be
not redûced .' I would then know where I stand .

I have written to Mr. Schreiber that I do not see how such an engineer could
facilitate the progress of .the work or allow me to take any responsible steps inde-
pendently of his consent .

Yours truly,
THEODORE COOPER.

On July 30, 1903, Mr. Cooper wrote to Mr. Deans, advising him of Mr. Schreiber's
programme, and Mr. Deans intervened actively. The following letters show very
clearly that the Phoenix Bridge Company heartily supported Mr. Cooper in his conten-
tion, and that the Quebec Bridge Company was in full sympathy with their views :-

(Exhibit No. 74 W.)
July 31, 1903 .

E. A. HOARE, Esq . ,
Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Canada .

DEAR MR. HOARE,-I was greatly exercised this morning upon receiving a letter
from Mr. . Cooper tinder date of July 30, stating that he had received from Mr .
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Schreiber copy of the `order in council,' and also a letter from Mr. Schreiber. In.
this letter Mr. Schreiber states he has asked for authority to employ a competent
bridge engineer to examine from time to time the detail drawings of each part of the
bridge as prepared and to approve of or correct them as to him may seem necessary,
submitting these for final acceptance to the-chief engineer of Railways and Canals .
Afr . âci,reiber further says, I Z have not yet named an engineer in New York to
consult wüh. vote, but will do so without unnecessary delay, and in the meantime I
think you may safely go to work on the plans .'

The seriousness of this action I have not the least doubt you will appreciate
immediately. It leaves the entire matter 'up in the air,' and much worse than the
condition we were all trying to avoid--which was to save most importnnt'time, and
that when Cooper once approved our designs and details it would be final and accepted
by the department. This is why I understand you secured the `order in council .'
It practically brings all matters to a standstill, as neither Mr . Cooper or ourselves
would know where we stand until this new hand could be consulted with, and even
then we would only know as each plan was pas: ed upon .

I cannot impress upon you too strongly the necessity of taking immediate action
to stop any such plan as suggested by Mr. Schreiher.

When you consider that the entire feeling and action of Hr. Cooper's was to save
the Quebec Bridge Company needless expense, without the least sacrifice in the
design or efficiency of the structure, it has certainly proven a thankless task for all
concerned, and unless this present action upon Mr . Schreiber's part is immediately
stopped the entire business will be in a worse condition than if it had been let entirely
a one:

I am trying to reach you by 'phone, as I appreciate the necessity of immediate
action .

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer .

• (Exhibit 70 L.)
(Letterhead of Phoenix Bridge Company. )

Ti1EODORE COOPER, Esq . ,

Consulting Engineer,

PHENIXVILLE, PA ., July 31, 1903 .

35 Broadway, New York, N .Y.
DEAR MR. CooPER,--To say that I was surprised by the contents of your letter of

July 30 is putting it mildly. I am trying to reach Mr. Hoare by 'phone. In addi-
tion, I have wired him, and have also written a strong letter expressing my feeling
in the matter.

The suggested action by Mr. Schreiber would place the business in a much worse
condition than it was originally in . The `order in council' was tqken solely to save
time and to have your approval of our details final and binding on the government-
it simply being r_ecessary to have Mr . Schreiber's signature a . a matter of form. It
has certainly proven to be a thankless task so far, in trying to save the Quebec Bridge
Company a large amount of money, without in the least affecting the efficiency of the
structure.

We of course agree with you that we are at a standstill until this matter is
settled, as certainly the matter of a new engineer is an uncertain quantity at present .

I cannot but believe that a trip to Quebec by yourself and myself would tend to
clear the situation.

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.
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(Exhibit No . 70 M.)

(Letterhead of Phoenix Bridge Company.) .
PH(ExIxvILLE, PA ., August 1, 1903 .

Mr. THEo. COOPER, C.E . ,
35 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

DEAR MR . CooPER,-I talked with Mr. Hoare over the 'phone yesterday (the
service was not very satisfactory), and also wired him two long messages, and have
received his reply, stating that `he will take up the question with parties at Ottawa, .
and that we should go ahead, and if anything turns up to cause 'trouble tell Cooper to,
let me know at once .' I have written him again, and urged him to stop entirely this'
proposed plan, and explaining that the sole purpose of the order in council was to
give you the final authority to settle all details, the government approval being a
mere formality, and in this way save time which was so valuable . I personally think
it would have been - much better to have had Douglas as originally proposed rather
than to have the present plan carried out ; but we must insist upon having the whole
matter stopped .

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer.

(Exhibit No. 80 P.) ,
(Telegram.) August 3, 1903 .

- ----------- ----- ---------------------- -- ------------------
E. A. AOARE, Chief Engineer,

Quebec Bridge Company,
Quebec, Canada .

I found Cooper- had written and wired you, and feels much more strongly than
I do the serious result of any such action . It would be disastrous to have proposed
appointment finally made. You and I should see Schreiber in Ottawa at once, and
cdme to some better understanding. As it now stands nothing can be done on plans .
Answer to Phoynixville.

JNO . STERLING DEANS.

Mr. Cooper went to Ottawa and discussed the situation with Mr . Schreiber, who,
as a result of this conference, made a further recommendation to the minister under
date of August 13, 1903 (Exhibit 65) . This recommendation is embodied in the
order in council passed on August 15, 1903 (Exhibit 18) .

The text of this order in council is as follows :-

EXTRACT from a report of a committee of the Honourable the Privy Council, approved
by His Excellency on the 15th August, 1903 .

On a_ memorandum datsd August 13, 1903, from the Minister of Railways and
Canals, representing that by an order in council of July 21, 1903, authority was
given, in accordance with a suggestion made by the chief engineer of the Department
of Railways and Canals, for the employment of - a competent bridge engineer to
examine from time to time detail drawings of the superstiucturé of the bridge across
the River St. Lawrence, near Quebec, now in course of construction, in view of certain
modifications suggested by the consulting engineer of the Bridge Company ; the said
plans to be submitted for final acceptance to the chief engineer of the Department
of Railways and Canals .

The minister further represents that the chief engineer has this day reported,
stating that, as the result of the personal interview had with the company's consult-
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ing engineer, he would ndvise that, provided the efficiency of the structure be fully
maintained up to that defined in the original specifications attached to the company's
contract, the new loadings proposed by their consulting engineer be accepted ; all
detail parts of the structure to be, however, as efficient for their particular function
as the main members for theirs, the efficiency of all such details to be determined by
the principles governing the best modern practice, and by the experience gained
through actual test ; all plans to be submitted to th, !hief engineer, and until his
approval has been given not to be adopted for the work.

The minister recommends that aufihority he given for following the course so
advised by the chief engineer, the order in couacil of July 21 last to be modified
accordingly .

The committee submit the same for approva'.

JOHN J. 111cGEE ,
Clerk of the Privy Council.

Mr. Cooper's interpretation of the order in council of August 15 was that it gave -
him an absolutely free band, provided efficiency was maintained up to the standard
of the specifications attached to the subsidy contract .

Necessarily throughout the development of the design of the structure cases would
arise when further modifications of the written specifications would appear desirable .
Such cases did arise, and were met from time to time by Mr. Cooper. In such cases he
proceeded according to his interpretation of the order in council, and did not submit
further opinions to the goverriment engineers for approval .

-- In- this- cor-nection; -Mr. Schreiber differs fronr lir. Cooper, ---as
-
-
-
the following

-- -- --- -- --• ------ ------- -- - - ---- - --- --- - - -------ex~rncE rom us evic enco s ows :-
Q. Considering the relation of M r . Cooper to the Quebec Bridge and Railway

Company, and your opinion of Mr. Cooper's ability, and the relation of the govern-
ment with the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, w )uld you consider that Mr.
Cooper would have the power or authority to amend the specifications for the work
from time to time as lie might consider necessary or desirable, and would those
amendments be tacitly accepted by all parties concerned ?

A . (Mr . SCHREIBER) .-NO, Î think not . They would have to be submitted to me,
and they would come before our bridge engineer-before the bridge engineer of the
Department of Railways and Canals-before they would be accepted .

Q. So that, unless we cali find a formal acceptance of the changes or alterations
made in the specifications we would have to consider them as unauthorized ?

A. (Mr. SCItREB3ER) .-Certainly .
There is, however, no evidence to show that M r . Schreiber even questioned any

decision made by air . Cooper or in- any way interfered with him. We consider that
in this Mr. Cooper was acting, as he believed, in the best interests of the work .

A copy of the order in council was sent to the Phoenix Bridge Company, so they
were aware of its conditions, one of which wag : ` all plans to be submitted to the chief
engineer (Mr. Schreiber), and .until his approval has been given not to be adopted for
the work .' This condition also was embodied in explicit form in the contract between
the Phoenix Bridge Company and the Quebec Bridge Company, and yet, the engineer
of the Phoenix Bridge Company when asked, 'Did you consider the approval of the
plans by the Department of Railways and Canals a condition precedent to the fabrica-
tion of the bridge,' answered, 'No.'

The specifications thus officia lly amended by authority of order in council were -
transmitted to the Phoeriix Bridge Company. When asked, ` Did you fully concur in
all the amendments made in the specifications, having iri mind that you,were endea-
vouring to produce the best possible bridge,' Mr. Szlapka, the designing engineer of
the Phoenix Bridge Company, answered, 'The amendments made in the specifieations
by Mr. Cooper were not subject to my approval .'
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The action of Mr. Schreiber at this time and subsequently can only be explained
on the assumption that he considered the order in council of August 1 6 , 1903, to be
a direction to him to place the responsibility for the building of the bridge entirely
in Mr. Cooper's bands. Mr. Cooper's amendments were according to ]dr . Douglas'
evidence, accepted and used by the department in subsequent examinations of plans
(see Evidence), and 11ir: Cooper's signature was considered by the department prac-
tically as a final warrant of the sufficiency of the plana (see Evidenee) . - -

That the .proceedings of the department were irregular, and that Mr. Cooper was
assuming a degree of authority not in keeeping with the wording of the order in
council ôf August 1 5, 1903, was élegr to the Quebec Bridge Company, as the following
letter shows :- .

(Exlcibii No. 81 C.)

(Letterhead, Quebec Bridge and Railway Company.)
QUEBEC, May 27, 1907.

J. Si DEAxs, Esq . ,
Chie: Engineer, Phoenix Bridge Company,

Ph,rn .'xville, Pa :

DEAR SIR,-In reply to your letter of the 24th inst ., I am aware that you are
doing everything that is possible to hasten the forwarding of the plans for approval
by the government, except that much time ntight have been saved if Mr . Cooper had
signed the tracings instead of having to sign'so many blue prints.

The signature of the consult, ig engineer does not comply with the government
regulations :----The-order -in council--passed-some-yeara-ago only-authorized-certain

-wdifieatibnr'in thcs speciflëâtieri and detall"s"frôm tinie-to-tlnte;-if-found- necessary. -
The obligations under contracts,- with the company and the government still remain-
ing, viz., that no work is to be proceeded with or estimates paid until the final plans
have been passed through the various stages required by the government in the Depart- _-
ment of Railways and Canals . This is the point they are objecting to . Understand
that it is not myself that is raising any question, but I am only endeavouring to
bring yôù in line with thé contracts. The government haâ passed no order in council
cancelling your obligation to have all your plans approved at Ottawa before any metal
is fabricated . We F.re under very Close investigation now .

Yours truly, -

E. A. HOARE .

It should be stated that the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company was through-
out fully advised of what was being done at New York and Phoenixville, and did not
make any objection to the authority assumed by Mr . Cooper or to the acceptance of
that authority by the Phoenix Bridge Company, notwithstanding provision to the
contrary existing' in. the contract . This letter also indicates a more active supervision
on the part of the government than had previously been exercised

. The Phoenix Bridge Company was immediately advised of the terms of the ordë r
in council of August 15, 1903 (see letter, Cooper to Hoare, August 21, 1903), but
being fully aware of the arguments and influences that had brôught about the enact-
ment of that order, they concluded that it was intended to grant exactly what Hon .
S. N. Parent had asked for in his letter of June 29, 1903 (Exhibit 70 J) .

Mr. Deans and Mr. Szlapka in their evidence (see Evidence) make it very
clear that they considered Mr . Cooper's pronouncements final, and not liable to altera-
tion either by the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company or by the Dominion Glovurn-
nient. - -

In the opinion of the commission it is always desirable, when an entirely novel
problem is to be solved, to have the advice of several engineers upon the unproven
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features of the design before attempting to execute it . Having accepted the govern-
ment's decision to depend upon the advice of only one man, the authorities thereafter
acted in accordance with the best knowledge of the time ; and the most competent
engineers would have endorsed the concentration of responsibility upon the most
experienced and able man .

In effect, after August 1 6 , 1903, instructions given by Mr. Theodore Cooper from
time to time were the specifications . In the offices of the Phoenix Bridge Company
and in the works of the Phoenix Iron Company the Hoare specifications as amended
by Mr . . Cooper were recognized as official and were so used (see Evidencei
and exhibits 99, 100, 101 and 102) . It was recognized by these companies that Mr.
Cooper had authority to alter any requirements of the specifications, and it is in
evidence that this authority was not infrequently exercised .

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman .

J . G. G. . KERRY,
J. GALBRAITH .

APPENDIX No. 7 .

A DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANIZATIONS AND STAFFS MAIN-
TAINED BY THE DIFFERENT CORPORATIONS INTERESTED

IN THE ERECTION OF THE BRIDGE .

There were four parties directly interested in the building of the bridge, viz . :
The Canadian Government, the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, the Phoenix
Bridge Company and the Phoenix Iron Company. Each had its'own staff to take
charge of the portions of the work in which it was interested .

The commissioners made the personal acquaintance of all the senior officials
concerned, and discussed with each of them the duties he was called upon to perform .
Evidence has been secured giving the previous experience of these men, their fitness
for their several positions, and their duties .

The Dominion government was represented by the deputy minister of the Depart-
ment of Railways and Canals and his assistants ; two deputy ministers and three
inspectors having been connected with the work .

The government's interests are set forth- clearly in the Subsidy Agreement of
November 12, 1900 (Exhibit 12) and in the Guarantee Act of 1903 (Exhibit 1), and
throughout the work the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company recognized its obliga-
tions to the government by requiring its contractors to do their work in such a
manner that it would be acceptable to the government .

Although the deputy minister of the department was charged with the duty of
examining the plans and specifications, all of which were subject to his approval,
checking up the monthly estimates which were the basis for payments, and exercis-
ing general oversight of the work up to the time of its final acceptance, in reality the
whole responsibility for apee .ifieations, plans and construction was upon the officials
of the Quebec Bridge and Rvilway Company, its interests being identical with those
of the government, Mr . Cooper's special qualifications having been officially recog-
nized in the orders in council of July 21 and August 15, 1903 (see Evidence) .
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The issue at the time previous to the passing of - the order in council of August
16 referred to, was whether Mr. Coôper's approvals were to be subject to cancellation
on the advice of an expert engineer employed by the department or not . By the
order in council of August 16, 1903,'the government practically decided that Mr .
Cooper's deeisions were to be final, and neither Mr . Schreiber nor his àuoce$eor, Mr.
Butler, at any time, interfered with his control of the technical features of the under-
taking. Mr. Cooper's understanding of the situation was the same, and .this indicates
clearly both, the government's position and that of Mr. Cooper on this -question.

The Quebee Bridge and Failway Company maintained in its service, and employed _
on the work a chief engineer, a consulting engineer, two ereotion inspectors and four
mill and shop, inspeétors. ThD ch:wf ongineer, Mr. E. A . Hoare, M. Ïnst. C.E., had
an extensive experience as a railway éngineer, and had done most of the company's
preliminary work . - The record of . hié professiônal experience will be f6und in full
in his . revidenee (see Evidence) . ' Mr. Hoare had a high reputation for integrity,
good judgment and devotion th duty. From the standpoints of personal character
and knowledge of Quebec and its people, no better man could have been found, and
the evidence throughout shows Ahat to the best of his ability the comtiany wâs faith-
fully served. There is, however, nothing in Mr. Hoare's record that would indicate
that he had the technical knowledge to direct the work in all of its branches .

The-company'a directors dô not seem to have realized the importance of the duties
pertâining to Mr . Hoare,°s position . and (see Pa rent to Holgate, January 11, 1908),
wh'i e believing that lie was not competent to control the work, they still gave
him the - position, the powers and emoluments of the office of chief engineer.

While we-c;n only consider this-as a mistake on- the part of the Quebec Bridge
na -Railwây Company, yet we regret to saythât snch âppo-intments-Ue-b-"o-means

uncommon, and it must be recognized that in many cases good executive ability is
valued more highly or considered of more importance than special professional knowl-
odge•

Mr. Hqare personally considered that he was in general control of the construc-
tion, and that everything was under his jurisdiction except the approval of plans ;
the evidence shows that he gave much personal time to the oversight of the fabrioa-
tion of the material, to inspection of the ereotion and the p reparation . of- the esti-
mates ; it alsô shows that he lacked a comprehensive grasp of the work that was being
done by the inspectors, and that although his subordinates entertained the highest
personal regard for hi-ni they did not look to him for advice when technical difficulties
.arose.

Mr. Theodore Cooper, of New York, was_the consulting engineer . In. the extent
of his experienCe and in. reputation for integrity, professional judgment and acumen,
Mr. Cooper had - few equals on this continent, and his appointment would have been
generally approved . Mr. Cooper's strict duties were to examine, correct and approve
the plans prepared by the contractors, and,to give engineering adviee to Mr . Hoare
when requested . Mr. Cooper and his chief âssistant, Mr. Bernt Berger, carried on a
most thorough and painstaking examination of the plans . Mr, Cooper appointed both
-shop. and erection inspectors for reasons explained in his evidence, and had these
inspectors report fully and regularly to him. Mr. Cooper states that he greatly desired
to build this bridge as his final work, and he gave-it careful attention . bis profes-
si4na"tandiugtvns w high_that_hjs-appointment_left_no_ further'an :ciety abQut_ the . ._
outcome in the minds of all most closely converned . As the event:prôved, his connec-
tion with_ thé wark_ produced in general a false feeling of security. His approval of
any plan was eonsid- jred by every one to be final, and he has accepted absolute
responsibilit; for thi two greut: engineering changes that were made during the
progress of the work-the lengthening of the main span and the changes in the

-speoification and the adopted unit stresses . - In considering Mr. Cooper's part in this
undertaking, 'it - ehôuld be ' rémembered th$t he was an èlderly man, 'rapidlp ~ aporoaoh.,

154-vol . i .-4
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ing riventy, and of snch infirm health that he was only rarely permitted to leave New
Yo : ~.t. . .

Mr. Cooper assunied a position of great reaponâibility, and agreed to accept an
inadequate salary for his services. No provision was made by 'the -Quebeo Bridge
Company for a staff to assist'him, nor is there any evidence to show that hè asked
for' the appointment . of àuch a staff. He endéavourèd to maintain.' the necessary
assistant8 out bf his own salary, which was itself too small'for his peisonal services,
and he did a great deal of detail work which couldhave been satisfactorily done . by a
junior. The result of this was . that he had no time to investigate the soundness of
the data and theories which were being used in the designing, 'and consequently
allowed fundamental errors to pass by him unchallenged . The detection and corrëc-
tion of these fundamental errors is a distinctive duty of the. consulting engineer, and
we'are' ébmpelled to recognize that in undertaking to do his work without sufficient
staff or sufficient remuneration both he and his employers are to blame, but it lay
with himself to demand that these matf,,re be remedied.

During the construction of the substructure, Mr. Cooper visited the bridge site on
several oçcasionb, but did not visit the bridge during the erection of the super-
structure. He visited the Phoenix Iron Company's shops but three times during the
fabrication of the structure.

Daring erection, Mr: Cooper, upon receipt of information from Mr . McLure,
orderëd certain work on . the erection to be stopped-for correction . This order--was
communicated by, him to Mr: $oare, who stopped the work accordingly. -

In the sense that the inspectors lookéd to Mr. Cooper for advice and directions
almost entirely and that he appointed them and issued instructions-to_thom,_ând also

--that-he-dealt-direetip vitli-the-,L-ont-raetors,-he-assumed-many-of-the=duties -of-a-ehie~---
engineer . Owing to the special nature of the work, he was the only one 'in the employ-
ment of the Quebec Bridge Company, who was capable of assuming the•se duties. He
was not authorized to act in this capacity, nor was he able to visit the bridge during
its erection. -

Norman R. McLure was an instfeetor assisting Mr; Edwards in the shops up to
the beginning of _thé erection, when he acted as inspector of erection, being employed
during the winter as an inspector in the shops. He was appointed by Mr. Cooper
with Mr_ Hoare`s concurrence. He was responsible to both Mr. Cooper and Mr.
Hoâre, and Yéceived instructions from both, but reported to Mr . Hoare principally
upon matters- regarding monthly estimates, and to Mr. Cooper upon matters of con-
struction. Mr. McLure had definite instructione, in 4vriting as to duties from Mr . .
Cooper (see Evidence), but had none from Mr. Hoare. Mr. McLure is a-t•echnical
man, a graduate of Princeton Univergity (1604), and previous to tb,e Quebec
bridge work was inspector of bridges for the New York, Ontario and Western Rail-
way, and in so far as his experience fitted him, performed his-ziuties well and is a
painstaking and' capable engineer. He had not full authority on the work, and
depended on Mr. Cooper for all technical advice and instructions .

We are at a loss to understand why Mr. Cooper under the cireumstanoes did not
place a more eàpérienced man in full local eharge, of the inspection of erection We
must recognize, howerer, that the power of making such an appointment did not rest
with Mr. Cooper, and that Mr. Hoare has stated in evidenee his conviction of his own
ability to handle the work .

~ir. E. ~~inl~ ëëted ës inspeâtôr of workmanehip theoughout eireétiôn~ having
been appointed by. Mr. Hoare and was responsible to him. Mr. Kinloeh's egperience
on bridge work as given in his evidence shows that while without technical training,
he had been connected with the building of several heavy structures, and was thorm
oughly capable of handling ordinary bridge erection. His duties crere to wateh the
structure closely, and to see that the erection work, and partieularly' the riveting, were
properly done and . in accordance with the ipstruetions - issued b y the -Phoanix -Bridge
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Companyo Whilé the .Phoenix Bridge Company did not recognizé his authority, they
co•operated co 'rdially with hii,ai to the common end of endeavouring to obtain goodf
work. Mr. MaLure and Mr. Kinloch worked independently, but a ll Mr. Sinloch's.
observations and criticisms were reported to Mr. MoLure, and these'have added a'
great deal to the value of the records. Mr. Kinloeh was thoroughly,at hômo in his,
work, and executed hig 'duties carefuliq and intelligently. He appears from the
evidence to have been a keon observer and fully impressed with the importance of his
duties . We are, howev►►r, convinced that the bridge was too large for one man to
thoroughly cover in detail all the work that was entrusted to Mr. Kinloch, gnd that
there should have been niore inspectors of equal ability .

Mr . E. L. Edwards was chief inspector of shop work; and was, appointed by Mr.
Cooper with the approval of Mr . Hoare. He reported to both Mr. Cooper and Mr.
Hoare. The -oircumstaneea of his appointment are stated by Mr . Cooper in his
evidence, and Mr. Edwards' experience as an inspector Is given in full in his own
evidence. His duties were to see that the metal supplied by the rolling mills came
fully up to the requirements of the specifications and that it was properly tested ; he
sent the test reports regularly to Mr . Hoare, and visited Mr . Cooper for instructions
every month or when anything irregular happened . He had also to see that the
finished members corresponded in dimensions exactly with the approved plans, and
that 'the methodg of fabrication that were used were in each case most accurate and
satisfactory.

The test records and the list of shop errors detected by the inspectors -are evidence-
aa to bow Mr. Edwards performed his duties.

- Mr. I. : W. Meeser-was 3ir.-Edwards'- assistant,-and -his--inspection- -was -more- -
-partioulagiy-direaW--ta-theshapFVCrk:He had aixplé mp r► n ni-shepw6rk; liav~r~ -

been trained as a maehinist, and was at one time subforeman in the shops of the
Phoenix Iron Company.- The commissioners satisfied themselves during their visit to
,Phaenixville that Loth Mr. Edwards and Mr. Meeser thoroughly tuiderstood the work
they had undertaken. The commissioners are not, however, satisfied, that the shop
inspection as arranged for by the Quebec Bridge and fi.ailway Company would have
been as thorough as it was if it had not been aided throughout by the hearty co-opera .;
tion of the officials of the Phoenix Bridge Company and of the Phoenix Iron Company.
The staff was too small ; and it is our opinion that the Quebec Bridge Company

. would have shown better judgment had it employed a larger staff uniler the direction
of an independent man of wider technical knowledge and who would have been .suf&
ciently forceful to-hold his oàm against the cont.actors. -

Messrs. Keenan and Ostrom acted as inspectors in the rolling mills at .$arria,
burg and Pittsburg, respectively. There is no evidence of any serious defect in the
metal supplied by theae establishments, and it may be concluded that the inspection ---
was thorough and creditable.

As a whole the staff was inefficient and not well organized . The excellence of •
the work done must be largely attributed to the ambition of the constructors to do-thq
work to the very best of their ability ; the organization was weak in,tho absence of a
fully competent engineer of erection and of a forceful chief of staff for the inspection
of ahopwork.

The -offioials of the Phoenix Bridge Company most closely connected with the
ing_engineer, the enginees- in_oba=ge.-Quebeo_brtdge were the_ohief eng~~eor,- t~Q design

o# details, the shop inspeator, the superintendent of erection, the erection foreman,
the resident engineer of surveys, and the resident, engineer on erection .

The chief engineer was Mr. Deans, who has occupied this position for many years,
and is widely and iavourably - known as an= e?""rienoed bridge builder. Mr, Deans

r personal dütioe are the general oversight of all work being executed by hijuoompany.,
He may be fairly described as its- ohief business manager, and as such i;onducted al

l thé negotiations k~ading up to the Quebec bridge contracts. From the nature of hia -
154--~ ô1. i- --4j
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work it is not possible for him to be elosely in touch with the planning and execution
of technical details ; these were in the direct charge of his two principal • assistants,
Mr. Szlapka and Mr. Milliken, acting under his general instructions. Mr . Deans was
very active in the performance of his duties, kept closely in touch with the progress

_ _ --of the work in all departments and . generally managed the execution of the contract.
Mr. De ans' actions in the month of August, 1907, and his judgment, as shown by

the correspondence and evidence, were lacking in caution, and show a failure to-

apprec iate emergencies that arose
. Thedesigning engineer was Mr. Szlapka, who had received a thorough technical

education in Germany, and has been with. the Phoenix Bridge Company for about
twenty-seven years, having held his present position for twenty-one years . A list of
the more important structures that have been built by this company to Bir . Szlapka's
designs wi ll be found in the evidence, and shows that previous to 1903 - his ability
as a designer had been thorroughly tried, and that his espetrience was wide .
As, usual in present bridge company organizations, Mr. Szlapka's work has been
confined to his own department and his personal knowledge of the work of transpo rts-
tion and erection is limited .' The evidence shows that Mr. Cooper, whose faculty of
direct and unsparing criticism is well known, had every confidence in the a4ility of
Mr. Szlapka, and on previous works had had good oppo rtunity to form his eatimate
of him. Mr. Szlapka was responsible for the entire work of designing, and the com-
missioners are satisfied from their , personal investigations at Phaeniavi lle that this
was conducted with care, and energy. Mr. - Szlapka's mistakes and errors, to which
the disaster .is directly attributed by the commissioners, are discussed elsewhere .

The engineer in charge of details was brs . Charles Scheidl. Mr. Scheidl had
received a technical education- in- Germany,-and -has been with the-Phe3nix- Bridge

- ~ompany for twenty- onr years, diiri.ngi-éigh~~n of-wliich - lié has héld-hiâ preseni------
position . His work in conueetion with the Quebec bridge is cslearly and fully se t
forth in his evidence , and, btiefi,y stated, consisted of preparing the shop drawinfss
from the general outlines of design that had been determined by Mr. Szlapka. The
accuracy with which this work was done is proved by the records of the shop inapec-
tors and of the erectors, and was of the highest grade. Upon Mr. Seheidl was laid
the burden of being personally responsible for the accuracy of every one of the shop
drawings.

Mr . E. T . Morris was shop inspector for the Phoenix Bridge Company, his posi-
tion being a permanent one. His duties were similar to those - of Messrs. F.dwards
and Meeser, and his employment practieally :provided for an additional inspection of
the work in the shop. He reported to Mr . Deans and Mr. Szlapka, and kept a record'
of all errors detected and of the methods adopted for their correction . An examina-
tion of the 'field corrections' reported by the resident engineer of erection will show
how thoroughly this shop inspection was done, and by comparison of the records we
find that the work A Mr. Morris was even more thorough and exact than that of
Messrs. Edwards and Meeser . It is proper to credit the thoroughness with which this
work was performed not solely to- Mr. Morris but also to Messrs. W. H. Reeves, Deans
and Norris, whose emphatic instructions concerning inspection he had received.

- Mr. A. B. Milliken was superintendent of erection, having general jurisdiction
over the handling of all the contracts of the company after the material was delivered
to it by the Phoenix Iron Company. He has occupied his .present position for about
eeventeen_years.A list of the most important structures that hehaeereoted iegiven

-in btis evidence. . Mr. Millikon did not confine his attention to the Quebeo' bridge
work, but had the execution of several other contracts to :ook after at the same time .
The eviden ce shows that he spent much time at the site, and was always cloaèly in
touch with wdrk . The systern of reports of progress established in his department
*as very thorough.

Mr. Milliken reported to Mr. Deans, and when on the work did not interfere with ,
thé jurisdiction of Mr: Yenser,-who was in charge, but simply adviâed him. His work
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throughout appears to have been tho n'oughly and carefully done . . The iystem -of ered-
_ --tion was jointly designed by the engineering and erection departmenta of thé Phoehix

Br4,dgo Compàny, the details of the members, their connections, the travellers and the
general order of erection being determined by the engineers, and the equipment of
platlt and tackle by the erection department . Mr. Milliken appointed Mr. Yensér as

forr,man on the Quebec bridge .
Mr. B. A. Yenser was Mr. Milliken's subordinate in charge of erection, and WAS

in absolu,e local authority. He had been a bridge erector for many years, and bad
worked for the Phoenix Bridge'Company, for about fifteen years. In Mr. Deans'
evidence will be found a statement of the more important structures erected by
Mr. Yenser, and that gentleman is described as `having shown unusual qualidies
as an erector, being careful and conscientious, and having had eapèrience in the
bandling of inen .' . Itshould be noted that Mr. Yenser had absolutely no authority to
vary the programme of erection, wbich'was arranged in Phoeniaville and furnished to
him in a book of instructions with accompanying plans . His position was largely an
executive one, his duties being to carry out' positive instructions and to see that the
forces employed were wnrked to their full effinieney . He had orders to exercise eatra-
ordinary care in the inspection of the tackle and,all handling applinnces . Mr. Yepser

had no technical training, and his position did. not call for it . His aétion in continu-
ing erection on August 28, 1907, was immediately referred to his engineering àuperiors
and was approved . The evidence shows that he was an able and foroefiil superin-
tendent, and that he went to his death with supreme confidence in the judgment of
his superiors at Phoeniaville.

Mr. A. H. Birks, the resident engineer of erection, who also perished in the
--disaster, had complete-confidence -in.-the _ability_ and -effiçien4y of the Phoenix Bridge __

-- C'ompanyrs designers; whose abilitiea-he-had-had-ampla-opportunity-to--0bserveL---The--

personality of Mr. Birks is described, 'and his record in the performance of
his dutieg is stated in Mr. Deans' testimony. It will be there notcxl that Mr.

Birk8' esperiénce was rather limited. - He had received a thorough, training in

the design of the erection plant. His- duties were to inspect the material as it arrived
on the bridge for erection, to see that it was properly placed, and to watch the erectors
to see that the programme of erection as laid down in the Phaeniaville written instruo-
tions was minutely followed. The evidence shows that these duties were performed
with intelligence and fidelity . Mr. Birks prepared all technical reports for trans-

mission to Phaenixville, and .advised Mr . Yenser on matters calling for engineering

knowledge .
Mr. P. A. Cudworth was reàident engineer in charge of surveys. No question

of importance affecting Mr. Cudworth's work has come up in the progress of this
inquiry, and it is sufficient to say that his duties were faithfully and ably attended to.
The Phoenixville office depended upon him principally for reports of the movements
of the various .parts of the truss as the erection proèeèded, and his observations are
matters of record.

In general, it may be said that this staff was highly efficient, the men were well
trained, and had ample experience in the class of work that they were called upon to
do, and there is throughout evidence of great pride in their individual connectio

n with the undertaking and of determination to do their utmost to make it a success in

every way. The commissioners are, of opinion, however, that the Phoenix Bridge
Company erred in judgment and showed a failure to appreciate the magnitude and

diffiçultieë of ths wôik that-it had-ûndeirtakén when-it-did-notprovide-as-part of-this -
organization an engineer of erection who, by virtue of technical training and long
experience on large bridge work, was' fitted to take complete local control of the erea-
iion. In this they . followed usual practice, which, however, was not applicable to this
particular work. •

The manager for the Phoenix Iron Company was Mr . Norris, who has been
prominently connected with the company : since 1898, sàd who became manager in-
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in 1900. Under his management the works of the company have been altered and
enlarged and the output materially increased. Mr. Norris' endeavour to secure thor-
oughly good material and good workmanship for the Quebec bridge is set forth at
length in his testimony, and his conduct of the work throughout ip, in the opinion
of the commissioners, commendable for_its carefulness, thoroughness and energt . .

The commissioners are of opinion that the works of the Phoenix Iron Company "
are e.filciently managed and operated .

HENRY HOLGATE,
OAairman.

J. G. Q. KERRY,
J. GALBRAITH.
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APPENDIX No. 8 .

A HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLANS AND OF THE
METHODS FOLLOWED IN THE, DESIQNINQ- OFFICE.

. The 8rst preliminary plan of the Quebec bridge was made by the Phoenix Bridge
Company for the QiV ebec Bridge Company, and is dàted November 80, 1897 (Exhibit
94). A second plan was made De cember 7, 1897 (Exhibit 9 5), showing the lower
chord curved . In response to our inquiry Mr. Szlapka states that the-change from
the straight to the curved lower chord was made for the sake of artistic appearance,
either form being considered by him structurally sati e factory.

---'rhere arethree other plans dated February 17, 1,899, two'of which show the lower
chord of the anchor arm a rched at both ends, and the other .showa the anchor Arn~
arched only at the main pier: In general outline this last plan was almost identical
with that of the final design.

A ll of these five general preli ;ninary plans are drawn for a river span of . 1,6000
feet. The plan of November $0, 1897, shows the cross-section of the river correetly,
which indicates that information of this nature had been received from the Quebec
Bridge Company prior to that date .

The plan made b y Phoenix Brid Company Bridge and dated December 1, 189 10
(Exhibit 9 6), is identical a zi to bridge outline with the plan dated January 13, 1898,
and filed in the Department of Railways and Canals by the Quebec Bridge Company
(Exhibit 8) .

The plan which accompanied the tender of March 81, 1899 (Exhibit 96), was one
of the three plans dated February 17, 1899 . This design and others of the same date,
some of which were competitive designs, are shown on drawing No, 38 .

Two plans weré made by the Phoenix Bridge Company, both dated April 22,
1900. Both of these show the , anchor arm with a complete arch in the lower chord,
but the river span is 1,723 feet, and in the other 1,800 feet. These plans were made'
subsequent to the awarding _ of the contract for, the bridge on &pxil 12, 1900, but
before Mr . Cooper had advised the adoption of the 1,800-foot span. Another general
plan was made dated May 6, 1900, showing the bridge generally 00 it was intended to
be built. A further plan was made by the Phoenix Bridge Company, ~clated October
6, 1900, similar to the last mentioned plan, but- with the title of the 'Quebec Bridge
Company,' and on April 14, 1901, a further and last preliminary general plan was
made by the-Phoenix Bridge Company, which is practicall,y the same as the former
plan and bears the same outline as the construâted bridge. ; All these preliminary
plans were made by the Phoenix Bridge Company.

I On Apri l 12, 1900, the contract embracing the anehorage. steel work was si B~ed .
The plans for this work were developed in the regular course,' And the work was done
acqordingly. In this agreement the Phoenix Bridge Oomp*ny were awarded :, the
contract for all the steelwork of the whole structure, and agreed to proceed with d$tail
plans. On December 19, 1900, the contract for the two approach :spans was sigped .
The plans for this work were developed in the regular course, . and the work was
finished in due course._ . -----~- • ----- ----------- ' - -

While the approach epans were aimple ,truss spans of . usual design for such -
strµetures, and eomplete in themselves, the anchorages for the -cantilever bridge
invalved caloulations of the mam atructure, In order that the uplift_ could be deter-
miped. Such calculations as were necessary to ascertain this were made on assumed
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data. The work was :ordered :June 16; 1900, and forthwith deeignèd and constructed
with `a liberal allowance for increase of uplift,' as the exact uplift could not be asoer-
tained, the weight of the structure itself not being then known and only approximately
estimated.

A general study of the details of the bridge was made by Mr . 8cheidl during the
months of January, February -and . March, 1909 . . This study involved the considebra-
tion of the outlines of the bridge and of the general stress sheets which had been -
prepared. The method of connecting the suspended span to the cantilever arms, the
details of the shoes for the main posts, and the details of the anchorages were con-
sidered ; the detailing of- the-panel points and intersections of the suspendedo span
were worked out; then followed the arrangement of the top chord paoking for the
cantilever and anchor arms, - the panel points and intersections, the main posts and
pedPstals . These studies not being considered as other than tentative, the weights
were not computed at that time as a basis for new stress sheets. The real prelim-
inary work intended for final results was begun in July, 1903, after the receipt of the .
revised specifications, the contract having been signed provisionally on June 19 .

The following is an outline of these preliminary studies . First, the determina-
tion of the normal lengths of all the bridge members ; ahen studies of all plate and
trussed floor beams and stringers ; of transverse brainge~, details of main shoes,
pedestals, connéeting chords and bracing of same .

The packing of the eye bars was then taken up, then tho,4otails for anchorages
and the transfer of wind stresses and anchor piers. Then follôwed the detail of the
anchor arm panel points, commencing with the end lower chords ; then the web . inter-
sections. Similar étudies were inade for the cantilever arma and the suspended spgn .

When the details for thé anchor arm were completed and those for the cantilever
arm partially completed, the weights of all details were calculated and final anchor
arm stress eheeta computed. This was the beginning of . the shop-drawipg period;
only the ancholr towers had then been shop detailed.

The dead load concentration upon which the final make-up of the members of the
anchor arm was based were as follows :-

Ha:f suependedapan . : . . . . . ._ . ._ . . _ . . _ . ._ . ., . . _ . . 4,842,000 -lbs . -
. . . . . . .Cantilever arm . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . 18,205,200 "

Anchor ann . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,817~~ "

The corresponding concentrations as determined on June 25, 1907, were found t o
be :-

Half suspended span . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . : : . . . . 6,894,000 lbe .
Cantilèvei arm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 15,804,000 «. . . . .
Ancfior armé . ` . . . . . . . . . .

. ,
. 11,318,000 u

(See also drawing No. 8.) The total steel in these concentrations was about
85,318,000 lbs.

The difference between these two sets of concentrations indic;ate a fundamental
error in the calculations for the bridge. In a properly compùted bridge the assumed

dead load .èoncentrations. upon which the make-up of the membérs is based should
agree elosely : with the weight computed from the dimensions in the finished design
and with the actual weights (see clause 8 of the specifications, which p"ro'rides :`8 .
The déad weight used for àaleulating stresses must nof,,be less than the aotual weight
of strücture when .uoinpleted' ) .

The .èrror consista not so much in the assumed concentrations bèing incorrect,- ---
for that is more or less .unavoidable, but in the- fact thët ë recainpntation of wéights-
basqd upou: the aross-seetions~ already determined and with suffioient . allowance for
doubtf ul . detaila : :wae . ztox : made, and the. - proeess of approaimation : contir;ûed -uûtfl
éatisfactory agreement was reaahed . In bridges of ordinary . design and dimensions
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'experience has fùrniehed-data sufficieut to enable the designer to estimate the weight
so aceurately, that a recomputation i§ not always necessary. In this'case, however,
-the unique character of the design, the magnitude of the span and the high unit
stresses specified demanded that no risks should be taken by failing to adopt this
method of approximation and checking.

In computing the make-up of the members of the cantilever arm the' same dead
•load oaloulaiions were assumed for tho cantilever arm and for thè suspended epan
as in the computations for the anohor arm, and the above comnient will apply wit?,!
equal force to the design of the cantil3ver arm .

The failure - th make the neceasary reeomputations can be . gttributed' in, part to
the pressure of work in the designing offices and to the confidence of ,Mi. Szlapka in
.the correctness of his assumed dead load concentrations . Mr. 'Coopér shared thits
confidence, as he approved the stress sheets .

The dates of approval of the various stress sheets by Mr . Cooper are as follows s--

8uspended qpan, March 20, 1904.
Anchor arm; June 80, 1904.
Cantilever arm, May 25, 1905 .

Mr. Cooper's examination• with regard to the question will be 'fbund in the
evidenoe. Mrn Cooper eays :-

' In qomputing the dead lond strains I- was furnished by Mr. Szlapka with, a
-diagram, dated May 12, 1904, which gave the dead load concentrations for the anchor
and cantilever arms; Quebec bridge.

.` These dead load coneentratipns vary at every point . I asked 711r. 9zlapka when
•'this was presented to me whether it was carefully and properly estimated . He etatee
'that- he had his beat men to carefully estimate the weight at each point ; and that this
was a correct arrangement of the final weight to the best . of his belief . Af, I had no
other means of determining these weights, the plans not being yet submitted to me,
I- assumed them to be correct, and used them in deterininintg my strains. I did,
however, check these weights in the following manner : I added together all the
concentkated loalings, deducted the allowance for floor and . timber which he states

here_eapecially, and fou#id that the reeultànt• wéight was abundant to cover _the__
assumed estimated weight of the etltidtûre' '

Early in 1905 the diâwinga of the anchor arrri werè'practicaliy complete, and it
was possible to compute the weight of the anchor arm within sa .- two per cent of the
actual weight. There is no evidence to show that this was done by the Phoenix
Bridge Company or by Mr. Cooper, Had such a_ computation- been made at that time,
when but a small portion of the work had passed through the shop, and erection had
not begun, the serious error of the asaumed,dead load would have been immediately
detected.
- Shopwork began in July, 1904, and the record shows that at'the end of Deeember,
1904, eight panels of anchor arm lower chords had been completed ready for ship-
ment. The demands of the shop on the drawing office no doubt contributed to prevent
'a~ recomputation of the stress aheets and the early disaovery-ôf ths error .

Mr. Cooper did not become aware, of the error until he . received Mr. Edwarde'
report on material of Febiuary 1, 1906 . At this time, the anchor arm,- tower and two
.panels of the cantilever arm were fabricated, and six panels of the anchôr arin were
in place. Realizing that theje was . no remedy, and bèlieving that 'the- iricreaeed
stresses were still within the limitof 'safety, Mr . Cooper pe•rmitted the work to pro-
•ceed . He eetimated'that the increase in unit etr :ins due to thia'error was from éeven

-to-ten-per-oent.--
No progressive record of computed weights wae made'and kept in the designing

ôffioeslor' .1he purpose of checking the eetimated, oonoentrationo' used in the stress
sheets, as will be seen from th@ following correspondence with Mn,Deans :--
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Moxzuest, January 25, 1908.

Messrs. the Phoenix Bridgé Company,
Phaenixville, 'Pa.

(1ENTtEUEN,-I have been'requested to ascertain from you the process of system
you used in the drawing office, whereby the weights were estimated and ascertained,
and what record of estimated and actual weights of parte was kept in the drawing
office. Was it your practice an ec+on as a drawing was completed to . make an estimate
of the wefight of that part, and was this work done systematically so as to be of service
in oheokiiig the original calculations of the bridge, and were the weights estimated

' from the drawing of service to . you in turnisbing data fôr design Y If you can give
me a I7st of these actual weights, with t'- .e dates at which they were . ascertained,
either from the estimate made from the drawing or from actual weight, whichever
was first, It would, I think, give the information desired .

I would be obliged to you for an early reply.

Truly yours,

_ HENRY HOLGATE . __ _ _

HENRY HOLUA'!'S, Esq.,
Chairtnan, Royal Commission,

PH ENI3VILLE, PA ., January 81, 1908 .

Montreal, Canada .

Dselt Snt,-~ Replying to your letter January 25 .
When the shop drawings of the heaviest and largest pieces were partially

finished, sketches were prepared showing their approximate weights and extreme
dimensions . Thew sketches were sent to the transportation companies to secure
routing and metl:rd of loading. No weights were figured of any pieces of ordinary
dimensions, where no dif8culty whatever was expected in loading. After the shop
drawings of the "moât important members were finished and approved by the coneult-
ing engineer, then their weights were figured with care for comparison with th e

--
- shipping weights . No other record wae képt in the drawing room outside of -these

itemized weights on forging lists of the estimated . and actual shipping weights .
Our shipping invoices give the actual weights, marks and dates of shipment of

all pieces in the bridge. We have no extra copy of these, but no doubt you could ge t
the loan of Mr. Hoare's . record.

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
Chief Engineer .

]Ejefore commencing the shop drawings a full understanding was arrived at
between the drawing office and the erection ._department regarding the positions of
field splices and other details which might affect the erection . The large traveller was
designed after consultation between the two departmente .

Before shop drawings could be made for the larger pieces, arrangements had to
be completed with the transportation companies: This involved the making of trans-
portation drawings for the purpose of avoiding all difficulties which might arise during
the transportation with regard to rolling stock, curves and bridges .

The exact dimensions of the various members had to be détermined, so that under
normal loâding thé normal- çonfigüratiun ahouid obtain: -Thie-involved the-computa-
tion of all the alterations of* engths and of position in members from the first posi-
tion of the anchor arm lower chorde on the false works to the final conftguration of
the bridge when complete and euetaining its normal load . '
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The methods of erection were fully considered in planning the details of the shop
drawings. All the work, including the preliminary detailing already desoribed, was
under -the charge of one assistant engineer; Mr. Chas. 8eheidl.. Each shop drawing,
when completed, was fully checked . Copies were then forwarded to the consulting
engineer for approval . When approved copies were returned to the Phoenix Bridge
Company, which sent copies to the chief engineer of the Quebeo Bridge Company
to be forwarded to the Department of Railways and Canals. The department returned
one approved c opy to the Phoenix Bridge Company, and in accordduce with the terma
of the contract, the receipt of the plans approved by the Department of -Railw~y+s and
Canals was the authority for the Phoenix Bridge Company to construct the work._-- - - --~All shop drawings were executed in the best style of draughtamansbip, and gave
all necessa-y information for the shop and to some extent for the ereetion.

The most careful methods of checking were employed . At no time during the
progress of the office work were more than eighteen men employed. The rate of
progress depended, upon the rate at which Mr . $cheidl could perform his work, and
would not have been hastened by the employment of a greater number of draughts-
men. (For fuller details see the evidence of Mr . Sziapka and Mr. $cheidl . )
---- The-north and south- halves of - thebridge be ing- identieal, the members for each -
were constructed from the same drawings simultaneously.

The annexed table shows that the drawings were sent to the shops as soon as the
approval of Mr. Cooper was obtained, and that the approval of the Department .of
Railways and Canals, while necessary, was regarded as being purely formal.
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The following is a condensed diary of the work more or less oonnected . with the
drawing office in connection with the structure as erected :

April 12, 1900.-Contract for anchorages signed .
December 19, 1900 .-Contract for two approach-spans signed .
January, February, March, 1902.-Tentative studies of details for main structure .
July, 1903.-Preliminary studies -for final design of main structure began on

receipt of the revised specifications.-- Contract signed provisionally on°June 19 .
July 23, 1903.-Studies of floor system began. Mr. Szlapka decides to • arrange

his work so as to complete the shop drawings for the anchor and cantilevér arms not
later than August 31, 1904, giving the shops éight months to complete twenty million
poünds; s6 that érection might begia May'1; 1903.

January to May, 1904 .-Computation of stress sheets and make-up of anchor
arm.

March to Deceraber, 1904.-Computation of stress sheets and make-up of canti-
lever arm.

February 19, 1904.-Qeneral drawing and stress sheets of suspended span sent to
Mr. Cooper.

•March_21,_1.104 _ Mr. Deanâ. instruçted ._Mr. Szlapka to push all work with the
utmost despatch.

March 29, 1904.-Stress sheets of suspended span approved by Mr . Cooper.
April 8, 1904 .-Mr. Szlapka advises Mr. Hoare that weight of bridge would not

be more than five per cent above the estimate, or, say, 62,720,000 pounds .
April, 1904.-Large traveller -designed, and weight determined for computing

erection stresses .
May, 1904.--0eneral detail drawing suspended span approved by Mr . Cooper.
May 3, 1904.-Details of anchor bents approved by Mr . Cooper .
May 13, 1904.-Mr. Szlapka sends Mr. Cooper dead load concentrations for canti-

lever and anchor arm, so that Mr. Cooper might check his stress sheets. :
May 23, 1904.-Preliminary study of shoes and,pedestals •int to Mr. Cooper.

Also complete calculations for anchor arm . Also first shop drawinQ for anchor bent.
May, 1904 .-All typical drawings of top and bottom panel points approved by

Mr. Cooper .
-----.- June 2.-1904:-Compl.etestress- sheet_for ançhor=artn taken to-Mr: Cooper by _Mr

Szlapka .
June ti, 1904.-Revised plan of anchor eyebars sent to Mr. Cooper .
June 30, 1904.-Mr. Cooper approves anchor arm stress sheet .
July, 1904.-Plate floor beama and stringers approved by Mr. Cooper.
July 10, 1904.-First lower chord plans approved by Mr . Cooper, and work begun

on them in shop. -
July 11,1904 .-Copiea of anchor arm stress sheet sent to Mr . Hoare for trans-

mission to Department of Railways and Cafials .
July 28, 1904 .-Top -chords approved by Mr. Cooper . After this drawings com-

pleted and forwarded to Mr. Cooper in a continuous stream.
August, 1904.-Shop drawings of two end panels approved by Mr . Cooper:

The following lètter from Mr. Deans to Mr . Hoare describes the situation as at
October 8, 1904 :-

October 8, 1904 .

E. A . HOARE, Esq . ,
Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge and Ifailway Company,

Quebec, Canada . ---
DEAR Srs,-We find we have not received from the government engineer the

e a j: ~ )•+ al of any - main chord sections . As explained to you âome . time ago, we have
bi,-nx-.rking at great disadvantage to ourselves in being• compelled to confine our
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office work to the anchor arm, in order that everything might be done that it is
possible to do to bQ ready early next spring to start the erection of the anàhor arm.
There was too much work to do in the time allotted-after the financial arrangements
were made and work ordered ahead . -Wehave .not therefore'been able to complete ours
stress sheets for the cantilever arm and for the suspended span, it beingneeessary to
await the completion of all details, not only of the permanent structure, but also the'
details and rigging of the main traveller, that we mayknow exactly the-total weight
coming at each panel point.

We have as you know, sent to the Canadian engineers, through your office, the
stress aheets for the auchor arm, covering the chords which have not been approved,
and we would kindlq-sak-that they be examined and prints sent to us withtheir
approval as soon as possible. The engineers have everything that is necessary to
check these•chords, although we thoroughly appreciate they would like to have beforq
them these stress. sheets of the e:itire bridge, and these wihbe sent with the leaet
possible delay .

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,
L'hief -Enginee r

November 19, 1904.-Plan of centre -post approved.
January, 1905.-Series - of eyebar tests made .
March S. 1905 .-Drawings for main shoes sent to shops .
May 25, 1905 .-Mr. Cooper approves st ress sheet for cantilever ~arm .
July 12, 1905.-Firs't detail drawing cantilever arm chord No. 9 sent to Mn

Cooper.
July 13, 1905 .-Stress sheet for cantilever arm approved by Department of Rail-

ways and Canals. Anchor arm at this stage nearly all fabricated . Mr. Szlapka
expected to finish the shop drawings fdr first two panels of cantilever. arm by ~.4eptem-
bor 1, and all the drawings for the bridge by March 15, 1907.

July 20, 1905.-Mr. Cooper and Mr. Szlapka discuss the testing of riveted links
and other matters . Use of slightly higher steel for eyebars and some corrections in
camber. All satisfactorily agreed uPon .- - - ------ -
- August-11, 1905 -First-lower-chorcLseetious_ of anehor -arm urected in pôsition.

and practically whole of anchor arm fabricated, a large amount having been delivered
at bridge site .

June 14, 1906.-Development '-of drawings so far advanced that the Phoenix '
Bridge Compan y made a closer estimate of the weight of the steel in the stYuç ture,
which, including the anchorages, was placed at 78,000, 600 pounds . The weight finally
was estimated at 73,812,504 pounds . The actual weight averaged about one per _
cent heavier than the weight computed from the drawings . (See attached atatemént
of weights. )

November 28, 1906 .-The south anchor arm and hearly all the south cantilever
arm erected .

February 1, 1907.-Stress sheets of the suspended span• revised .
March 16, 1907.-The last drawing completed, being that of the lower chord of

centre panel of suspended span.
June 25, 1907 to October 8, 1907.-TDead load concentrations for suspended span,

cantilever àrm and ' anchor• arm revised and now cross sectional areas foi members
of bridge computed for purposeâ of comparison with actual cross-sections .-

HOLCIATE,HENRY ------------: --- - -=-- : -- ------ --- C~tir±r~n.
J. (I. G. KERRY,
J. QALBRAITIï .
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STATEYENT SHOwINO COL?AEraoN or AGTUAL WEIOHTD AND WEroHTa FtaasED ►AOY CiOIiPI.ETE D
Daswuros .

Order

No.

Description.

602 Anchorage eyebars and pins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604 Anchor ahelie and bracing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Figured

Weight .

Lba.

219,829
874,887

Total .
Actual

Weight .

Lbe. Lbs.- "

223,100
371,84 3

I Anchorase. . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 . . . . . . . . . . . 594,526 . . . . . . . . . . .

606 Anchor arm trus,es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,085,621 8,142,803
608 Anchor am eYebars. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,188,361 3,209,014
610 Anchor arn i pias. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229 .058 229.26b

Anchor arm truss system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,603,040 . . . . . . . . . . . .

613 Anchor ~ m floor beame and stringere . . . . . . . . . 1,507,140 1,517,038
618 Anchor arm trusses floor besme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 280,832 261,510

- - - =Ancho-arm floo-system: . :::: ::: . . . . . . . -1;787,97 -:. . . . .:

612 !Centre posts and bracfng. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . I 2,878,883 2,708,660
614-jShoes Iind pedeetale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 808,810 814,349

Centre post eyetem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . 3,485,873

821 Cantilever arm truesee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,602,088 8,724,693
623 Cantilever arm evebars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,487,006 3,488,263
625 ~Cantilever arm pins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330,220 329,684

~ Cantilever arm truss syetem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,399,311

. 827 Cantifever arm ftoor beamsand strfngers . . . . . . 1,732,290
1629 Cantilever arm trussed floor beams. . . . . . . . . 290, 4 3 296,206

Cantilever arm floor system . . . . . .

.

2,022,725

.

631 Suspended span trnsses .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,307.690 - 3,379,293
633 Suepended span eyebars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 342,340 343,2$0
635 Suspended span pine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,710 . 35,460

Suspended span truss system . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,885,8l0 . . . . . . . . .

637 Suspended epan floor beemepnd etringere . . . . . _ 1,197,365" 1,197,365 . 1 ,214,905

- -- -For one•half-0fhebrtdgo . . .-. .- ._ . $6,856,252 - - 27,038,94L

The whole bridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73,312,504 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Actual weight in excess of weight estimated from drawings, 767,378 pounds.
PFrcentage of errors, 1 .0 3 per cent.
Actual weiEht Is 101 .05 per cent of figured weight .
Figured weight I . 98 .95 per cent of actual weight.

SzrrEmeEH 25th, 1907.--- ----

èPPENDIB No. 9.

MATERIAL, SHOPWORK AND INSPECTION .

Total . •

Lbs .

594,943

12,522,43 5

2,087 .098

3,768,033

__ 1,214 r

74,079,882

The steel supplied for the bridge was made to meet the requiremeats of the
Hoare speci8oations, with the exception that Mr. Cooper, finding that the tests on the
full-sized eyebars were running a little low, ca lled for the use of a slightly higher
mate rial for eyebar blanks . .

The Hoare specifications dalled for an ordinairy grade of struetural steel very
--élmilar to tlleregvlarôutpu of~he mllls.-Th-e-t&Tiugiéqilireulen wérenot onérgus

but were in accordance with current practice. Some reference to this will be made in
Appendix No. 18 .
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The behaviou5r of the metal, as evidenced by the wreck, as so good that . the
commission was convinced that the disaster could not be traced to the furnaces or
rolling mills. Its examination of these wlas accordingly rather general in character.

The following amounts of metal were supplied by the difieront mills :-

Pho:nix Iron Company, shapes . . . . . . . . . 18,675,888 lbs.
Central Iron and Steel Company, eyebar blanks . . 14,827,400 "

Central - Iron and Steel Company, plates . . . . . 27,240,100 "

Carnegie Steel Company, plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,822,000 "

Bethlehem Steel Company, pins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 993,600

The commission visited -the works of the Phoenix Iron Company, of the Central
Iron and Steel Company, and of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, the latter corpora-
tion having supplied a large tonnage of slabs to the rolling mills of the Central Iron
and Steel Company.

On our inapections we were accompanied by the mill inspectors employed by the
Quebec Bridge and Railway Company, and the details of Ae manufacture of the
steel, of the 'rolling of the shapes and plates and of the work of the inspection were
explained fully to us both by these gentlehien !and by the superintendents in charge

---of-the-various--works. --- _-
- We desire to acknowledge here the courtesi,~s extended to us by Mr . J . B. BaileY,

manager of the Central Iron and Steel Company, and by Mr . Reynolds, vice-pmaident

of the Pennsylvania Steel Company. -
The tests of material called for in the Hoare specifications were regularly mad e

by the rolling mills under the supervision of the inspactors for the Qnebec Bridge
and Railway Company, and the reports of these tests are filed as Exhibit No . 28. An

examination of these records, there being in the neighbourhood of five thousand tests
in all, shows that there was nothting abno-rmal about any of the material, and that it
satisfactorily met the requirements of the specifications .

Full-sized tests of some seventy eyebars were also made in the lArge machine at
Phaenixville in accordance with the requirements of the : specifications . The results

of these testa are given in Exhibits Nos . 28 and 86, and it-will be noted that a number
of the bara tested did not quite come up to specifications . The results of these tests

were referred to Air. Cooper, who agreed to accept a certain number of weak bars, but
raised the rollingïriill specificâtiôn -sô that thera would- be-no-further-difficulty- of

t is nature.-Thesé full-sized-te-ats wer --made-on-finished-eyebar~&,-prepareâ-in=all -

respects as were the eyebars that were used in the bridge
. Mr. Coopet's statements (Cooper to Hoare, August 4, 1903) that `the various

members of this bridge will exceed anything heretofore made,- and will tax to the
utmost the manufacturing appliances of the time,' is a fair description of the work
that the Phoenix Iron Company had undertaken to perform.

When the Phoenix Brid!-,e Company provisionally signed the final contract of
June 19, 1903, its subcontractar, the Phoenix Iron Company, was not fully equipped
for the carrying out of the work, and additions and changes had to be made both to
its buildings and to its plant .

The study that had been given to improvement of equipment preparatory to the
acceptance of the Quebec contraet- is set forth in the evidence of Mr. Norris ; and

the Phcenix Iron Company was ready to commence making the necessary chaqges as
soon as the contract was accepted .

The total expenditure then made on improvements was over $220,010, divided as

follows :-
Enlargement and improvement of eyebar plant . . . . .$ 40,000

Altérâtiona_Qf buildinas and installat ion of overhead ___--- -
cranes sufficiently powerful to handle weights of 10 0

154=-col, i-5
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Now machinery, including a 84" double rotary planer for
facing the compression chords ; a plate straightener
for large thick plates, hydraulic shears for heavy sec-
tions, larger boring mille, large vertical planer, and
sundry alterations to other maehinery . . . . . . . . . . 70,000

This expenditure was necessary before the Quebec work could be properly
handled, and is an evidence of careful preparation f- that undortaking. The addi-
tions themselves constitute a pernmnent improvement to the iron Company's plant,
and are now in constant use as part of its regular workirg equipment .

The evidence shows that Mr. Reeves and Mr . Norris fully app'reciated the diffi-
culty of manufacturing the large and complicated pieces of the Quebec bridge, and
that the various superintendents and foremen were warned to give more than usual
attention to the execution of the work. As a preliminary, a full-sized wooden model
of one of the panel points of the lower chord of the anchor arm was made, and
remained set up for the inspection of the shopmen. All details, such as the heads of
rivets, &a, were shown on this model, so that the shopmen could realize the mechani-
oal, accuracy that wAs necessary in order that the several members meeting at a point
would go together in the field .

-------The oommissioners-spent some-days-in the workshôps witli-theIron-CômP y pri's
foremen and with the inspeotôrs for the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company in
order to familiarize themselves with the work of fabrication and inspection . There
was nothing pecaliar to The Quebec work -other than the great size and weight of the
pieces to be handled, and the usual bridge shop methods were followed, the provisions
of Mr. Cooper's standard specifications having to be observed for workmanship.

It was the obvious intention of the Iron .Company to do a first-class piece of
work, and it is in evidence that the management impressed not only on its own offi-
cials but also upon the employees of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company its
desircials but also upon the employees of the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company
its desire that the shop inspectiQn should be thorough and rigorous .

All pieces were inspected twice, once by the regular shop inspeetor employed by
the Phoenix Bridge Company and again by the inspectors for the Quebec Bridge and
Railway Company. In the more delicate work the inspectors had ~irders not only to
test the finished pieces, but also to test the settingint.he machines beforethe final
cuts were made .

It was the practice of the shop to make the duplicate pieces for the north and
south halves of the bridge at the same time; so that the bridge material now, lying
in Belair yard was manufactured under exactly the same conditions as that which
was ereeted Yrom the south shore. The commission spent some time examining the
material in Belair yard, for the purpose of satisfying itself concerning the finish of
the workmanship on the lower chords. This was found to be by no means perfect,
but the eirrors measured were of small amount . The shops were defective ip _that
they lacked a well founded floor for the assembling of the heavy pieces. The methoda
adopted were also defective in that adjoining compression members were not fitted
together before ahipment. Some of the minor, but by no means negligible errors
discovered in Belair yard rrould have been detected by tws fitting, and it is a cus-
tomary practice on heavy work. That errors similar to those observed at Belair
existed on the south half of the bridge there can be no doùbt, and Mr. Binloch (see
evidence) states that such errors were ohseivéd by him .--That these minor errors at
the joints contributed in some degree to the final disaster is probable, but our criticism
in this case is not of the shopwork, which was of a fair grade. The fault lies in a
design which called for an accuracy beyond the working limite of good shop practice .

--- The errora nQ~i~eing-discussed _ar••~iifferenc~a-Bl-lengtlt of the=seversl rtba
making up one chord and irregùlarities of surface at the field joints of the lower
chords. The chord faces are found to be Flightly dished and not true . It is not
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possible to determine by analysis the result of these slight errors, the larger of whicli
would not exceed %4 of an inch in dimensions.

The inspectors were instructed to work to the nearest oné-sixtyfourth of an inch ;

but such accuracy is hardly practicable . We do not consider that such high acouraey
can be maintained, at least not without fitting together adjoining pieces in the shop .

It is probable that some portio,n of the errors noted at Belair was due to the

unavoidâ.ble racking of the members while in transport .
Both sets of inspectors +vorked with steel tapes that had been carefully compared,

and kept books of record stating the errors discovered in their inspections and the
methods adopted in co,rrecting them . In cases of difficulty the question was referred

to ;Sir. Szlapka for instructions, and occasionally to Mr. Cooper.

Some few errors (see Exhibit 91, 'Field corrections') escaped detection until

the work was being erected in the field ; the drafting room and not the niachino shop

was responsible for several of these . None of these final error3 were of a serious

nature, and the necessary corrections were made without difficulty .

Air. Edwards has recorded the following number of errors :-

In the anchor arms.-Twenty-three in the stringers, 2 in the floor beams, 17 in

the lower chords, 20 i s the main posts ; 7 in the hangers, 4 in the eyebara, 6 in the
pedestals and shoes,-1 in the main diagonals, 14 in the laterals, 1 6 in the struts, 2 in

the pins, 8 in the-p1r.*.:s and in knee braces, giving in all 119 errors .

In the cautilevoi arms and suspended span .-Twenty-seven in the lower chords,
10 in the floor beams, 8 in the stringers, 8 in the diagonals, 4 in the struts, 4 in the
hangers, 34 in the main posts, 4 in the laterals and 5 in the eyebars, giving in all

104 errore.
As the inspection requirements were more severe than is customary on ordinary

bridge work, and as the shopmen had never been called upon to handle work of such
magnitude before, it was natural that a number of errors should be made, and that
this number should decrease propo,rtionately as the conditions of the work became

better known to the men . ~
It will be noted from the figures given above that such a decrease in the number

of shop errors did take place, and in the correspondence the better quality of the
workmanship on the cantilever arms, when compared with that on the anchor arms,

is referred to from time to time. -
Kinloch states in his evidence that in spite of the magnitude and diffieulty

-of-qhe-worl,whic-h-_wnulrLreasonëbly account for an unusual num ber of shop errors,

the number actually found during erection was not in eace3e o wnst-wwaruld---bé- --

regularly expected on much simpler work .

Mr. Edwards' list of errors, which is not 'âo ample as that prepared by Mr .

Morris, looks, in a statement, io be rather serious, but when the numbez and magni-
iude of the pieces are remembered it cannot be considered to indicate carelgesness or

- insufficiençy in the shops. Some errors will always occur .

On the whole we consider that the inspection of the material and the work both
in the mills and shops was reasonably efficient, and that the collapse of the bridge is
not attributable to want of care in either.

Some special shopwork errors that occasioned a good deal of correspondence -are
referred to elsewhere.

The evidence shows that Mr. Cooper was seriously annoyed at the number of
shop errors reported and reprimanded the inspectors very sharply, but the ease with
which the structure was erected indicates that their work was fairly well dône .

The lines of the seteral ribs in the chords are known `to have been wary to the

extent of from 1-inch to 1-inch (eee evidenôe), but errors of this size and kind d o

nM ÿppear-tô havé fieen-ronsidered-a cause of anziety. The e:istence-of-3lsese-wAOi--------

benda had been noticed by the shop inspectors, and bad been reported both to MS'

Sslapka and to Mr. Cooper.
154--vol. i-6} ;
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We find no evidence to show that the seriousness of such minor errors in the
compression chords and posts was appreciated by the engineers or was ever impressed
by them upon the inspectors . . The necessity of detail accuracy in compression
members is referred to in Appendix No . 16 .

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman .

J. G. G. RERRY,
J. GALBRAITH,

APPENDI% No. 10.

TRANSPORTATION AND ERECTION .

In the practice of steel bridge design, details are of vital importance ; and con-
nections which may appear to be simple and satisfactory frequently prove to be
impossible of execution . The complete study of the details therefore involves patient
and skilful work, and necessarily occupies a great dèal of time. -

A large portion of the time spent on the Quebec bridge plans by .the designers
was devoted to the atudy of prmct .ical details.

Four main principles had to be observed :
(1) The size of the metal shapes and plates called for in the bills of material had

to be limited to the dimensions that the rolling m :lls could furnish . It will be noted
by reference to Appendix No. 9 that a large tonnage of metal was made for this
bridge by the Carnegie Steel Company, neither the Phoenix Iron Company nor the
Central Iron and Steel Company being able to make the largèr plates .

(2) The members had to be designed so that the machines in the shop could
make them. It will be noted by reference to Appendix No . 9 that the Phoenix Iron
Company had to provide a numbér of new machines with which to manufacture the
Quebec bridge. These machines were not novél in design ; they were simply larger
than those previously used by the Phoenix Iron Company, and- were required on .
account of the greater size of the parts entering into the work .

(3) The members had to be designed of such size and weight"that the railways
cauld-trën sp ~rt th~m .-Ta ënsûre-thi~it ivss-n~ossary- gly with tha
clearances and weight limits of several different railroads. For some of the members
special cars were provided, so equipped as to make safe transportation a reasonable
certainty . It may be noted that one member of the north half of the bridge has been
lying in the Phoenixville yard for about three years awaiting the renewal of certain
railroad bridges over which it would have to pass -tô-réach Belair yard .-

(4) The members had to be designed go that they could be easily and quickly
erected to place with the appliances provided . This made it necessary for the
designers to thoroughly study the system and appliances for erection. The erection
equipmènt provided was almost entirely new, and much of it was built specially for
this bridge .

The capacity of the erection equipment was sufficient, although demands made
upon it were very great . Some of the members handled weighed 100 tons, and one
lift of two panels of eyebars was 145 tons. This was lifted and placed in position in
the upper chord of the bridge without difficulty, proving the capacity and perfection
of the apparatus used in eréction .

It should- be said that the errors and mistakea of_the_Pncenix, Bridge fotapany___
in connection with the bridge were made in the design, and that its work in detailing,
shopwork and erection was excellent . The care and forethought -given to the eaeeu-

j
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tion of the work cannot be bettkr described than it is in the evidonce of Messrs. Deans

and Scheidl . We therefôre add only a few explanatory remarks to those state-
ments. .

Some of the photographs (Exhibits 126 and 127) show the size and complexity of
parts of the bridge.

The bridge members were loaded on cars by the Phoenix Iron Company, and we re

shipped either to the Chaudière or to the Belair storege yards, which a re indicated

on drawing No. 1(map) . The equipfnent at these yards for handling the members

is describc c1 by Mr. Deans and illustt~ated b~y the photographs .

The facilities for loading, unlo ading and transporting the material were entirely

satisfactory so far as the safe delivery of themembers isconcerned,

But four cases of accidents during transportation from the shop to the bridge
are reported.

Mr . Milliken (see evidence) bas given the particulars of an injury to one

of the steel shells that stood on the anchor pier. This injury was due to an accident

on the railway.
The accident to chord 9L anchor arm which occurred in -the- Chaudière storage

yard, and which is frequently referred to in the evidence, â discu~d in Appendix
No. 11 . /

An accident to cent re post OR which occurred in the Chaudière ÿard is also

-referred to in Appendix No. 11. An injury occurred to one of the north.-`side lower

chords, which fe ll in the Phoenix Iron Company's yard, striking a centre post cap.

These pieces were repaired before they were sbipped, , and have not, yet been erected.

The work was delayed owing to lack of railwai,conneètione to the bridge site.

The Quebec Bridge and Railway Company's railway line giving connection with the

Chaudière storage yard was not opened for traffic until July 9, 1905, the first metal

for the main spans being plaoéd on the south anchor pier on July 22, 1906 . Owing

to lack of this connection, all the metal for the anchorages and approach spans, and
all the material for the falseworks and traveller, had to be sent to Lévis or Quebec

and taken to the bridge site on barges . The beginning of the erection of the main

spans was delayed, and considerable difficulty was experienced by the contractor,

owing to the congestion of the yards at PhoVniaville and Belair . At the present date

there are no railway connections with the -bridge on the north aide-of the river ;

similar conditions existed on the south shore of the river early in - 19W' .

It was the duty of -the Quebeo Bridge and Railway Company to see that these

rail connections were provided.
- The erection traveller is described by Mr . Deans, and is shown in the photo-

graphs in Exhibits 126 and 127. Great attention was given to the design and equip-

nient cf this traveller, and it performed its work in a manner entirely satisfactory to

the erectors. In evidence the erection wor en stated that hey°had neverworked -on- a-

sbridge on which better appliances were provided, or on which the erection programme
had been more perfectly arranged. In order to hasten the erection of the bridge,

which had been delayed by lack of rail connections, it was decided .in January, 1906,

to erect the suspended span with a sma ll traveller, so that the .big traveller might be

removed to the no rth shore at an earlier date. This programme, which was followed,

was found quite satisfactory, and it tended to increase the safety of the structure

during erection, as ergction stresses were thereby reduced

. At the time of thecollapse of the bridge the small traveller was doing all the

work of erection and the big traveller was being dismantled .
In the design of the bridge a normal configuration and loading was assumed in

which the stresses in all the members were intended to be axial .- In other woncla,

---nn ed- r these cônditions no =1nâiag stresaes -wou}d-eaigt-at-the'-variouR-jointa ;--nnden

. any other loading, therefore, angular changes would either take place or tend to take
- place at the joints : that is to say, bending stresses would exist.
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The shop lengths of all members being computed so that in the normal configura-
tion the mémbers had the normal lengths, it resulted that during erection, when the
members were under little or no stress, the whole configuration was distorted, as
compared with the normal configuration . The false works upon which the anchor
arm was built had therefore to be arranged to conform to the initial configuration.
After the anchor arm was erected, the building of the cantilever arm gradually intro-
duced and increased the stresses in the various members of the anchor arm, and at
a certain stage the anchor arm became free from the camber blocks on the falsework,
which were lotvered to assist this movement .

In the original distorted form all field butt joints were in contact only at one
edge, since in the normal form they would be in full contact . With the increasing
loads on the cantilever arm, due to the progress of erection, these joints gradually
approached the condition of full contact, and in doing so revolved about the edges in
contact ; in the meantime the splices were secured by bolts which could be changed
as the movement at the joints improved the matching of the holes . The instructions
issued by the Phoenix Bridge Company were that when the joints finally closed the
splices should be permanently riveted .

It must be apparent that during the-movement in question the stresses at these
joints were applied first only at the edges in contact, and that it was not until thd
joints were fully closed that there was any pos9ibility of uniform distribution oP
stress. Indeed this condition was not possible until the bridge would be completed
and carrying its ~normal load, and the attainment of this condition would even then
be dependent on the accuracy of the mechanical work at the joints .

Drawings No. 8 and 11 in this appendix show in an exAgcerated manner the
members in the initial distorted configuration ; and drawing No. 12 shows, amang
other things . the records kept of the above described camber movements .

These moyements were regularly and carefully observed by the Phoenix Bridge
Company's engineer in charge of survey work, and Mr. Mans states that these
observations agreed closely with the expected movements as calculated by the design-
ing engineers .

The adopted scheme of erection was carefully worked out in all details before the
work of erection began . The results of this study were embodied in a book of field
instructions (Exhibit 60), copies of which were furnished to the principal foremen
on the work and to the representatives of the QuebP,c Bridge Company. These
instructions were imperative, and were not departed from or varied without approval
of the Phoenix Bridge Company at Phcenix; ille.

-Mr. Kinloch in his evidence, referring to these instructions said :` In fact
yoli had only to follow instructions and the thing would get there itself if
you followéd the lines laid, down .' This statement coming from a bridge erector of
Mr. Kinloch's experience is a tribute to the completeness"of the prearranged system
of erection .

There can be no doubt that the camber problem in the Quebec bridge was much
more difficult than in ordinary structures on account of the magnitude of the bridge
and--the-great-siae-of-ita members~-------------------- ----_--------------------_----- _

The ptcgress of erection is illustratedby the dated photographs and the date at
which each member was erected as shown on drawing No . 6.

The actual work of erection of the bridge began July 22, 1906, and continued
for that season until November 24 . This work comprised six panels of the south
anchor arm .
---- --- - --- ----

In 1906 erection was commenced April 16, and . continued until November ' 29.
At the end of this season's work the condition of all jointe, as reported by Mr . Birks
and Mr. Yenser, cômplied with'the requirements of the Phoenix Bridge Company's
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instructions to their employees (Exhibit 00) . At this date the anchor arm and prac-

ticallY all of the cantilever arm-were erected .
Work of erection was resumed May 1, 1907, and continued until August 29, the

date of the collapse of ' the structure . At that date the fourth panel of the suspended

span was in course of erection .

APPENDIX No. 11 .

A DISCUSSION OF THE DIFFICULTIES THAT AROSE DURING EREC-
TION AND OF THE EVENTS AT THE TIME OF TH E

COLLAPSE OF ' THE STRUCTURE .

The contract for the construction of the main spans was made conditionally on

June 19, 1903, and finally accepted by the Phoenix Bridge Company on March 15,

1904 . By the 1st of August, 1904, the assembling of materials for the falsoworks on

the south shore had commenced, and by the beginning of September, 1904, the erec,

tion of the falsework was well under way. The wooden falsework for the supply

trucks and the steel falsework for the traveller and bridge trusses were erected simul-
taneously, not quite one-half of the falsework being put up before December 1, 1904 .

The erection of the big traveller was oommenceA, and the storage yard at Chaudière

-was-in -working-order-befora-the_ -e nd9î -the season of 1004. - - - -- - -

SEASON OF 1905 .

A considerable amount of material was delivered at the Chaudibre yard during
the winter, but the work was not pushed in the spring of 1905 because there was no
rail connection between the bridge site and the Chaudière yard . This connection was

completed on July 9, 1905, At which time the framework of the big traveller was being
completed, and the falsework had been erected to the main pior but was not finished .

The equipment of the traveller was installed and the erection of the steelwork
was commenced at the anchor pier on July 22, 1905 . By the middlo of Septembe<n
the lower chords of the anchor arm had been erected, the pedestals and feet of the
centre posts were being placed and the erection of the web members and upper chords
had commenced.

By the end of the seasou, six panels of the anchor arm, out of a t~otal of ton,

were in place. The. weight of metal erected during each month is given in the monthly
estimate of the ehiéf engineer (Exhibit 42), the total amount erected during 1905

béing about 10, 500,000 pounds.
The work during the season proceeded satisfactorily both to the Phoenix Bridge

Company - and- the Quebec-Bridge -Company .--_-Th.ere -wera aome difliculties which are

described in . the evidence. The more important of these were as follôws :-

. Field corrections, 1905,-The 'field' filed notices of 21 corrections and altera-
tions with the `office ' of the Phoenix Bridge Company's erecticon department . These

f►les up to August 29, 1967, all concern minôr alterations that would facilitate erection,

but do .not call for comment.
Ghord A-9L.--In-April,1905, this chord had a severe fall while being handled in

the Chaudière yard. .One of the books that were being used in raising it broke, and
the whole chord fell, one end striking on a yard .plate lying on the ground, and. the

other on a pile of eyebars., The drop was five feet at one end and about three feet at%,
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the other . The chord'struck in such a way that any resulting bend would have boom
at right angles to the deflections measured on August 27, 1907 . The two lower flange
angles were broken . This ohord was repaired in July, 1905, in Accordance with draRL
ings received from Phoenixville, and to the satisfaction of the Quebec Bridge Com-
pany. We have examined these repairs since the fall of the bridge, and we find
nothing to justify us in connecting them with the disaster . Whether the chord was
strained by its fall so that it afterwards bent more readily under stress is a matter of
conjecture that cannot be settled. A discussion of the f..ilure of chord A 9L under
less than its working load will be found in Appendix No. 16.

Painting.-There was some discussion because the designs were such that water
and snow could lodge in many pockets of the steelwork, and that other par's of it
were inaccessible for future painting . Mr. Hoare considered that this was an `over-
sight' on the part of both the Phoenix Bridge Company and Mr . Cooper, and on Mr .
Kinloch's advice insisted on its being remedied . No changes were made, but better•
provision for painting was arranged for in the members not yet built .

Masonry .-It was found necessary to delay the placing of the pedestals until the,
surface of the masonry upon which they were to rest was djressed level . Mr. Cooper
would not permit the use of a lead plate under the pedestal, and had pieces of duck, .
heavily coated with red lead, used instead.

Main shoe right truss.-On placing this in position it was found that the
bottom did not bear evenly on the pedestals, there being an op2ning parallel to the
bridge centre line about 4 feet wide and perhaps Y%-inch high at the maximum . It was
decided that this would close as the weight on the shoe increased, but this closing
had only partially occujrred up to August 29, 1907 . The shop Inspector (Mr . McLure
in this case) states that no warp existed in the finjshed pieces in the shop, and that
it must have been caused by han dling and transportation . rhe mat ter does not cal l

- -f~r-#u~trié~ ctifnm~nt.--------- -- - -- -------- -
Lower ch.ords-bends.-It was noticed by Mr. Kinloch that lower chords A 1R,

A 2-R, A 3-R, after they were set, and before any stress came on them, did not look.
sthraight, but were wavy to the extent of perhaps J-inch . He discussed this matter
with Messrs . Birks and MoLure, and it was decided that it was of no importance .
It was also noted early in September, 1905, that 6s op.ninga at th3 lo.ver chord
splices did not correspond exactly with the erection diagrams (Exhibit 60), 'but
seemed to average up about the same,' and also that the inside ribs of chords at
splices 1 and 2 did not line up well .*

SEASON OF 1906.

In 1906, ereetion commenced on April 16, and the south anchor arm was all in-
place, with the exception of some decorative details, by June 27. Erection continued
on south cantilever arm and this was completed, with the exception of some connect-
ing,pieces between it and the suspended span before work closed down for the yearf
on November 26. The total weight of metal erected during this season was about
21,000,000 pounds. Work on the north share commenced about the middle of July ;
and-a-small-portion-of--the-falsework was .in-position by-the-end-of-the season.-------- -.-------

During this season few difficulties occurred, and these were- of a kind usually-
met with in all large werk . The following quotation from Mr. McLure's report to
Mr. Cooper, undEtr date of July 21, 1906, gives a fair idea of the conditions existing
on the work :-` The whole policy of the Phoenix erection department seems to be .to
make things safe and take no chances, which is a very satisfactory one to us, and in
pursuance-of_-this-everything is_being bolted_up_in: -full-in- cantilever- arm,_with_the-_

*On drawing No . 11 the .ereotion markings of the various members are shown, theletters
$ and L being used to denote the trusses on the Quebec and Montreal aides , of the
bridge -
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largest size bolts the holes will take, post and chord splices, main and subdiagonal
splices, as well as all lateral and transverse bracing connections . '

Fiald corredEions, 1806.-Fifty corrections and alterations were reported by the
-`field' during this season, none of them being of a serious character as for as th e

safety of the bridge was concerned .

Painting .-The field inspectors for the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company
recorded many minor defects both in the arrangements for future painting and with
regard to the shop painting that had been done . There are few bridges built upon
which this difficulty does not arise .

Centre posë .-Section No. 0 of this post in the Quebec trusa (O P, OR) was,

injured while being handled in the Chaudière yard in April, the outstanding leg of
one of the flange angles of an inner rib being broken through the sli,pping of a hoist-
ing chain. This break was repaired during the summer in accordance with plans
drawn by the Phtmix Btridge Company and to the satisfaction of the Quebec Bridge
Company's inspectors. There is no evidence to show that this break was a cause of
th- collapse of the bridge . On June 2, â1r . McLure reported to Mr. Cooper that the
bearing surfaces at the top of C P 1, both R and L, were not even and would not give
a good bearing to the centre post aps, these surfaces being made up of the tops of
the posts themselves and of two brackets attached to each. Mr. Cooper iunmediately
wired Mr. Hoare as follows : 'Do not allow posts C P, 1, erected nntil top is made
level . Notify MeLure.' Mr. Hoare immediately issued instruction3 to this effeet .
The Phoenix Bridge Company sent Mr. Scheidl to check Air . J,ieLure'a measurements,
and the defect was finally made good in accordance with Mr . Cooper's detail instruc-

tions to Mir . McLure. The fault lay both in the fitting of the brackets and in the
facing of the posts by the planer . Mr. Cooper considered_ such workmanship to b e

_____- _dis¢raceful ; but the defects as stated to him were rather exaggera tedcwing to the
methods of measurement adopted by the inspectors .

CompttesBion members .-On July 20, Mr. MeLure wrote to M . Edwards as
follows :-` On a number of the compression members that we have erected-particu-
larly on three or four anchor arm bottom chord sections„ in chorrd 621 8-L (south
cantilever arm, bottom chord), and in main diagonal sections for both anchor and
cantilever arms (T û and T 50), and on 621 S P-5 sections (south cantil(Sver arm sub-
posts), especially the latter-in sighting from end to end, the webs in places are
decidedly crooked, and show up in wavy lines apparently held that way by the lacing
angles. This makes a very bad appearance, for a person . seeing a member,like that,
and knowing it to be in compression, would at once infer that it had been over-
strained sufficiently to bulge the webs . As to its actual effect in the number of cases
I have figured out there is no possibility of this causing trouble, as long as the lacing
in the members in question is intact.' Oi. SeptembErr 22, Mr. 11LcLure reported to

Mr. Cooper a deflection of J-inch in a distance of 36 feet and of 3-inch in a distance
of 17 feet in the upper section of post 3-L, cantilever arm (621 U P 3-L) . Mr. Cooper
replied that be did not like the distortions, lut did not see that anything could be
done at that stage. No effort was made to correct any of these irregularities, all of
which were due either to shop errors or to racking in transportation . We do not

- _cënne~c -thesé ûn ouT~iëd-faülfi,~ imme$iatol~~vith-th~-disaster.-- --

Removal of steel falsework.-In August, 1900, the Phoenix Bridge Compan y

issu :.~d instructions covering the removal of the steel falsework bents, under members
T O and P I, anchor arm. The draft of the instructions showed that the Phoenix
Bridge Company expected the portions of the anchor airm near the main pier to lift
first, as the weight erected o n the cantilever arm increase3, but desired~ for -con-
venienee of erection .on thë'nôrth shôre, fo takédewnthé bn#s néai thë ënëitor pier

as soon as possible Op Septemb(e~3ç~ ~,~Mn . McLuie?leported these instructi(tns in

-sletail to Mr . Cotipgr, and aekbd ~bfin for directions concerning the matter ; he also
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reported that no lifting was yet visible at any point in the anchor arm . On Septem-
ber 17, Mr. Cooper directed Mr. McLure to permit the removal of the falsework,
provided ho was satisfied that the remaining bents would not be overloaded . On
September 29, Mr. McLure reported that E P, R, had lifted clear of the falsework,
and on the saine day it was noticed that T O O 0-R was free . Afteir discussion in
the `field,' the blocking under T G-'L, both R and L, was lowered g-inch, T G Z-R then
swinging free . On Octolxjr 2, Mr. Cooper advised Mr. MeLure that he thought the
intermediate bents were too high, and that he should examine them for evidences of
extra loading and have them slacked down . `The whole must be rather a matter of
careful observation and judgment rather than any reference to thsoratieal lines'
Sir . Cooper road this letter to Mr. Szlapka, and during the following week the block-
ing under T 5 Z, P-4 and T O O O O was lowered on orders from Phoenixville . As
this was done without notice to Mr . McLure, who had received Mr. Cooper's inst►ruc- -
tions about the falsework, lie immediately protested against this failure to recognize
the inspectors of the Quebec Bridge Company. A short and rather sharp controversy
wrose over this, which was closed on October ^0, by a personal letter from Mr . Hoare
to Mr. Deans, below quoted, in which Mr . IIoare very definitely asserts the import-
ance of Mr . MeLure's position as the representative of Mr. C:)oper and himself, and
makes it clear that no important steps are to be taken in the future without Mr .
McLure's knowledge :-

(Letterhead, the Commissioners of the Trans-Continental Railway . )

QUEBEO, -, October 20, 1900.

DEAx DEAxs,-I wish to send you a few personal lines on the following matter .
Mr. I1icLure showed me a letter dated October 5, written by him to Mr . Milliken,
respecting the relieving of steel falsework bents under anchor aorm without givin g

-him uQtiçe-of~u.cû n procedur© in order_thal_)-1rLOQoper firs t and then myself be
previously notified . Mr. McLure has specific instructions to notify Mr . Cooper of
any important procedure, and,receive in return any instructions that may be neces-
sary. I fancy changes were made from Phaenixviue to relieve the falsgwork. Mr.
McLure-,-epresenting the Bridge Company's officers not daily on the work-should
have been immediately informed, notwithstanding the fact that you considered your
instructions perfectly correct and safe. If Mr. MeLuro had been informed in time
lie could have wired Mr. Cooper your intentions without any delay to the,work. I
entirely endorse his letter to Mr. Milliken and to you on the subject of yours of,the
8th inst. to Mr . Milliken .

Both you and Mr. Milliken appear 14) have misunderstood Mr . McLure's letter.
He did not for a moment intend interference with erection orders from your office,
bu* makes a plain request to be informed of important moves of the above nature,
and not be ignored, .in order that he may perform his duty and carry out his instruc-
tions . I regret your remarks on his lack of experience, as it was uncalled for, and
as a re:lection on the Bridge Company's supervision, and instead of helping matters
the tendency will be to ignore general inspection orders which can be considered as
given by me perponally. Mr. MoLuro communicates daily with me and weekly with
Mr. Cooper to receive instructions when necessary. I am writing you a petsonal and
friendly letter,-which-I-hope-will-receive-your-usual-generous-consideration-by teeing
that Mr. MeLure is better informed in future by your chief representative on the
work of any proceedings of importance or of the nature referred to .

Yours truly,
- E. A. HOARE.

-------In--the-week-ending-October-29 ; T--6-Z,-P- 4,T 0 O O, and-E-P,-were reported-as- --- --
free from the falsework, and in the following week the blocking at T O O P % T O O
and P 3 (drawing No . 6) was lowered, P 1 swinging clear while this was being done .
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By November 3, only T O 0 and P 2 were still bearing, and by further lowering of
the blocking the whole truss was set free before November 28 . This record shows
ôlearly that the right triias rose more quickly than the left truss, and that the centre
of the anchor arm remained resting upon the falsowork for the longest time . In his

evidence Mr . Cooper has expressed the opinion that the blocking near the contre was
left too high, and that it acted as a fulcrum, permitting E P and T'O to lift from
the falsework at an early date, whereas, theoretically, they should have been the last
to lift. On .page 842 of the evidence he suggests that this condition may have pro-
duced an undue and unprovided-for strain on the anchor arm splices . There is no
evidence that any serious action of this nature took place, Mr. McLure having been
unable to observe any signs of stress at the suspected points, and no deformations in
a vertical plane being anywhere on record . In our opinion the failure of the Phoenix
Bridge Company to more closely adjust the blocking of the truss to its movements
was an error of judgment, as the stresses produced by ths gradual working of the
truss are not calculable, and the movement should be made as free as possible .

The commission has been unable to satisfactorily determine the respective duties
cf Mr. Hoare and Mr. Cooper, their real p)sitions being perhaps better brought out
by the events of 1906 than by any other evidence. According to Mr. Deans (letter,
Deans to Parent, April 14, 1900, Exhibit 75 K), Mr. Cooper had to appsove all plans,
but all other authority was veste~.l in Mr. Hoare, and this opinion Mr . Deans con-
tinued to hold throughout the work (see evidence) . According to Mr . Parent (letter,
Parent to Holgate, Evidence), Mr. Hoare was practically an executive officer
acting in all technical matters on the direction of Mr. Cooper, who was de
facto, chief engineer, Mr. C, per himself has stated that the erection plans
were not subject to his authority (see evidence), and has disclaimed any respon-
sible connection with the inspection either in the shop or in the field (see
Evidence) . With few exceptions, all his directions are advisory and not imperative,
and he seems to have-cudeavomcü-throughout-to-avoid-enoroaching-upon-the-privi=
leges and rights properly pertaining to Mr. Hoare's position . He gave frequent
directions to both Mr. McLure and Mr. Edwards on technical matters, but throughout
the construction period (August, 1905, to August, 1907) he had practically no corres-
pondence with Mr. Hoare. Mr. Cooper's opinions, when given, were accepted by the
inspectors as instructions . The impression left with us is that throughout the work
Mr. Cooper was in the position of a man forced in the interests of the work to take
responsibility which did not fully belong to his position, and which he was not
authorized to take, and that he avoided the assumption of authority whenever
possible.

Such an organization cannot from an executive standpoint be considered entirely
satisfactory. Mr. Yenser closed the season of 1906 with the following report :-

NEtv LlvEerooL, P .Q ., Novem'ber 30, 1906 .

The Phoenix Bridge Company,
Phoenixville, Pa .

(iENTLEÜEN :-
SOUTH BIDE.

I beg to report to-day that all the bolting is fully completed on all metal erected
-----in-accordance-with-your-instructions.- - - - - - -

The work for closing down for the winter is nearing completion . The traveller

has been unrigged, and all tools are properly stored . The engines 'on the traveller
are housed, and the shelters are now- being covered with tar paper .

The àtorage yard is closed, and the locomotive put away.
The large scow has been beached, and preparations for putting the small scow in

---winter-quarters-are-under-way. ----
A general report will be sent you at the entire closing down for the season .

Yours truly, `
B. A. YENSER. -
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SEASON OF 1907 .

Work for the season of 1907 began in March, it being necessary to have a yard
prepared to receive material on the north shore by early spring . The yard was looated
at Belair, close to the junction of the Canadian Paeifie and National Transconti-
nental Railways. Work- on the trusses began on May 1, but untilay 31 was confined
mainly to riveting. Using the big traveller, the connecting links 'between the canti-
lever arm and the suspended tkrm were put in, and the amall traveller was built. On
July 13, the erection of the suspended span was commenced, the small traveller being
used, and the dismantling and removal of the big traveller was begun . Both of these
operations were in progress when the bridge f 311, on Thursday, August 29.

On the north shore work continued at a leisurely rate from about May 15 until
the day of the accident . The north shore falsework was not fully erected by that
date, there being no reason to hurry, because rail connection could not be obtained .

During this season less than 3,000,000 pounds of metal was erected . The last
progress estimate (August, 1907) showed that about 34,400,000 pounds in all had been
erected .

Rivei:ing.-It had been intended to delay much of the riveting of the structure
until the erection of the south half of the bridge" was completed, and all joints had
their full stress ; but-at a meeting between Mr. Cooper and Mr. Szlapka, on May 10,
it was decided that riveting could be done at once at all joints where the conneoting
pieces had taken their full bearing. The estimate of the amount of field riveting in
the south half of the bridge was as follows :-

Part of bridge. No. of rivets .
Anchor arm and centre posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121,000
Cantilever arm . . . . . . . . . . . 98,700• _• ~-_-_, • . . _•_,__. . . . _
South half of suspended span . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53,300

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273,000

Some minor riveting was done in 1905, and in 1906 the joints of the floor beams
and those near the anchor pier were riveted, but the bulk of the riveting was not
started until 1907. Drawing No. 7 shows the dates on which the joints of the main
trusses were riveted . The following table shows the number of rivets driven during
the periods specified :-

Period. No. of rivets driven .
During 1905 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,807

cc 1906 . . . . . . 46,301
cc May, 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31,517

June, 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . 26,512
rc July, 1907 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,917
" August, 1907 (not including August 29) . . . . . . 28,019

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179,073

On August 3, Mr. MeLure reported that the anchor arm was ninety per cent
riveted, although the bottom lateral braces in panels 6, 9 and 10 were not riveted ;
and that forty per cent of the riveting on the cantilever arm was done . At the same
date the lowèr chord splices at 5-6, 9-10 and 10-11 were the only chord splices in the
anchor arm remaining unriveted. Throughout the season the work proceeded satis-
factorily ; - there were-practieally no-difficulties-until-after August 1 .

Fourteen correctioné and alterations were reported by the `field' to the offiie of
the"erection department.
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The surveys in May showed that the trnss had stood up very well tbroughout the
winter, the movement of the centre post being trifling, indicating that the stresses
t?;en exiating were well within the strength of the memb9rs. On JLIy 20, a wooden
derrick that was being used in the dismantling of the big traveller was struck by
lightning . The de rrick mast was shattered, but no other damage was done .

The difficulties with the lower chords that finally resulted in the collapse of the
bridge were noted early in the season, but those first observed were considered to be
of minor importance . The joints between lower chords 5 and 6, anchor arm,
remained open A-inch on the lower side long after all the others had closed . They
finally closed shortly before the disaster, and on August 29 were being riveted . No
explanation has been offered of the slow closing of these joints, and from their near-
ness to the falsework bents at T O O and P 2 it is possible that the pressure of the
falsework may have had something to do with this.

On June 1 5, Mr. McLure reported to Mr. Cooper as followsc-` In riveting the
bottom chord splices of south anchor arm, we have had some trouble on account of
the faced ends of the two middle ribs not matching as per following sketch (the
sketch shows that at the lower sides the middle ribs of tbe .abutting chords were out
of line by I to I inch, this o ffset decroasing to nothing near the mid depth of the
ribs) . This has occurred in four instances so far, and by iising two 75-ton jacks we
have been able to partly straighten out these splices, but not altogether . These were
probably in this condition when erected, but owing to the presence of the bottom
cover plate, it was then impossible to detect them, and it was only when this plate
was removed for riveting that the inequality was noticed . The chords found in this
shape were between 8 and 4, 7 and 8 and 8 and 9, in east truss, and 8 and 9 in west
truss. You will note that this occurs only on inside ribs, which are provided with
but a single thin splice plate each. I think that a heavy plate on each side of these
ribs, bolted up tight when chords were ereeted, would have remedied this, i .e., drawn
thé ribstogether tiII-thefac~ ends mnch r. ooper rep ied on une 17,
saying :-` Make as good work of it as you can . It is not serious. It would be well
to draw attention to as much care as possible in future work to get the best results
in matching all the members before the full strains are brought upon them .'

It should be noted that of the four joints mentioned, those between chords 3 and
4 and 7 and 8 had originally been operied at the lower side and had come together by
`camber' movement ; but the 8 and 9 joints had been set with the lower edges abut-
ting. During the first stages of erection, the upper edges of all the ribs at a joint
were exposed - to view, as the upper cover plate was not in plaee . Mr. Kinloch, to
whose practical knowledge of bridge work and powers of observation much of the
excellence of . Mr. McLure's report is due, states in his evidence that ho
observed gaps between abutting T ibâ as great as A -inch due to irregular finish of the
planed ends of the chords. In the examination of the material in Belair yard the
commissioners found irregularities of workmanship which would account for the
conditions . described above, and in our judgment these could have been avoided only
by matching the chords together in the shop previous to shipment. The small gaps
between abutting ends of chords closed as the pressure on the chords increased, with
no result other than producing irregularity of stress, but the lateral deviations had

-__Ao_he_correctedf'by_the_use-af jack s.
As e1r. Cooper, in his evidence (see evidence), has expressed the opinion that

these lower chord joints were, during erection, the weakest and the most hazardous
part of the structure, and that they suffered from lack of appreeiation _ of the neces-
sary care to be given them, it is advisable to closely review all evidence concerning
tham .. __ The -ehoïds consisted of . four deep and narrow ribs latticed together and- .fih .~b.eiLwl.th_square ends-so-_that_-the-pressu=e-mi.ght_be_transmitted_from4ne_chord_
to the next by contact of the abutting ends . Under the system of erection adopted
it was possible to place the adjoining chord ends in contact only at either-the upper
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or lower edges, and it was expected that the chords would gradually tu rn during the
settlement of the bridge until the end surfaces came fully in contact, as is more fully
described in Appendix No . 10. This expectation was realized . The adjoining chords
were held together by eight spliced plates, an upper and a lower horizontal plate, two
vertical plates on each outside rib and one vertical plate on each innor rib. The
order of erection required that the lower plate should be put in position before the
next chord was set ; the vertical plates were next placed, and the erection of the joint
was finished by bolting on the upper plate. Owing to the erection angle at the joint
it was possible to use full size bolts on only one horizontal plate and on one edge,
either upper or lower, of each vertical plate. The instructions w ith regard to the
bclting were very definite, and read as follows (àre Exhibit 60) :---` all boftom
chords to have two-thirds of all holes of web splices filled with 1-inch bolts on the
outer ribs, and J-inch bolts on the inner ribs, or their equivalent in smaller bolts or
drifts. For top splice plate apply rule (1), (this requires that every hole shall be
fi lled with a bolt), and never take off splice plate again, not even while driving rivets
in web splices. Bottom splice plate to be bolted with bolts (two-thirds value) . While
dri : ing rivets in web splices of chords, remove bottom splice plate and bolt across
flanges temporary angles to keep flanges in place' Owing to the camber openings at
the joints it was found necessary in some cases to use 1-inch bolts, as no larger bolts
could enter the holes in their erection condition .

The evidence shows that these instructions were carried out, but not with a full
appreciation of their importance . Mr. Birks, who was admitted by all witnesses to
have been an exceptionally accurate and painstaking inspeotor, examined all the
bolting towards the end of the season of 1906, this examination being made on direc-
tion of Mr. Deans, and at the express request of Air. Reeves, the president of the
Phoenix Bridge Company. He reported r.s follows :-

All bottom chord splices in anc llor arm-top plate full-bottom plate and webs
67-per-eent-all-jointe-bolted-as-pe3--instruetions ;nd-also, `-all-ehords-in the- first -
five panels of the cantilever- arin t .)p plate full-rEat 67 per cent' Mr. McLure's
report about bolting has already 'oeen quoted, and air. Kinlocb, in his evidence,
states tr.,,t the Phoenix Bridge Company's instructions about bolting were fully
obeyed, l ut that he personally did not pay much attention to the bolting of the
bottom cover plate, as he knew that it had to come off during riveting. Beauvais, the
riveter, in his evidence casts some doubts upon the inspeetors' reports, and we are of
the opinion that the top and bottom cover plates and the splice plates for the outside
ribs, all of which could be readily seen by the inspectors, were correctly bolted, but
there may have been some cases of insu fficient bolting on the inside ribs . Such cases
were wa think rare. It was intended that, as the camber openings closed, the smaller
bolts should be taken out and replaced by larger bolts on all outside plates, the inner
plates being di fficult of access until the bottom cover plate was removed . This idea
does not seem to have been fo llowed in practice to any extent, nor is there any evi-
dènce to show that the bolting was systematically tightened up, as it worked loose
with the adjustment of the structure. The evidence also shows that the bottom cover
plates were left off during the whole period of riveting a joint (usually frcm ten days
to two weeks), and that in the case of 7-8 L cantilever arm this plate was off for
nearly the whole month of August, 1907 . We must therefore conclude that the splice
plates at the joints were ratTiér-Iôo.~ge y attached, an d t a t tlie- impôrtanoë ôf rigidity
it these points were strangely overlooked .

It should be noted that this system of bolted splices was a necessity due to the
method of erection adopted, but that there was no reason why the end details of the
chords and the splice plates themselves should not have been much more strongly
and rigidly designed. The erection problem was unique in magnitude, particularly
in the camber requirements, and thë méthôd f7lowéd bÿ ths '~-bwnix Bridgë Company
closely.corresponds to that in general and successful_use on smaller structures. It
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is open to oritieisr.I on theoretical grounds, and it is possible that other engineers
might, by other design, serve the saine ends ; the problem in its dimensions iè so
entirely new, that there is room for much study and invention in erection methods
for great structures.

We know of no reason why the method adopted cannot be successfully used, but
the evidence shows that the Phoenix Bridge Company failed to appreciate the impor-
tant influence that end details and splices-had on the strength of the chords . Steps
were not taken to ensure that the work was so handled that the maximum rigidity
consistent with design was secured at these joints. Considering the circumstances,
we know of no good reason why the riveting should not have been much further
advanced before the great stresses created by the erection of the suspended span were
thrown upon the joints . The report of Mr. McLuro on November 10, 1906, shows
-that all but eight of the forty lower chord joints were then closed and ready for
riveting. Mr. Cooper has clearly stated that he did not consider that the erection
methods were subject to his control, although the evidence shows that he -was fre-
quently consulted about them, both by Mr . Szlapka and by .Mr. McLure. The erection
rr#,blem in this case was of great importance, and the Quebec Bridge Company did
not place their interests under the direct and responsible control of an experienced
engineer acting solely on its behalf .

Difficulties developed almost as soon as the erection of the- suspended span got
well under way. On August 6, Mr. MeLure reports as follows :-

NEw LIVEki JOL, P.Q., August 6, 1907.
Mr . THEODORE COOPER ,

Consulting Engineer,
45 Broadway, New York City.

DEAR SIR,-In riveting up the splice between chords 8 and 7 in the west truss
of south_eantilever-arm-we-found-thecondition of the inside ribs at splice as indicated
in the following sketch (drawing No. 80) .

Owing to the limited space between the two inside r'ibs, it would be impossible
to jack this splice ba. -I k, and as the condition is not nearly as bad at the top of the
splice, we have proposed putting a diaphragm between the two inside ribs to cover
the first five rivets up frc :n the bot.tom on each side of the splice, as indicated in red
in the sketch above. The sp?ice plates being riveted on the_ two inside ribs, it will
be necessary to cut out and redrive t ;vepty rivets to do this . This provision, together
with the top and bottom cover plates, ehould be sufficient to hold this splice against
the thrust due to its being out of line, which thrust when under its maximum
compressive stress I estimate at not over 60;0011 pounds .

The Phaenixville office is being notified of this plan, and if they will approve
will wire us . If this also-meets with your approval, or if you wish to suggest another
way to remedy the difficulty, will you please wire me at St . Romuald, P .Q., care
Phoenix Bridge Company, as the riveting gangs are ready to finish riveting this splice .

Very truly yours,

N. R. MoLURE.

Upon receipt of this letter, Mr.. Cooper wired the Phoenix Company as follows,
/iüguat $ ,

_

PHCENI% BRIDGE COMPANY,
Phoenixville, Pa .

NEW YORK, August 8, 1907.

Method proposed by Quebec for splicing joints at lower 7 and 8 chords is not
satisfactory. How, did_bend occur in bôth chorde Y---- ---------------

THEODORE C,OOPER :
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And wrote Mr. McLure on August 9 as follows :-

NEW YORK, August 9, 1907.
N. R. 11LeLvRE, Esq. ,

Inspector for Erection, Quebec Bridge,
New Liverpool, P.Q.

DEAR SuI,-Yours of the 6th regarding bent condition of lower 7 ând 8 chord
joint came yesterday. I wired Phoenix that the proposed method as sketched by you
for repairing was not satisfactory . Also asked, what you should have reported, how
did both these chords get bent ?

In my opinion these webs can be brought back to proper line by use of fifteen to
twenty 1-inch bolts, threaded at both ends for nuts, passing thraugh ths two webs
of that half of chord. Of course mens must be takea to stiffen the straight web
against its bending when the bolts nre tightened .

If necessary, after getting the bent webs in line, to hold them, spacers and
possibly some through bolts may be used .

Some more satisfactory method than the one shown in your sketch mus+t be
devised .

Mr. Deans telegraphs that upon Mr. Szlapka's return lie will give me fuller
-facts.
Yours truly,

THEODORE ('OOYr:H. .

Then the following tele,qram was received from Mr . Deans :-

PII(E :v'ICPILLE, PA ., August 9, 1907 .

THEODORE COOPER,
Consul t ing Engineer,

"roadway;Netc York: - - - -

M r . Szlapka happened to be at bridge site yesterday ; expect him home to-morrow,
with full information concerning chord joint ; will then write you fully.

JNO. STERLING DEANS .

To which Mr. Cooper naplied as follows :-

JOHN STERLINO T)EANS,

Chief Engineer Phoenix Bridge Company,
Phoenixville, Pa .

NEW YoRx, August 9, 1907.

DEAR SIR,--Your telegram regarding chord joint at hand . The method proposed
as sketched by Mr . MeLure is not satisfactory as I telegraphed yesterday .

These bent webs éan be pulled back by use of about fifteen to twenty 1-inch bolts
(in 17&-in . holes) threaded at both ends for nuts, passing from the outer to the inner
bent web. The outer straight web being stayed in some manner against its bending .

If the bent webs after being pulled into line, tend to go back when released from
the-bolts;. stays -must --be-introduced-to-hold--them-in-position . Possibly-it-may-be----- -----
necessary to permanently rivet in some of these 1-inch bolts .

Please let me know what method you propose to use.
It is a mystery to me bow both these webs happened to be bent at one point and

why it was not discovered sooner .
Yours very truly,

- - - - THEOD6RE GOOPER-.
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On August 10,' Mn Deans wrote as follows :--

Taso~ CoorBe ~#¢
wI~uLE, ~l~, 4uf~4 X0, I~07.

, Es i•,
Conul ti

$
En~eer,

4
5

roadwry, New To#k,
DEea ft-Splice cantilever chorde 7 and 8.
Afr. Sal~04 dida no~ ?çetiua te~ s ed, ~yt Pri~} no douh~ he here

]k[oqcj~Ÿ, wheu W-0 will y►r~tp ;(01t qt opo9.
You" trpl7,

JOHN ~tmERLINGI DEAN~.
and on 1ft Mr. Deane wrote as follôwa :-

PaaNravu,LE, PA., August 19, 1907.
TsEOnoxE Oooppt Eqc~,

Conaulting Rngineer,
46-Broadw4y, New York .

on

D!~ ~~-~or41 F~ipp south cantilever arm, 7 L and 8 L.
Mr. $zlapkâ reached the office this morning ând am able to gi ll e you information

in conection with this one joint .
All ribs of the chord 7 L bave g coibplete and full bearing on ribs_ of 8 L. The

bend was no doubt put in the ''A in the shop, be fore faèing and was probably done
when pull ing the ribs in line to make them agree with spaoi * of tl}eaa ribs and the
clearance between ribs, called for on the drawing. The bepd being on only one rib of
one chord, there being a full beariag over the entirg ;ib, all sppoe plates being readily
put in position, we do not th in4 .it neoes" ry lo ppt in the diaphragm suggested
by the erection depa rtment.

Please let us hear from you on this subject prompt ly, and oblige .
Yours truly,

---------------------

JOHN STERLING DEANS .
Chief Engineer.

On August 13th in reply to Mr. D9ans, Mr . Cooper wrote as fol.lows :-

JoHx STERLING DYANB,

Chief Engineer,
Phoenix Bridge Company,

NEW YoRg, Aiigust 1 5, 1907 .

Phoenixville, Pa .
DaAS $m,-The information re~arding chord splice 7 and 8 L, is so different f : om

the dimension sketch sent by Mr. McLure, I can take no action on this matter till the
exact facts are presented. Please have your resident engineer and Mr. - MoLure
re-eaamine this joint and send the-exact condition of this rib, as to the amount of the
bends and relation of the bearing surfaces to each other.

I don't see how one rib being bent~ only, as'Btatedin your letter, the re can be a
compYete and full beâring of these ribs .

Neithër can I underetand ho w pùllintr e riba into lin _~ t _th_"hop oeuld_bendit
out of line.

I will write Mr. MeLure to-day to have a further investigation of this joint and
to report as promptly as possible.

Yours very truly,

-4.nd;vn-td~u $a~e d~-~#>: ~oop~r~vsot~ ~[r.,-ll~ci~yra :-- _
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N. R. MoLvRE, Esq . ,
Inspector for Erection, Queliee Bridge,

New Liverpool, P.Q., Canada .

NEW YoRS, August 13, 1901.

DEAR Sn;,-Mr. Deans writes me that only one rib at joint 7 and 8 L is bent, and
still that there is a full and complete bearing, that the bend was no doubt put in the
chord in the shop before facing.

I have asked him to instruct his resident engineer to join with you in making an
exact report, with dimensions of the conditions of this joint, with amount of bearing
and if it is a square bearing or askew.

In reference to the splicing of T-5 and T-5 O mentioned in your letter of lOth, I
do not care to interfere with the regular programme as I have not followed the various
actions of the loadings- at different stages. Without going into it carefu'" ,, I think
there will be more compression at these points with more of the suspented span in
place.

Please report promptly regarding joint 7 and 8-L with all the facts .

Yours truly,

THEODORE COOPER .
Mr. Deans wrote Mr.Cooper on 14th as follows :-

Pa(ErnxvnLS, PA., August 14, 1907 .
THEo . CooPER, Esq . ,

Consulting Engineer,
45 Broadway, New York .

DEAR SuR,-Chord splice 7 and 8 L-Your letter August 13th .
I will have a full and complete report made of this joint by Mr. MeLure and Mr .

Birks and submit it to you earliest possible moment .

Yours truly ,

JOHN STERLING DEANS, C.E.C.,
Chief Engineer.

On August 14 Mx. Cooper received the following letter of 12th from Mr. McLure :-

NEW LIVERPOOL, P.Q., CANADA,
August 12, 1907 .

"r . THEODORE COOPER,
Consulting Engineer, ~

45 Broadway, New York .

DsAR S~tt,-I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of August 9 and have
noted what you say regarding the method of repairing splice l~etweev chord 7 and 8
cantilever arm west truss. We will not do anything with this thPa until the matter-
has been arranged between yourself and Mr . Szlapka .

The rEason I did not report at first as to how these chords gyst bent was because
there were many different theories here as to the cause, no one of which I was at that
time ready to accept. One thing I am reasonably sure of, and that is that the bend has
occurred since the chord has been under stress, and was not present when the chords
were p âced. Thi`s béing thé caaéz ihe causé ~f --the- bend *of
overrunning in length of the bent rib in either chord 7 or-8. Owing to the fact that
these chords are faced on the rotary machine-the four ribs at once, this would at first
seem to be out of the question, but it seems to-me that-after the first'end of a chord -
has been faced in tutning it with the crane, to bring the other end into position, for
facing, it might be possible for one rib to work slightly by the others longitudinally, _
~aithout being noticed ; and in spite of-the lattieing and-thua-cause a alight-differenc,e-in- ----
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length . In fact, in taking the opeWng in the çhord splices on the south anchor arm ;
It has often been noticed that a oonsiderable variation existed between the openings
of the dif[orent ribs at the same a~lioe, which diâerenoe I was not abla to aocouht for
except by the above theory that, during transportation, and in the handling before
erection, some of the_riba have worked slightly in a-lomgitu&,al direction by each
other. In the case in question, of course, this must have happened between the time
of facing one end and the other. If this is correct, then it,will be a pretty hard •matter
to draw the splice back into lino with bolts, and our idea in éuggesting that diaphragm
was to prevent this eccentriei-ty '-om incraasing, rather than to correct that already
there.

As Ihad supposed, the strike in force for the last three days of last week,-haa
been settled and work was again ; resumed this morning. A meeting of the ` IInion'
was held Saturday night and enough of the discontented element had .been lost so that
when the matter was brought to a vote the majority were found to be in favour of
returning to work under the original agreement. Tboee who were not in favour of
returning to work, however, are now leaving so that _our force is reduced greatly on
both sides of the river.

Since writing the above I have discovered that splice botweeA,the chords 8 and 9
on west truss of south cantilever arm is in the same condition exactly as that between
7 and 8, except that the bond is only 46-in . instead of 1-in . at the bottom, and runs out
so that on top, this rib is in line as are the other three.

This is the same rib, and the bend is in the same direction as that reported for
the other splice. When it is decided in what way to treat the splice between chords
7 and 8 we will repair that between choids 8 and 9 in a similar manner .

Yours very truly,

N. R. McLTTRE .
To this Mr. Cooper replied on AVArus_t_15 as follows_-_

Naw Yaag, August 15, 1907 .
N. R. MvLuaa, Esq.,

Inspeetor Erection, Quebec Bridge,
Now Liverpool, P .Q., Can. -

-
- -

DUs Sia,-None of the explanations for the bent chord stand the test of logic .
I have evolved another 'theorq, which is a nossible if not the probable one . These

chords have been hit by those suspended beams used during the erection, while they ;
were being put in place or taken down. Examine if you cannot find evidence of the

. :°blow, and also make inquiries of the men in charge.

Yours very truly,

THEODOItE COOPER .

A further report was made by Mr . McLure on August 16 :-

Mr. Tnm. C '-oorse,
Nxw Livsàpoor,, P.Q., CArren►, August 16, 19Ufi.

------------_--
New York.

Bran &a,-Reférring to your lettér of the 13th, regarding splice between 8-L"and
7-L- on sou-th cantilevar arm, you have no . doubt by this . time received my letter o

f the 21st instant, giving my theory of the, cause of this bend., These conditions am as
indie'ated in my .repoit of August 6. 3 .~ir.Birke, the resident engineèr fo=-the Phoenix

----_73ridkd Company, repQited-ea[actly the same-thing; .in_aQmevrliat_di$ereiit_~~ f~o' .=---
pho3niaville, but Mr. Deans has evidently taken'a- diflerent meaning from his ropost ;
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thâi►;.waa intended. He evidently thinks that only one rib of one chord is bent,
®4oo@ua it ia the same rib'of eaoh'AoM, ae indieatéd in the s)çetoh I sent you The`re
is really nothirig to add to the two letté'rs I have alieady writtén regarditg this bend,
e~coè t'tQ say that all the four =iôs have full bearirigôn'eaeh other, ab'ic~dioetéd also
int~ sketch of August 0.'' In ôrder`to'vérily our'first repôrts, Mr: Birka and I Made
a o~it.èful and more thorough meâaure4nerit of this splioe taday, bôth top a►nd bottor:i,
aud'Ï'am ine3ôsing a blui'priirt of a'sketoh madé iW a result of theae ineaeureYrientè.
It Iudièt► tea practicall,y the same 'ôondition as' deâoribed in my first Iettéir, exoept that
it is givein micro in detail (éée drawing No: '80) ,

As to the cause of this bend, regarding which I wrote you on August 12, Mr.
Deans-seems to-think_6at3t_was'pufAn-in the ehope ; but that is because he d id not

iinde'ratâàd thé conditions' eaieting. Aside from the fact that 'it wüuld be hardly
probable that thèaé two riba'of different aûord sections shôuld'lie bent the èame way,
exactly the eame amount in the shôps to dimensions i-inoh to finch lese than called
fôr ; I' am recisonably sure, as I âëidbefore,--that this conditiori did not exist before
the ereetion of tTieee ehords, as I have personall,ÿ inspected`every member yet ereoted
in this bridge thus far, except the bottom chorda- of anehor arm; on the care just
bëfôre the 'ereotion, loohin~ pertioularly for bends in ribs of compression members,
and wherever dieccivered have taken measurements of the amounts and recorded them .

If~ theee riba then 1►bs been this inuch out' of line before' ereâting, it would be wel l

--uigh-imposaible to-misa-$eeing them.-Consequently_the-only-way_tlie ilend could have
ooaurred, it seems to me, is that reported in My letter of August 12.

' Itruet that these ezplanatioas, with the inclosed sketch, wilT-make the matter
entirély clear . Ur. Birker is sending same sketch to Rhaeniaville-to-day .

Youxa very truly,

N. R. MoLIIRE.

Mr. Deans also received a copy of tUis elÇetch, and wrote lft. Cooper on August

20 as followa :-
Pamxiavn.LS, August 20, 1907 .

Ttiw. Coorsx, Esq ., ,
Conemlting Engineer, 45 Broadway,

New York.
Dr-AR Sm,-We have_advice from your field that you received copy of sketch No .

28, 1P
ving further detaiia in connection with oanatiler3r chord sp'ice 7-L and 8-L .

You will notice that the two chords have a perfect bearing with each other at all Yibs ;

both 6ords having. one bent rib and not one chord only as we first understood .

Yours truly,

JNO. STERLING DEANS,,.

To which Mr. Cooper replied on August 21 as #ollowa :--
Ohief Engineer .

Ngw YORK, Augwm 211907.

JoHx F;TSSr.ixa DseNe, Esq. ,
Chief Engineer, Phoenix Bridge Company,

Phoaniaville, Pa. -
DAAs Sm,-I received copy of sketch of joint 7 and $-L two days ago .
I wrote ]kfr, MpLure ia<et week, telling hiut none of the theories as to how thia-

bQRdkt►g Oe4kTr~ W+~1~! 141~Gaj . Thqt my theorÿ wqs a blow on this r,}b aft~; the two

motions weFg in coz;taçt, qud that it probâbly was doua in moyi ;i~ the euspelIded

bçWr A4;W i!~ preo~inTg exAmipe çare~ully to seé if f ►e coüld ~d ~ny
-

o t 4141 Im. has t~t y,et rQported. " ile 41d rè~ort a erm~~ar lg~d t I.4" e~d 9 weat ,

taro iu eamg rib but of ioaa N?Ylquut

4
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T119OPORE COOPEB.

This letter was acknowledged by Mr. Deàné ôû À4iit6:=

~ô1z~ ~°ï~ tï~lÿ;

9trA1 $ t, $tByB or, ., m118tt ~1'OQI G . - aQ; ;.1- 1I ~ _. ' •

ëplioes wotild not satisfy the requiremente to my min d .
cianr~ot .çon~etnt to go wiihout f urthgr , e!gtion as the rivets in cover

each éi}d, Quter ri~tl , uo;; et~ened t~~ p}'~vent its penng .. ~it 0n be putt l
"h lwlts• ' bé °'+~e~ ~to 1} ~d it ai !

j
,it m ve ent .

I,stl11 believe thiebond, on bo part?~vremoYed by ,}~.eeof lon bolte with

his relibtE k9tïdl,o lët tfA hèar frôtil YOIY ~attt and 01196

D~it Sih,-;Toi4~t 1-1, âiid 6-ii Ïôi~th oii111iT`evëf 8W . Rd 4ri >` $b yôîit Yir bf

l~i~ kttât 81; I iiÔi ii~ ~+bü ékWt ti~ li~r ll i$iih fl~roin Mi. biiiifë: âôoifi üà ÿô~ bb'e

THio. Commit, Esq .
, Coni~ultinkEngineer; 46 B~l►d*aÿ,

New Yak.

- P~ta~tt~vnac.a; T'A.; ~tt~alE S8; 1907 .

Youra truly ,

_

. , . , - - .

----- ----

~ ~é _ i A~isDsse g~x;--'Mz. MoLur~ ► re,,~rka that he Qan Aǹ. d., n eviden J o " ~
/`°~• 4 J I N• t' Tt1

hgving been #iii eïhd d66 b"t ifilrl~ ti~ cSOufA We WA 6rûe`~C is ob jmsfea the
m~te~ry tli~ Aeè~ï, ~ai t ~6 ~`ua`t ~"e ~v ôt~~i~wi~ 64 W, àe , 11

~Vhén ebnve4i#ë4iE f iioiild ~̀1i~`é to iiieb w ith lll6r ~i 1W meafi~ àf
gbttirtk th~b r~bé into 196 çon~itibii to c~o ikii'r' pfo1ier

Yours very truly,

fi~bl~t~ C~ÔÔP~R.

This *As abknowlédgntl g~ikùiet 27 b~ Mt': Dgrio ':=-
,

Pl~t ifv~ 11k P4 .

On ~.ug~is't 9$ Â~r; ~Côopéi vote I; lol'I~wing 7è~"tët :-

'i~sw iCok t, ~,üj~~ gh; ,1w7:
Johri ~tiIrn~ d D1sBi~e,

I3h â~$a,Ch#f~~tfW~ *ti~ B~i~ge O 'ïfq

PsaerrtsVu.LS!<PA .3 AugU®t 27, 1907.

Now York.
Dsett-9rR,-Chord e#►lioe 7 and 8 cantilbvet àriS~, south bide .
Replying to yôur létter of ~.uguat 26th, Î•vill habe Mr. Bilgnks call to We 9b~

fl1fit o~ituhity, to diebuse this quefstion . IN will wire you later the day he d+iil V6 in

Tus o. Cobrs~e, E84:,
Cônsulting-.l;ngiAQers 46 Broadway,

New York .

fi É ~~~~~,
i7f►~ef ~~i#é~'r:

. e~cee~►~ r. ~ ~Soéntileve}~ sii~ i~ ~, plsi lnoàted ~iat o/ op
Thià was trié l~ét ~at tiânaaréd with ~âi~ tbt~e tent. . i, 1 t t<

iè mâ
~er

. ~.e ou$ pr, as ~j,c~ioht~.~Y ?.n .1 ~u ro,
À thé b~ndè â~-a.nd 8 weré irepoiiéd ôn éugaét 0,

Yours truly;

As at
nëare
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on August 12, and that both bends . were in the west truss, that

.
previously from time'to time chords with ribs more or less wavy had been reported, and Mr. MoLure gave it

as his opinion that these bends were caused by stress since erection, because h®-was
sure they were straight when erected, while Mr. Deans thought the' bends were made
in the shop.

While Mr. Deans, after Mr. Szlapka's return, gives certain information as to the
bend in- the 7 and 8 splice, Mr . Szlapka states that on his visit to the bri ,igehe did not examine this splice, and further says that during none of his three visiteto .the bridge did he examine any chords .

Mr. Kinloch states in his evidence that he did not notice the bends at the 74,---8-L
joints when the bottom-cover plate was first removed, and that he felt confir'`ent that
thoso distortions took-place-after_the-removal of-the cover plate.

" It seems clear from the above that Mr . Cooper's - statement that the âel :cacy of thejoints was not sufficiently appreciated by the Phoenix Bridge Company is vubstantiated .-Mr. Szlapka was on the grour d and made no special examination in the matter, andand.Mr. Deans endeavoured to throw the blame for the distortions ont Eely on the shop
work. No evidence has been shown to us to prove that'Mr Deans had, any grounds for
this assertion, and bis inspector, Mr. Morris, was in possession of information that
indicated that there was no great probability that such an error could have escaped
detection . On August 20 Mr. Kinloch discovered that chord 8•A of cantilever arm
was bent, and afterwards found that 9-R and 10-R also showe,l distortion, he called
Mr. Birk's attention_to ..this_eondition,but neither of-them-cons :dered-it-of-in,portance.--Mr. McLure was ill and did not see these bends until several days after they were
found (August 23), but Mr. Yenser was made aware of i sem. On August 23 the
joint at chôrds 5-6 R of cantilever arm was found to be rd on one centre rib 1-inch
at bottom, the offset running to nothing At top. -_Mr. $irioch visited chord8-R dâily
for several days and imagined that the bend was becomi+, g greater, all four ribs being
bent, but not alike .

The bend in chord 9-L- anchor arm was discove .•ed about 9 .80 a .m., August 27,
to have greatly increased, it having been previously noW and being under observa-tion. Owing to the ;fact that the 25th was a Sunday, . and.thai there was pra.otically
no work done on the 26th,-it is doubtful whether this chord was examined between
the 24th and the 27th . Mr. K inloch, who made the discovery, in his evidencesays

`Q . Please . relate the occurrences following your discovery of the bent chord on
August 27 4

`A. Immediately after discovering the bend I brought the matter to the atten-
tion of Mr. Yenser and Mr. Birks, and with them reexamined both chord A 9-L
and several othor lower chord members. We did not know what to make of the
matter, and then went up to our office and arranged with Mr. MoLure to: have the
defleetions of the auspicicus chords measured. This measursment, which was made
by Birks, MoLure and myself, showed the extent of the deflections ; and their cause
and their ultimate result immedietely became a matter of very active discussion .Mr. Birka expressed himself definitely as being of opinion that there was na .dangor,
and . endeavoured to persuade me that the bend had always been in the chord. Mr .
Yenser and I were uneasy, and considered the matter serious, and finally suggested
that Mr. MaLure and Birks should go to New York and Pho:niavi lle for advice. Itwas considered that the matter could not be satisfactorily explained by telegraph or
telephone, and none of us expected immediate disaster. Mr. Birks and-Mr. McLure
did not welcome our suggestion, saying that they would only be langued at on arrival,
and. it was finally agreed to refer the matter of sending to he cW quarters to Mr. Hoare,
who decided in favour of our suggestion. Mr. Hoare visitéfi the bridge, on the
,Wednceday and spent most of the day there. He appeared very anxious that I should
abandon my .poaition of being poeitivel,y_çonvinoed'that the bend had ixsourred since
the ereotion of the cantilever ürm-6ras completed, and argued both this and- some
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possible methods of strengthening the chordé by bracing eeveral timea with' me. I
was- somewhat exetted and much snnoyed at the unwillingness of all the engineers, to
aecept my etatement of facts, and On both Wednesday ard Thursday avoided further
discussion of the matter ag much as poséible. It was undeiretood that Mr. MoLure
would immediately wireme` if Mr. Coôper took a serioue'view of the, situation, but
this he failed to `do. - Mr.'Birke, however; told me on the môrning of the 29th instant
that he had been advised by 'phone from Phaenixville that they had a record ivhioh
showed that the bends had been in the chord before it was shipped from Phaen'ixville;
and that he had just advirexi 'Mr. Hoare by telephone `at the request of Mr . Deans to
that effeeti!

As soon as the :neasurc+menta above referred to were made, it was recogniséd by

Mr: Yénàër and thë irispéct<,rë t~a~thëq wër© faëé iô" faëé wiih a cri s-ie: -Mr.- Ycnaer"
announced his intention of stopping erection until he had referred the matter to
Phaenixville.--The measurements were plotted (drawings Nos: 28, 29 and 30 have
been prepared from these plottings), and were reported by mail to Mr . Cooper and to
Phaenixville, these reports be+nq delivered on the morning of the 29th . Owing appar-
ently to anxiety already existing among the workmem (see evidence D . B . Haley) it
was not considered -wise to_ use either telegraph or telephone . As suggested by Mr .
Kinloch,llir, MeLure reported the matter fu)lyto Mr. Hoare,on the evening of -the
27th, the delay of About twelve hours being accounted for by the making and plotting
of the measurements and th e neceâsityof using a pe*sonal messenger ; as it was not

wished to report partiëülRirâ over me telephone. is leaŸth-aV-Mr-.YoWer,-Mr:

Kinlooh and Mr. MoLure were very much alarmed, but Mr. Birks could not -be con-
vinced that the bonds had recently taken place. He knew better than anyone else
on the work the care with which the calculations and designs had been made, he was
familiar with the experience aftd'abilitiesof -the -designers-, arid could calculate that
the stresses were then far below the expeeted maximum . To engineers the force of

such reasoning is very great, and we do not consider that the confidence Mr . Birks

placed in his superiors was in any way. unusual or unreasonable. There was no
misunderstanding, however, on his part ; he realized that if the bends had not been
in the chord before it was erected the bridge was doomed, and although Mr. McLure
had evidence that- the bends had increased more than one inch in the coui-so of a
week, although Mr . Hinloéh was positive that the bends had very'recently greatly,
increased, and although Mr. Clark stubbornly maintained that the chord was abso-
lutely straight when it left Chaudière yard, Mr . Birks still strove to . convince himself

that they must have been mistaken. Mr. Hoare evidently concluded that the matter
was too serious for him to settle b ' any offhand decision, and epprovecl Mx . MeLûre'e
mission to 'New York, wisely requiring that he should get . all possible facts before

leaving, . so that Mr. Cooper need not wait for further information on which to baeér

a dectsiôn . •

The text of Mr. MeLure's report of August 27th is as follows :--~

NEw LMapooL, P.Q., August 27; 1907.

Mr. Txzonoxs CooP$x,
Consulting Engineer,

46 Broadway, New York.
bsea Srs,-I ineloâe sketches showing condition of bottom chord sections No.

' 608-9 of south anchor arm and ` 821=9 R and 8 R' of south . cantilever arm, as
found from measurements made to-day by the Phoenix Bridge Company's assistant
engineer and - myself, by stretching aline from batten plate to batten plate as indicated
on the aketehéa and measyri ng from this line held taut, tô- each " ri-, top and bôttom. .
It was notiéed this morning that these chords were bent in this manner, as it is ver*
evident to one walking over them, and as D. looked like à set;iôua matter, we xneaeure

dthem.
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Although a number of the chorda originally had ribs more or less wavy, as I havereported to you from time to time, it is only ver9 recently that these have been inthis condition, and 4eir present shape i4_ undoubtedly due to the stress they are now

receiving . Only a little over a week ago, I measured oae rib of the 9-L chord of anchorarm here shown,,and i t was only U inch out of line. Now it is 21 inehes.
In the aketches the redindieatee straight lines, and black ones the ribs of chords .A top and borom view is shown in each case. You wi ll note that chords ' 60 0-9 L 'and ' 821-9 R have fi11 ribs bent in same direction, while 1 821 8-R' has its ribs bentin reverse curves . These bends had become so apparent,by t o-day that the, gangs

riveting at these points noticed them, and called Mr. Kinloch's attention to them.
This matter is being reported in this mail, with sketches from the same measure-ments; to the Phae-iisville o$ioe, and the erection will not-proc~ until :-wa.-hear-#roin-ÿou and rom P;.Qanigvi e.

Yours very truly,

Wmdneedaq, August 28, was a day of waiting and uncertainty . Mr. Yeriiser had
changéd hià mind dûring the til ht afid iil the nïoïning co'tltinued ei~ëétioti . Tfie menwére tii~easj+ and alarmed and the bffi àiAlë tvei'e anàiouAl jr Awaiting instr66tiori9 frb~~nPhceni*villé oiF Ne'vrr York. M!. Yenaer'à deeisiofi to continue work, wsA laid bbfttre htè.Hoare, aiid Mi. Hottte, upôit lvhonm, 0 chief er~tgineer, the final rëspôfhslbility fbiéverg-até}S takbn regicti, dbcided-thatit~herd~eteà ~si~)~-âir: oare a és this 61 6 â'rin thë fo llowibg lettCire to Mr. Cooper :=

Letterhead-
(The Quebeo Bridge and Railway Company . )

Qu$àÉa, August 28, 100.T 11POmRIt ceoPEh , 1984.,

86 $foadway,
Xew Yoirh City.

lb_wt Sté,:I wi "re4 ybu to-day as under :-
ltave sent Mr. MoLure to sèe you early to-moiirow to explain letter mailed yester-

day about anchor arm chôrclè .
Also the following message to the Phoenix bridge Coinpan~. ` Mr. Mc]l.ure willcall to-morrow to esp~ain Birks' letter re ancho4 arm chords, will we Mr. Cooper first .'
Regarding this matter i thoright it best for AtoBure fo go at once to be able toexplain matters and answer questions. To did not have much time for extendedinvestigation beforé leaving.
I have been at the bridge all day trying to gét some e'videnee in connection with

the bending of the ribs in this chord. Mr. Kinloch noticed it for the firat time
yesterday and all inspectors declare that no such pronounced distort ion existed a fewweeks ago . Mr. DfèLüre made measurements yesterday afternoon and brought them to
my house late laat night, and stated that the erection foreman hastily concluded that he
would not continue erecting to-day, which alarmed me at the time. 'Upon ariiving
at the work this morning he thought better of it and decided to go ahead, at the same
time asking . me if it would -be all right. Aftei adcert bining that the effects from
moving the traveller ahead and proceeding with the next panel would be so insignificantf reque8teçl him to continue, as the moral effect of holding up the work 'Would be very
bad on all conoe~ped and ?night also stop the worh for this season on account of
losing the men. From, further investigation during the day I oanttot help concluding
that the metal received some injury before it was erected ; as the corresponding chord
in the same panel, and stressed the same, is in good condition. These panels are beingstreesed to-day, approximately, about Aths of their maximum, and it if, di fficult tobelieve that this is the entire cause of the distortion. Now and again ,Ab in certain
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members is found to .be a trille longei than andther, which, when compressed, might
cause a triflifig kink in It. There are a few exam~les of this. The ehbrd In qiiëdtion,
when being lifted-to the care in the storage yard broke looae from the gïiph, one end of
which fell a dietanbe of 6 feet On to timber sills, the other etid fell a diètance of 2 feet
on to a block of eyebars . In falling it fell ovbr on ita .side breâltiiig ünd of its artgles
on the north end splioe alid twisting some o`f the laoing bars ; ell of which were réiibwed .
AftQr this the inspebtors reportbd the ribs perfebtlg ètraight: On hccount Of this chbfii
fallifig on to two rigid higher points at ends, with no supbort in .thé middle but soft
materiali the conelueioti would be that the 8éfiection would be downwaid ; as a matter
of fact, the evidence slio*s thàt it was in the oppôcite direetidn . Since Mr. McLure
left, Mr. Birks has made eareful examination of the bhord and statés that the aètual

-bending-oommenceb . at the south-8plieeand-was-not-conflnéd-entirely_to_the_lcingtha_
between the Witten lilates, where the lâeing angles aie used . As the foreman and
inspectors declaré that these defects were not noticeable until recently, tierhaps the
stress in this chord has made previous defects mofe prônounoed : I thought I would
give you the above story from further inveétigatipn by to=night'A mail to help you come
to some conclusion .

Yours truly,

E. A. HOARE .
(Letterhead, the Quebec Bridge and Railway Company.)

QussSa, -Augusi-29; 1907-- _
Txsonoma CobraR; Edq:;

8 8 Bfbadwaj, New Yoik City:
DsAS Sfft,-Mf: Bitka hà9 2uët càlled me np . ôn the telèphoné frdtn the btidge,

and stâtèa t1iet hë haâ r``eéë3ved d i hA_ a d agë frbif► Vha6d 1xr 1 ll8 stetixig tliftt tlio hevb
positive ébideiiCb that he chord ci+A not A tfaight liëfbie It left tlio éhopé: This
posaibjy oleak ut; thd ~qêfkrÿ dv1iYtlie défl bd tiofi *ad in the bp(ib i itti diiéetitfti to
what it should have been, due to its fall in the storage yard. Mi. Nika has Ynired

that information to Mr. 16Lüte 6t your ol&é. Mi. Biitli& fdrthe k itetëd that he is
positivé that the clibtd ribd 4006 inorè 6t lest out of line irheti & ieplice ai t the south
end *ad rivetéd up là the bii8gé'.

Ybûré ttùly,

E. Â. HOARE .
(Letterbead, the Quebec Bridge and Railwaq Company . )

QUEBEO, September 2, 1907.

THEODORB CoopÈR, Esq. ,
45 Broadway, New York City.

Dus Stx,-I thank you foi replies to all our m+essages. I am sorry that you are
not well, and of course this appalling disaster has made you feal a thousand tirdea
worao.

Mr. Berger will answer our purpose very well for the present . The inviestigating
commissiôn,may find it necessary later to interview you in New York, due notice . of

which will be given you .
I wi3h to correct a misstatement in my letter to you of the 28th August, which

was written ~te snd very hastily, to confirm telegram and conversation with Mr.

birks about the chord under discussion . The statement in my letter, ag,follows :-

,'Mr . itoture made measurQments yesterday efbernoon, and brought them to mq
house late fast night, and stated that the erection foreman hastily concluded that he

-eoüld not continue erecting to-day,, which alarmed me at the time . Upon arriving
at the work thie mnrning he thought bottier of it, and deoided to go ahead, ai the
same time asking me if it would be all right . After ascartainitrg that the efteete
from moving the traveller ahead and proceeding with th9 next panel wnuld be so
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insignificant, I requested him to continue, as the moral effect of holding up the work
would be very bad on all concerned, and might also stop th!e work for this season on
account of losing the men,'
is to some extent a misstatement of facts and not clearly stated, due to too much
haste, and which I wish now to correct as under :-

'Upon arriving at the work that morning the foreman told ni~e that he had con-
sidered it during the night, and had already moved the traveller forward, asking
myself, Mr. MeLure and Mr. Birks if we thought that what he had done would do
any harm. We all thought that it would not, as they stated it would only add 50
pounds to the squar!e inch to the chord in question . We all thought at the time that
to discontinue the work would entirely stop the work for this season, as the men
wôuld not wait and would go elsewhere to prepare for the winter . As stated in my 18st

-létter, Btrictly spéaking, - I did mot request- the- -foreman to continue the work, as he
had already done so; at the samé time we thought there was no immediate danger
in adding so small a load . This latter more clearli states the conversation bet"en
us, and I am sorry that I have misstated, in my hurry, one or two points which
would be more or less confusing.

Yours truly,

E. A. HOARE .

It was clear that on that day the greatest bridge in the world was being built with-
out there being a single man-withinseach_who_by-experience,_knowledge-and_ability
was competent to deal with the crisis . Mr. Yenser was an able superintendent, but
ho was in no way qualified to deal with the question that had arisen . Mr. Birks, well-
trained and clear headed, lacked the experience that teaches a man to properly value
facts and conditions ; and Mr. Hoare, conscious that he was not qualified to give
judgment, simply assented to the courses of action that had been determined on by
Messrs . Yenser and Kinloch and made no endeavour to make a personal examination
of the suspected chords .

Some measurements were made to test the stability of the main pier, but no one
seems to have thought .of testing the span for alignment or levels, and, above all, to
measure the chords again to see if they showed any increase of deflection . Mr. Hoare
discussed some means of bracing the chords, but decided to postpone action until Mr.
Cooper was heard from . At Mr. Hoare's request, Mr. Birks inspected the chord A
9-L and the A-L 8-9 joint carefully and his observations tended to reassure both Mr.
Hoare and himself, as he thought, that he found evidence of original crookedness i n
the chord. ' '"Jt -

His report to Phoenixville which was received on August 30 reads as follows
(Exhibit 58) :-

NEw LIVERPOOL, August 28, 1907.
The PHOENIX BRIDGE COMPANY,

Phaenixv:lle, Pa .

DEAR Sias,-I have made a further investigation of chord *9 A, and beg to report
following additional data . The bend in the chord starts at the faced splice at the
shore end and not at the edge of the splice batten . It appears from this that at least
a large portion of the bend was in the chord when_ the top and bottom splice battens
were riveted early in June. This and thé fact that the lacing angles are not disturbed
leads me to believe that the ribs were bent before erection in spite of the fact that Mr.
Clark and Kinloch think all ribs were straight when the chord was repaired . From
the evidence so far, I do not think we are juatified in assuming it to be a fact that
the ribs of any of the chords have buckled since erection, and Mr.-Yenser has come to
the same conclusion .

Yours truly,

A. H. BIRRS .
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After he had made his 6xamination, Mr . Birks called Mr. Kinloch and waited at
track :evel, while Mr. Kinloch went down to the chord and checked Mr. Berks' observa -
tic:.a . ' After careful discussion with Mr . Kinloch of what was then done we are
fvroed to conclude that the sketch in Mr. Birks' letter shows only his personal idea of
tha shape and extent of the existing distortion and cannot be considered as furnishing
data on which to base engineering conclusions, as no actual measurements were taken .

On August 29 Mr. Birks' - report of the 27th inst was recéived at Phaenixville
and was immediately discussed by Messrs . Deans, Szlapka and Milliken. It was
finally decided that it was safe for the work to proceed and a telephone conversation
took place between Messrs . Milliken and Yenser and another between Messrs . Deans
and Birks. Mr. Szlapka had made some calculations and Mr . Birks reported his
observations of August 28 . Messrs. Yenser and Birks were assured that the office
approvéd-théii-âc-tion in continûing wor cl-of erec-tion ând~ir :-Biiks wastôld-to-tell
Mr. Hoare-that the bends had been in the chords befote they left Phoenixville . This
Mr. Birks did .

Mr. Deans also telegraphed Mr. Hoare as follows:

E. .A. HoASE, Esq. ,
Chief Engineer Quebec Bridge Company,

Quebec, Canada.

~1icLure-has-not-rgported_here_ ;- tho-eliords_are__in_exaet-conditioiL t1~Tv left ____-_
Phanixville in and now have much less thp maximum load . '

Mr. Hoare had telegraphed to both Mr. Cooper and Deans on August 28, advising
them of Mr. MoLure's mission. Mr. Deans has since explained that his tplegram did
not refer to the chords measured on the 27th inst ., but after considering thP circum-
stances we are entirely satisfied that '6ir. Hoare was justified in thinking that it did,
and in so doing he was confirmed by Mr. Birks' telephone message previously received .

From the time that these assurances were received, anxiety at the bridge practi-
cally ceased, and there is no evidence that any further measurements were made to
determined the movements of the suspected chords. As Mr. Hoare expressed it, ` I
felt quite comfoi tablo that day about it. I knew it could not be long before the matter
would be taken up . '

Shortly after 11 a.m. on August 29 Mr. Cooper reached his office and found Mr.
MoLure there. After a brief discussion Mr . Cooper wired to Phoenixville as follows:

NEw YoRg, August 27, 1907.
Paosxix BamaE CoMrAxY, 12.16 p.m .

Phoenixville, Pu .

Add' no more load to bridge till after due consideration of facts . 1►SeLu;e will

be over at five o'clock .
This message was received at Pho;nix`-ille at 1 .15 p.m. Mr. Cooper has explained

in his evidence that he was not aware at the time that erection was pro ceeding, Mr.,
McLure having advised him to the contrary, and that he telegraphed to Phaenixvilie
instead of to Quebec beeause .he thought action would be more promptly secured by
so doing .

Mr. McLure had promis to wire Mr. Cooper's d,.,ision to Mr. Kinloch immedi ct -

tely, but he did not do so. /
Mr. Deans reached his office about 3 p.m., and found Mr. Cooper's telegram there .

]€ïe arranged for Mr. Szlapka and Mr. Milliken to be on hand to meet M7r. MoLure,
but otherwise took no action . After Mr. McLure arrived there was a brief discussion,
during which Mr. MoLure mentioned that he had received a'wire from Mr. Birks
giving him the result of that gentleman's observations on August 28 . It was decided
to postpone action until the morning, and to await the arrival of Mr . Birks' letter of
Augu o t 28 . This decision was, made almost at the minute that the bridge fell .

PxcENntVYLLE, PA ., August 29, 1907 .
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As a conclusion reached from the evidenoe and from our ot ►n a6dioa aiid tests,

we are katiafiéd thAt the bridge fell bee4tusé the lattioin* of the ldlvéf ohortia dedr the
main pier was too weak to oArry the streasës th which it vfiais biïbjboted = bilt wb ulao
believe that the ërhount of those latticd stfeaeiés is deteiminbd bf the aebiatioit of the
lihes of centre of pressuré, from the axis of the thbird .a; giid thig dboiatton Is jark§ly
affbeted by the conditiond at the ends of thé ehor+is . Wé -muet; thoreftirb, csbneldHe
that although the lower chords 9-L and 9=R huehor Kitii, wliiôH ; in otir judgment,
werethe firat to fdll, failéd ftom wedkness of lattioing ; thd atieàa4 that caused the
fàilure were to sbmb èxtefit due to the ivehk end detriilg of the chôrde, ahd to th.è 16N;sb-
ness, or abaehee of thë splioe plhtes, arisiitg partly f~fii-the-tteoseities of the inethb'd
of erection adopted, ètid partly from a[ failnro to apprMate the délicâify of the jôiifts,
and thé carb *ith which they èlioilld be haridled and wafikhèd dtitink efHotiott . We
conclude-from-odr~tbsta #h-at-oVVing-to-the-iveakne$g-isi~hé kttiai ;the
dangerously weak iri the body for the duty they would be Ea11ed upon to do . We 11â3e
no evidence to show that they would have actually failed under workitig oonditiona
had they been axially loaded and nosubject to transverse stresses arising from weak
end details and loosé connectiotfé . We teetsk9fre that axial lôading is ën Meal condi-
tion that cannot be prdctiçally att&iried, but we do not consider that sufficient effort
was in this case made to secure a reasonable approach to this conditioâ . Tliê Plfbenlx
Bridge Company showed indifferent engineé#ing Ab;lity in the debig$ of the joints,
and did not recognize the great care with which th6aè ah0uld be treated in the field .

We consider that Mr . Deans was lacking in judgment and in sense of responsi-
--bility when he-approved-iqf-the-action of Mr; Yensér in con inuing erectioâ; and wlÎë~h

he told Mr . $ir}i and ]4~~. Hoare that the condition of the chords had ndt changed
since .they left PJ(enJaville.

No evidence, as been,preciuçéd befol@ fhe ~comnispion,in prpof of the corTeotness
of this etatément about t~e o}io and Mr . Szlapka's cdlpulptidns- as stated in the
following létter ihowed that rda,{lie rivQts r►ére- even then loaAed td théif maxidium
apeci8ed stress of 18,00Ô pounds per square inch ,

Megére. Pii(P1Qt3 BïtI)OE Cb)dPANY, '
Phbenixville, P .

yailfw t, ~aw* ft, m$.

QENrt xBa,=Will9ou please file with the commission a copy 61 66 èalcùlrtbfs
Made b~ ~f.

.
S*lâDkà on Atikbbt $9; 1607, fit►a ivhich die r`bf6h;6d to oii pigea 07 and

968 Of the Bvldèâck:
As we are nearing the completion of our report, we would esteem it a favour if

you would havethis information sent to us immediately.
It is possible that you may not have an exact copy of theae cglculations, but no

doubt they can be duplicated, and Mr. Szlapka's certificate to this effect will bA- suffi-
ciént. •

Yours truly,

HEN IfY HOLbATE:

paâNrâviLr.g, PA., January 31, 1908.
14 ENRY gOLdATE, keq.,

Chairman; Royal Commission,
Hontreal, Canada .

DEAR Sta,--ReplYlog to your letter of Jénuary 24, I iricl6se herewith létter from
Mr . Szlapka of this date; giving calcdlAtiône aia l ilar to that ni&cie on August 90 ,
regarding chord 9-L south càntilever arm.

Ytiüréi trùl~; .

AÜ. §T]JitW44 D~~
al-10W npineral-10W r.
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pi;Sji2i 1ZyILL$, PA., tTanuary 81, 1908 .

Jonr SirFaLrxa Duns, Esq.,
Chief Engineer, The Phoenix Bridge ComMY,

Pi;o.r1xviUa,' Pa •

Dsea &$,-Referring to Mr. Iiolg~te' 1qtter of qnuary 24 addressed to the
Phoenix Bridge Company, I beg to qiÿë you-~Iqw the çalçulations similar to the one
made on August 29, 1907, refeirinj to ehord 9-L south anchor arm. -

Taking 11-ineh as the- average reported curvature of chord 9-L we have :-

4 L x 12 = 780° x 18,000 x 11-inch = 21,060,00Q ixi~} lbs .

W _ .-__61,600 lbs. ----------- --- -- -
61,600 x 1- 1

Stress in each lattice S=-~-=21,600 lbs .

Yours truly,

THE PHCENI% BRIDGE COMPANY.
Per P. L. Sr :..Pse .

The theo•ry undezlyinA t hese calculations is yery-quest ionable, but '.t was adopted
in the design of the bridge (See Appendices Nos. 16 and 17) and we cannot under-
stand why its warning was so entirely' disregarded in the face of the consequeiice s
that might result.

With reference to Mr. Cooper's telegram, Mr. Deans knew that hé was in posses-
sion of later information from the bridge than had reached Mr. Cooper and therefore
decided to wait for Mr . McLure and afterwards for the arrival of Mr . Birka' letter of
August 28 before taking action . The whole incident points out the ueed of a com-
petent engineer in responsible charge at the site.

Mr. Hoare wuR the only senior engineer who was able to reach the structure
between August 27 and August 29. He was fully advised of the facts yet did not
order Mr. Yenser to discontinue erection which he had power to do ; we consider that
he was in a much better position than any other respon .ai4le official to fully realize the
events Chat had occurred, and his failure to take action must be attributed to indecision
and to a habit of relying upon Mr. Cooper for instructions .

We are satisfied that no one cônnectgd with the work was expecting immediate
disaster, and"we believe that in the case of Mr. Cooper his opinion was justified .
He understood that erection wâs not proceeding ; and without additional load the
bridge might have held out' for days .

Our testa have satisfied us that no terrporary bracing such as that proposed by
Mr. Cooper could have long arrested the disaster ; struts might have kept the chords
from bending, but failure f .om buckling and'rivet shear would soon have vccurred .

The following drawings may be consulted in connection with this Appendix :-

Drawing No. 1. General plan of site and vicinity.
it 2. General dimensions of bridge members.
" 5. Ert^tion marks on bridge members.
" 7. Dates of :ive
" 9. Sections of brige members and erection stresses.
it 10 . Plan showing positions of eye witnesses .

1 3 . Loading of bridge on August 29,
28, 29, 80 . Chord bends measured on August 6, 12, and 27.

-~ " 88. Detail of chord No. A-9 .
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Our conclusions are based to a considerable extent on the facts set forth in the
following appendices :-

Appendix No. 13 . Full sized column tests.
it 16. Special tests made in conneetiion with the Quebec Bridge .

16 . The theory of built up compression members .
" 17. A comparison of chord designs. ~
It 18. A discussion of the specifications. "

LIST OF ORDERS FOR QUEBEO BRIDGE .
Series D. Anchora ge.
C.O. 700. Eyebars and pins .

" 701. Plate girders and I-beams.
.A PP_roaçh . SDens_ at-_ench-_end_o f_- Bridge.

C.O. 702. 2-210' 0" C. of E. pins deck spans for D . Tr. Ry 2 roadways and 2
sidewalks .

" 703 . 2 bents for above spans, about 50' high .
" 704. 3 full sizes test eyebars.

705. Anchorage for 1-214' south approach span .

Series E. MAIN RIVER BRIDOE.
C.O. 600. Sundry field charges, such as rente, watching, engineering work, &c .

" 601. Field plant charges : steel traveller, tools, engines, rope, blocks, cars,
boats, &c., end only such fie-1 labor as is used in making too ls .___- ._____

Anchorage .
C.O. 602. Eyeba'rs and pins for anchorage for south approach .

603. if
" " north approach .

" 604. Towers and bracing for south anchorage .
605• If north anchorage.

2,600-toot Anchor Arms.
" 606. Trusses and bracing for south anchor arm .
" 607. ". " north anchor arm.
" 608. Eyebars for trusses for south anchor arm.
" 609. " " north anchor arm.
" 610. Pins for trusses for south anchor arm .
" 611. " it north anchor arm.
" 642. Centre posts and bracing for south pier.
" 613. " if north pier.
" 614. Shoes and pedestals for south pier .
If 615. - " `° no. th pier.
" 616. Plate floorbeams, stringers and bracing, south anchor arm.
" 617. if ' If " nort_h_ _ a__n_ëhor arm.
" 618. Trussed -floorbeams for sôütfi ëncbnr ërm .
" 619. " " north anchor arm.
" 620. Full size test eyebars for C .O: 602 and 603 .

~ -_
2,682-fooE 6-in . Cantilever Arms .

621 . Trusses -and bracing for soutlx cantilever arm.
" 622. it " north cantilever arm.

623 . Eyebars for trusses for south cantilever arm .
" 624. " it north cantilever arm.
" 625.'Pins for trusses for- south cantilever arm .
if 626. " it north cantilever arm .
" 627. Plate floorbeams and stringers-and bracing, south cantilever arm.it 628. " " it north cantilever arm.
" 629 . Trussed floorbeams for south cantilever arm :
" 630. It . it -north cantilever arm.
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676-foot Suspended Span.

631. Trusses and bracing for southern half of suspended span.
632. " it northern half of susnendcd span.
63 3 . Eyebars for southern half of suspended span .
634. " northern half of suspended span .
635. Pins for southern half of suspended span .
630 . " northern half of suspended span .
037. Floorbeams and stringers- for south half of suspended span .
638. Floorbeams and bracing for north half of suspended span .

HLNRY 'HOLQATE,
Chairman .

J. Q. Q. KERRY,
J. GALBRAITH .

APPENDIX No. 12 .

A DESCRIPTION OF THE FALLEN STRUCTURE .

The Commission began its inquiry by examining a number of workmen who were
understood to have seen the disaster

. A study of this portion of the evidence brings out clearly one or two main facts
but with an almost complete absence of important detail . This is not surprising,
when the suddenness with which the disaster came and the few seconds occupied by
the downfall are considered . The evidence of Huot, who ran from the second panel
of the anchor arm to the office at his topmost speed, enables us to fix the duration
of the fall at not above 15 seconds. The distance is almost 100 yards, and the floor
was already opening between the end of the ançhor arm and the approach span as he
passed that point . It is not surprising that accurate evidence was not obtainable,
as every man's first thoûght was of self-preservation, and there was no time to con-
sider or realize what was happening .

The records of the inspectors, which show the deformations that were taking
place during the month preceding the accident, are corroborated by the witnesses ;
D. B. Haley and Alexandre Beauvais, the latter in particular testifying to, the
'working' of the ribs both at joint A 9-10 R -and . at joint --A-9-10-1 .It-ahould-be
noted that neither of these joints gave way at the time of the accident, and that
injuries that they have received are due to the fall itself .

The collapse came very suddenly. The witnesses who were on the bridge outside
of the main pier, Haley, Nance, Hall, Davis and Laberge, all testify that they had
no warning of any kind, and several of the me-ff who were working on the ground
directly under the anchor arm, were caught by the -falling structure and killéd, when
by moving not more than 50 feet they would have saved themselves .

The cantilever arm and suspended span fell as a whole . The witnesses Wickizer
~ and Esmond, both of whom were in good position for observation (see drawing No.

10), testify to the whole cantilever arm-#allingaa-one . piece, and the former adds that
the outer end of the cantilever arm swung slightly to the east,-so-that he could see
directly b-etween the trusses from his position on the jetty on the north shore .

The big traveller fell as if it was part of the cantilever arm, . and di& not upset,
at least until after the arm had struck the waters. The accident was immediately
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fo llowed by the rising of a cloud of dust and spray that obscured everything, and
there is no evidence concernin$ the final movement of the traveller ; the witnesaea Hall
and Laberge, testify that it did not upsett to their knowledge. The tops Qf the centre
posts moved slowly riverwarcis a i}d dropped sp.a4en),y, whe¢tl o oente@ post fpet kicked
off the pedestals on the main pier ; the po$t feèt were forced soutl}wârds. The witness
Chase states that he saw ' these movements .

The anchor a:m broke near 'the centre, and in its firat movement appeared to rise
in the neighbourhood of -the bre$k, and then fall ; the witnees Culbert statés that he
observed this.

James Johnson testified that he thought the lower ehord of the anchor arm near
the third ap 1 fron3 the r~Qitt pier struck the ground first ; and Delphis Lajeuneasep ,
clinging to the west truss of the anchor arm as it fell, noti ced that the trusses
appQared - to . be_tippl ipg-ovet t.owards_theeast,

The ancnor arm fell almo8t without movement to the right or to the left . ' Mr .
H inloch noted that the portal posts sank down and, using his own simile I as if they
were ice pillars whose ends were rapidly melting awaY.' In other words, as he stood
near the centre line of the track and opposite the office, the end posts while falling
straight away from bim, . appeared to only settle down .

Mr. Cudworth's evidence indicates that the trusses first tippleA slightly to the
east, he being able to see only the top portions of the centre posts and the adjoining
members, then followed an outward movement similar to that described by the witness
Chase, and finally everything disappeared suddenly from sight. -

Out of eighty ,six men on the work only eleven escaped with their lives .
The Commission commenced its examination of thé wreck by instructing the

inspectors and engineers of the Phoenix B ridge Company and of the Quebec Bridge
Company to go over the debris of the anchor arm and to paint in large letters on
each main member its erection mark (See drawing No. 5) .

The wrecked structure in places was in so chaotic a condition that even these
men, who had been familiar with the appearance of every - piece of the anchor arm
for nearly two years, had difficulty in identifying many of the members .

The photographs; twenty-four in all, that are filed as FAibit 84, were taken as
soon as .the marking was completed .

Surveys of the wreckage and adjoining ground were arranged for, the results of
these surveys being shown on the following drawings :-

Drawing No. 10.-Plan showing position of witnesses at the time of the fall .
Drawing No. 14.-Check measurements to determine whether any movement of

the main pier had taken place.
Drawing No. 15; Positions occupied by camera when the photographs in Exhibit

34 were taken .
DraW ing No. 18.-Diagram of fall--east truss.
Drawing No. 17.-Diagram_of fall-west truss.
Drawing No . 18 .-Diagram of fall-floor beams-and stringers.
Drawing No. 19.-Diagram showing the shape of chords A 9-L and A 9-R after

the accident.
Mr. Walter J . Francis, M . Can. Soc . C.E., was requested to make an examination

of the wreckage and to prepare such descriptions and photôgraphs of seleeted' bridge
deta ils as would be of service in assisting the work of the Commission .

Twenty=three photographs taken by Mr. Francis are filed as Exhibit No. 124.
A number of photogrAphs from Mr. Kinloch'a collection are filed as Exhibit No .

36. These photos. show clearly the details of several intricate intersection -
poi nts,' and give , an excellent idea of the demauds that this bridge made upon'the
technical skill of the desigp ing o fficers and upon the resources of the manufacturers.
When examining these photographs it should be reme-nbered that the component parts
of the structure *ere never put together until finally, erected ; every detail was planned

r,
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by the designers and made without trial or fitting, prior to erection in place: Several
photographs of portions of the wreck are,ineluded in Exhibit 35, these having been .
made by Mr. Kinloch at the request of the Commission .

The measurements to the piers showed that the masonry of tho main pier had risen
very slightly when relieved of the load of the superstructure ; otherwise it had
remained exactly in its original position. The results of .theae surveys were accepted
as proof that thcre were no defects in the substructure or foundations to contribute
to the disaster. (Drawing No . 14. )

The plans of the wreckage (Drawings Nos . 16, 17 and 18) sho w

(1) That there was practically no lateral movément of the anchor arm, lower
chords and floor system while falling. This we regard as a proof of simultaneous

failure in the two trusses .
(2) That there were opposite longitudinal movements 6f-ûiose lower chords and

parts of floor system that were to the north and south respectively of the joint 8-9
anchor arm. (See Drawings 16 and 17 .) This is proof that the initial failure took
place close to this joint .

(3) That there was an almost complete destruction of the chords 9 A-L and 9
A-R, that of 9 A-R being the more striking and peculiar . Views of these chords are

given in photos Nos. 3, 11 and 12, in Exh,ibit 34, and in Nos . 18, 19, 20, 21 in Exhibit
35, but their condition after the accident will be more fully realized by reference to
Drawings Nos . 18 and 19 .

We cannot describe the failure better than by quoting the evidence of Mr . Kin-

lo.:!!, whose knowledge of the structure both before and after its fall is exceptional .

(See Evidence. )
~ Q . Please describe the movements that you think took place when the bridge was

falling ?-A. The initial failure I think occurred in both lower chords Vo . 9 anchor
arm simultaneously and in the latticed portion of the chords but not in the same way
in both chords. No. 9-L which had previously been observed to be bent deflected slow-
ly and transferred some of its load to 9-R until that chord burst with a`sudden
fracture accompanied by the loud report tësiiffitd to by some witnesses . The sudden
and complete collapse of 9-R, whilst 9-L was slowly yielding ; accounts for the slight
swing of the cantilever arm downetream, and for the tendency of the upper portions
of the anchor arm to fall in the same direction . At the moment of collapse the thrust
of the cantilever arm forced the feet of the main posts off the pedestals and the shoes
of the main posts were the first part of the structure to strike the ground . Whilat
they were in the air the extremities of the stub chord on the cantilever arm struck the
inside coping of the main pier a glancing blow . When the shoes struck the ground

that part of the C.P. 6 above the batten -plates 'failed and simultaneously the hori-
zontal strut connecting the two shoes was destroyed . The transverse diagonal bracing
between the two posts at the bottom remained intact for an instant "and almost the
entire weight of th .: main post and of the top chord was concentrated upon it, causing
the bracing to act as a toggle and to force the shoes and the feet of the main post
out sideways . This is shown by the holes made in the ground . This action threw the
t)ottom portions of the centre post out of . the vertical and permitted the feet of the
P-4 posts with the broken ends of A-8 attachf-d to them to pass inside the centre posts,
some part of P-4-L striking C.P. 6-L heavily as it fell . During the fall chords 10-R and

L cantilever arm which had :?robably broken loose when the stub chords struck this
pier rested for a moment on top-of the pedestals and were then partially upended and
thrown over on their sides, as they now lie on top of the pier, by the wreckage of S .P .

5 and of the pieces connected to it . Chords 9 of the cantilever arm did not strike the
pier before they,reacâed the ground although they now lie with their ends just against
the face of the masonry which is slightly marked . Chord 9-R of the cantilever arm is
lying in the water with its two inner ribs practically straight and its two outer ribs
buckled back in a Q-ehaped loop about 18 or 90 inehes long at a point about 26Ffe-e-f-

154-vol. i-7
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from the shop splice, the ends being parallel to the inner ribs . Chord 9-L is buckled
at about 15 feet from the field splice in all four ribs to a shape similar to that ahown
by A-1-R but with n smaller deflection

The warnings of coming disaster are thns referred to by Mr. David Reeves . (See
Evidence ) :Whén the compression members began to, yield at several places one after
another as we can now see, and the whoie bridge was at the verge of collapse, as after-
wards developed, &c ., &c.' This statement calls for comment .

We do not consider that any of the difficulties with lower chord members noted
previous to August. 1, 1907, we .e of serious moment with the possible exception of the
fall of chord A-9-L in the storage yard ; the effect of that fall upon the latticing of
the member was not determined, and in fact was practically imposs i bl e of determina-
tion .

Our investigations at Belair..yard have convinced us that the several discrepancies
noted in the chords during the earlier stages of erection were probably due to errors
of shop work and, as .llr. Cooper said, were notserious. Thewaviiiess _of . .the ribs
vs . io i was often recorded by the inspectors might not produce serious results, its
importance being dependent upon the strength of the latticing . (See Appendix No.
11) . The presence of these bends would materially increase the stresses in the latticing,
but we have no evidence to show that there was exceptional waviness in the chords
that afterwards deflected most seriously .

The erection of the suspended span did not begin until the middle of July, 1907,
and the building out of th is span was accompanied by a rapid increase of the stresses

- in-i)i© Riichôr nn1 c~►~ilevcr arms . -On 'thë-dâÿ ôf tliëdisnater thé most heavily
stressed n.embers (see drawing No. 13) were as follows - :-

Diember.

Upper Chord . . . . . . . : . . . ,
. . . . . . . . . . . .

1

1 I.
1.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Lower Chord . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II

1.

Main Diagonal . . . . . . . . . . . .
11 . . . . . . . . . . . .

Panel No. Arm .

Aachor . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Cantilever. . . . . . . . . . . .

~ . . . .~ . . . . . .

Anchor . . . . . . . . . . . . .
It . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . .

1 .

Cantilever. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Stress.

17 200 lbs. per sq. in.
17,230
18,200
18,20

0 18,850
18,920
18,110
18,100

17,010
17,100
18,040
17,830
17,010
17,660

17,730
17,430 I t
17,A80 „
17,080 „

Anchor . . . . . . . . . . . . : i17,080
It . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17,160

By the beginning of August the effect of these growing stresses on the weak end
details of the chords became perceptible, and by the middle of August the chords began
to show signs of failure in the body. On August 0 the deflection of joint 7-8-L eanti-
lever arm was noted, and Mr. Kinloch has expressed his conviction that this deflection
occurred after the lower cover plate was removed . The design of the chord ends and
joints was such that it is probable that Mr. Kinloch's conclusion is correct, and that
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the removal of the lower cover pinte weakened the joint appreciably. Any distortion

at the joint would throw considerable stresses into the latticing unless the batten
plates were of great strength and stiffness . On August 12 the inspectors reported a

similar deflection at joint 8-9-L cantilever arm . On August 8 the workman, Haley,
noticed tr at the ribs at joint 8-9-R, cantilever arm, did not match properly, and on

August 1-1 8 lie noticrd that the splice plates were bulging. This was noticed by Mr.

Ifinloch also, who was confident that they were all right when rivetted . Haley also saw

that chord 8-R, cantilever arm, close .to the joint just mentioned, was bending in all

its rihs. The workman, Beauvais, noticed, during the two weeks previous to the acci--
dent, that the inner ribs at the joint 9-10-R, anchor arm, were graduaLly con)ing
together, but does not seem to have reported this . About August 20 Mr. Kinloeh noticed

that chords 8, ►J and 10-R, cantilever arm, were wavy in the body, but was not sure

whether the bends were shop bends or not ; he consulted llir . Birks and they agreed

that these waves were of no importance . On August 26 the dcflection at joint 5-6-R,

cnnti'éver arm, was discovered. On August 27 the bending in chords 9-L, anchor arm,

and chords 8 and 9-R, cantilever arm, - had becomé so noticeable -that they were
measured in detail, and reported to both headquarters . Mr. MeLure's records note a

deflection of J-inch in chord A- 0-L about or .e week previous to August 27. This reei-

tal shows that the chords near the main pier both in the anchor arm and in the canti-
lever arin were under close observation for at least a week previous to the accident .

These were the most heavily stressed compression members in the bridge.

We are satis fied t - :at the structure was being closely watched and that bad there

been noticeable weaknes-s-at any pô►nUë it- vould-have-- bcen-deieeted-and- rec-0rded .--

There is no evidence of the existence of weak details except on the lower chord .

We therefore conclude both from the evidence of the witnesses, and from that of
the wreckage, that the initial failure occurred in chords 9-R and 9-L, anchor arm .

.Our opinion is that these two chords failed almost simultaneously by rupture o f

latticing or shearing of lattice rivets (see Appendix No . .17) and that the buckling

of the ribs followed immediately. The cantilever arm commenced to drop, turning
around the feet of the-centre posts, and raising the anchor arm near the point of

rupture . When the top of the centre post had leaned over perhaps 30 feet, (this
estimate being made by the witness Chase) the centre post feet kicked off the ped-
estals, and both anchor and cantilever arms crashed_down ._T-he right truss of the

anchor arm apparently fell faster than the left truss, for the top members of the
arm have fallen towards the right, and the witness Delphis Lajeunesse noticed such

a movement. The stub chords on the cantilever side which were attached to the
centre post feet struck the coping of the masonry heavily, the marks of the contact
on these chords indicating that the right post was falling the faster . The cantilever

arm was controlled in its fall by the stiffness of the centre post, and by the . resistance

of the upper chord, and did not drop suddenly until the feet of the centre posts kicked

off the pier. The centre post feet reached the ground first, carrying inwards before

them the lower parts of panels 9 and 10 anchor arm ; the remainder of the anchor

arm was swung forward by the action of the upper chord in straightening out, under
the pull of-the cantilever arm, and moved around the top of the anchor pier as a fixed

point . The damage to the lower chords from the fall was the more severe becauee'
the ends of the posts landed in the foundation pits dug for the falsework, and the
chords themselves struck on the high ground between the pits. The forces that

pushed the centre post feot out into their present position, as described by air . Kin-

loeb, are a matter of conjecture ; the holes dug by the feet in their fall are plain to
view and are partly filled by sections G of the centre posts which are standing upright

in them. As these sections are comparatively little injured and have not dug down
into the ground, it is evident that they struck with but little force- and that the
ground was âlready shaped to receive them. - The force of the fall was probably

largely absorbed in the wrecking of sections 6 of the centre posts .

164-vol . i--7i
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No description in words can give as correct an idea of the crreckage as will b e
obtained by a study of the photographs in Exhibit 34 ; the principal feature to be
noted is the comparatively uninjured condition of all members except `some of the
lower chords, posts and sub-posts which by reason of their position had to bear the
larger portion of the forces developed by the fall, and completely failed under them .

All connections except the splices of the lower chords proved to be as strong and
in most cases much stronger than the body of some of the members they connected .
The tension members, laterals and floor system èall for little comment ; the . com-
pression members and their splices have shown themselves to be the weakest parts
of the structure.

The following is a statement of Mr. Walter J . Francis' observations of the
wrecked structure, and which elearl,v describes certain phases of it :-

'The condition of the posts throughout may be said to be largely the result of
the unrielding strength of the top chord eye-bar system, while the condition of the
other members may be regarded as due to their fall to the earth and upon one another.

-`-Of more than 700 e,re-bars in the wreck, only one has been found ichich' has
broken, and on all remaining ones there is not a sign of a crack or failure of any
kind, notwithstanding the extreme punishment to which the-se members have been
subjected. The broken bar, Ili-inch x 15-inch, is undoubtedly the result of a heaw
blow on the edge, about 18 inches from the centre of the pin . The bar parted about
4 feet from the centre of the pin, in acting as a beam . The fracture is fine grained,
and althongh not of the highest class it would certainly be rated as good .

___--_ ` 4.LaboutS0_pinz in the_-sac+~ ibin-parts o€ the debris-onl,v-one-has an,y-evidennr.e-af------haring been distorted . This pin is 12 inches in diameter, 8 feet 6 inches long, bore d2p inchc:3 diameter through its axis lengthu•ise . Its bend consists in having one end
turned up about 5 inches, the curre being about. 1 1 feet from this end. As this pin
is At the joint R-herc the eye-bar above referred to was broken, its condition is
undoubtedly due to the same cause as that which broke the eye-bar .

` Ct,eaking generall,v, the compression members throughout have suffered severely.
They were generally compo-~ed of parallel laminated webs . In the maximum size of
r•hords them were four vertical webs, Each web consists of four plates ranging from
41-inch to 11-inch in thicknes_s, and one angle on each edge 8-inch x 6-inch x H-inch
for c,utside weh ., or R-inch x<3J-ineh x li€-inch for inside webs, the 'S-inch leg being
vertical . The finishe.j width back to back cf angles was 54 inches. The maximum
length of the se webs was about 57 feet, At each end the four webs are connected
tcgether top and bottom by cover plates varying from 6 feet to 10 feet long, the space
betvvern the cover plates being latticed with 4-ineh x 3-inch x1-ineh angles . Thetow.r po-lts had four pRrallel webc, while in other posts there were two webs only,
latticed for the greater part of their length with 3-inch x 3-inch r1-inch angles, set
at about 60 degrees. Speaking generally, at and near the panel points of all these
members, there were either ir,ternal diaphragms_ or cx,ver-plates, or both . Throughout
the middle length of the menebere there were none . In the a-reck the compression
members are distorted in every eoaceivable- manner, excepting at the panel points,
where, as will be observed from the gEneral photographs, the portions having internal
diaphragms or outside covers are set comparatively straight after enduring the forces
of the fall . Between these stiffened portions the lattice work is torn, the laminated
webs are parted, and the rivets sheared and pulled in every possible way .

'The component parts of the various built up members have been destroyed b y
all sorts of complications, as will be seen by reference to the aecwmpançing photo-
trraphs, to which descriptions are attached. These in themselves form an interisting
study. In the selection of the 23 photographs attached hereto the intention was to
choose only those which are typical of the general damage to the various pieces and
those fractt;res which have been produced by simple and clearly defined forces. There
are innumerable examples of destruction under extremely complicated sets of forces,
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but these have no special scientific interest beyond the proof of the quality of the
mnterial .

'The evidence of heat produced by blows and friction is in many instances quite
marked; one case was noted where the steel had been fused and drawn into shreds -
and small globules .

' Although quite secondary to the main members of the bridge, it is intereating
to note that the 1i-inch anchor bolts holding the vertical steel in position on the
anchor pier drew bodily out of the masonry . These bolts had the ordinary surface of
a steel rod, were swedged on the opposite sides every 3-inch and were 4 feet 6 inchco

long. The holes in which they were set were drilled in the granite masonry just large
enough to admit the bolt . They are said to have been grouted in with pure Portland

cement . In every case where they received direct tension they pulled bodily out of

the masonry.
'It is almost beyond comprehension that both the main pier and anchor pier

should have withstood the shocks of the accident. Thero is no indication of any mave-

n:ent in, or general damage to, either of these piers. The arrises have been abraded
in some cases, and where the main shoes_left the pedestals the blow they administered
to the coping and cornice moulding spawled the granite in-one-case for about 22 feet

in )ength. The effect on the masonry, however, can only be absolutely determined by

ar exhaustive esamination :
As the lower 'chords call for particular attention we give here a memorandum

of thr _, canditiou-of these chords after the accident. The other portions of the structure
are sufficiently illustrated in the photographs and drawings already referred to .

This memorandum is part of Exhibit 54 ; it was prepnred by Messrs.
Cudworth, Rinloch bMcLure, and was checked by the commissioners and found to

Le a correct description. It is as follows :-

A-1-L.

Starting with its pin connection with anchorage ese-bare, 79 ft . from C.L. of anchor

pier, and about ES ft. above the ground, A-1-L slopes at an angle of about 70 degrees

to the horiu,ntal, until it rests on the ground at a point 90 ft. from C. L. of anchor

pier . Here the four ribs cre broken entirely off, the west rib 3 ft . north of its rplia,

to chord A-2-L, the we.st and east centre ribs at the field splice to A-2-L, and he east
rib through the web at the south ends of splice plates . The top cover plate is still
attached to A-2-L, and the bottam cover plate is torn off entirely. The latticing it;

still practically intact . (See photographs No . 10 and No. 18 ) .

A-2-L
The portion of A-3-I, separated from A-1-L, as above described, lies on the ground

96 ft. from C. L. of anchor pier, the break being about 6 ft . south of pin holé connect-
ing hanger T-O-I_ The chord bends to the east from this point to a point 118 ft_
from C.L. of anchor pier, where all four ribs are twisted, and broken through the
anglea and web plates from the tops, half way down, (see photo. No. 18) . At this
point of break the deflection from a straight line is the maa, and about 6 feet . From
this break the chord dips downward at an angle of about 10 degrees with the horirontal,
and alightly westward (see photo No. 17) . The pin hole for connection of A-P-1-L is
intact, and all four ribs of this chord are broken off at the field spliae eight feet north
of -this pin hole. The top and bottom cover plates at the splice with A-3-L are torn
from A-2 and fast on A-3. The latticing at point of break is broken, and all the
remaining latticing badly bent up, but in position .

A-3-L

Starting with its splice with A- 2-L, recorded above as broken, A-B-L has its
four iibs in a straight line about parallel to axis of bridge, to a point 170 feet from
C. L. of xnè6or pier, where the Test rib is bent int toward the centre of chord, and :th~
latticing braken, but rib itaelf uninjurea .
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The pin hole for connection of T-O-O hanger is intact, but all four ribs are broke n
through at the field splice eight feet north of this pin, right through the splice-plates
to A-4-L . At this point, the south end of A-4-L lies 4 feet above the north end of
A-3-L, and 3 feet to the west (see photograph No . 10) . At this splice between A-3-L
and A-4-L, and bottom cover plate is torn from A-4-L and fast to A-3-L, and the
top cover plate is torn from A-3-I. and fast to A-4-L .

A-4-L

The four ribs of A-4-L rcn parallel to each other from their splice with A-3-T.
to a point 10 feot south of pi onnecting post P-2-L, at which point the east rib
spreads a foot toward the east till it reaches the pin hole of P-2-L post . At this point
al l four ribs are broken through . North of this pin holë, the two outer ribs are spread,
but converge to their splice with A-5-L at whiett point the two centre ribs are broken
off entirely, but the outside ribs, intact .

A-5-I.

A-5-L runs continuously from its field splice with - . to pin io e for connéè-
tion of T-O-O-O-L hnnger, where all four ribs are broken through . From this pin hole
the chord runs straight to field splice . Here the three west ribs are broken off, but the
east rib rrns by the splice, 4 feet on to chord A-6-L where .it is broken . The top cover

-plate at this splice is fastened at its east edge only, and the bottom cover plate torn
loose from A-6-L and fast to A-5-L . The latticing has been little damaged.

A-6-L

A-6-L at its splice with A -5-L is offset about two feet towards the west, and from
there runs in a straight line to the pin hole for connection of P-3-L . Here all four
ribs are broken through. Beyond the pin hole the east rib is displaced slightly to
the east to the field splico with A-7-L. At this splice the top cover plate is fast to
east rib of A-6-I, only, and bottom cover plate fast to four ribs of A-O-I, only . The
latticing is little damaged .

A-7-L

From its splice with A-6-L, A-7-L is deflected slightly to the west until it reaches
the pin hole for connection of T-O-O-O-O-L hanger, where all four ribs are broken
through. From this pin hole to the splibe with A-8-L the ribs run straight.
At the splice the two centre ribs are broken through the splice plates but the outside
ribs are intact . The latticing is little damaged .

A-8-L
The ribs of A-8-L run straight from its splice with A-7-L for a distance of about

20 feet . At this point the west rib bends to the west about 90 degrees and *ises in the
air to a height of about 20 ft . The west and east centre ribs start to bend at the
saine point but come back again, forming a reverse cur-,e, and burying themselves
in a pile of scrap iron immediately beyond the pin hole for the connection for P-4-L .
The east rib follows the same general direction, but its north end instead of turning
downward, makes a hook toward the east . All four ribs are broken off at the pin hole
for P-4-L, the piece from the west rib lying out on the beach a~nout 25 feet from the
present position of the west main pier shoe, and baving .attached to it two feet of
the west rib of chord A-9-L, with the field spliee intact. The lattièinS ..- iL, almost
entirely destroyed .

A-9-L

Beginning at the field splice_with chord A-10-L, At which splice all four ribs are
broken, the west rib of A-9-L runs south, at an angle of 45 degrees to the axis of the
bridge towards the east to the pin hole for the connection of A-T-5-Z hanger, at which
point it starts to bend eastward, turning through about 180 degrees in a length of 1 6
feet and thence running north eight feet . At this point it bends through 180 degrees
again in a length of 10 ft ., and then runs south and inclined upward at an angle of
40-degrE,s with the horizontal, to a point two feét beyond its field splice with A-8-L,
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which splice is intact and fully riveted. At the last bend mentioned, three of the

web plates are broken through .
Running parallel to west rib to T-5-Z pin hole, the west centre rib is there

broken, but continues beyond, turning through 180 degrees, and running north for

eight feet, then bending back 180 degrees, at which bend two of the web plates are
broken through and running south to its former field splice with A-8-L, where it is

broken .
The enst centre rib runs parallel to west centre, but is not broken at pin hole, and

at the last bend has only one web plate broken
. The cnst rib parallels the east centre rib through the first bend of 180 degrees t o

a point eight feet north of the pin hole, where it doubles over on itself and projects

upward and toward the west to a height of 14 feet above the ground .

The distance from the field splice with . A-t3-L to the chain mark on west centre

rib is 13 feet . The centro of max . bend of the chord is about 20 inches forward of
this point, and the loose rivet discovered in the lattice angle is about midway Letwee n

_
- thechain mark and the centre of the bend . " This bend lies-about15feet-soutli0f -t ie

fracture in the floor beam between P-4 poste. All of the west end of A-9-L is still
attached to T-G-Z hanger, and all of its four ribs are bent through 180 degrees at a

distance of about 8 feet from the T-5-Z-L pin hole . .

At the second bend mentioned in t ;ie east rib two web plates are broken through .

The lattice angles are completely destroyed .

A-10-L
_--- _- --

The * four ribs of A-10-L, starting from its field splice with A-9-L,Ri wbic ï

nll four ribs are broken, runs in a straight line slightly inclined westward, with the

ribs folded over and lying one on top of the other, the Intticing being completely

destroyed .
A-1-R

Starting with its conncction with the anchorage eye-bars, A=1-R dips downward

at an angle of about 70 degrees to the horizontal . At a point 6 feet distant horizon-

tally from its south end it is crippled through all four ribs, and bends toward the east,

the flange angles being cracked through here and the latticing torn off. Turning again

90 degrees it runs straight down into the ground at the pin hole for the connection of
T-O-R hanger, at a very short distance beyond which, büried-in th e -mud, the four

ribs are broken off through the webs . The field splice 4 feet south of A-T-O-R hanger

pin hole is intact on the two outer ribs, but slightly loosened up on the inner. The

top cover plate is on, but the bottom one partly torn off.

A-2-R

Beginning at the break mentioned as north of the T-O-R hnnger connection,

this end of - A-2-R has been thrown westward to a position 138 feet from C-L of
anchor pier and 5 feet west of original east truss line, the chord turned up on its west

side, and running northeast to a point 1 5 5 feet from 0 L of anchor pier and 31 feet

east of origina?. line of east truss . The chord has a long bend at its centre, and the

latticing is badly bent up, but for the most part still fast to the chord . All four riLs

are broken completely through just south of the -P-1-R pin hole, and form the end

last located. ' The remainder of the chord lies at the foot of P-1-R post and runs

nort'h-froin that to its field splice with A-3-R, at which the east rib is broken three

feet north of splice on chord A-3-R, and the other ribs broken right at the splice .

A-8-R

At a point eix feet from its field splice with A-2-R this chord bends sharply to

the east for five feet and then back again to a direction about parallel to axis of bridge .

At the pin hole for connection of A-T-O-O-R hanger, the east rib only is broken . At

the field splice with A-4-R the_east rib is intact and the other three ribs broken,

through. The bottom cover plate is fast to east rib of both chords, and top cover plate
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to all ribs of A-4-R and to east rib of A-3-R . The latticing is in good condition
at south end and broken off at north end .

A-4-R

From its field splice with A-3-R, A-4-R runs straight to a point 10 feet south
of pin hole for conrketion of P-2-R post, where the outside ribs bulge out
around the pin hole to the field splice with A-5-R . At the pin hole all four ribs are
broken through. At the splice the west rib is partly and the other three entirely
broken through . The batten plate on chord just south of P-2-R is entirely destroyed .
The latticing is little damaged.

A-5-R .

Runs straight from its field splice at south end to the pin hole for connection o f
T-O-O.O-R hanger, where all ribs are broken through . From pin hole to field splice
at north end the chord is tipped up in the air at an angle of 45 degrees to the hori-
.-ontal . At the field splice, the splice plates are stripped off the two outside ribs . On
the inner ribs the splice plates are broken through . Lntticing partly broken .

A-6-R

Runs straight from its field splice with A-5-R to pin hole for conkiection of'
P-3-R post, where the four ribs are broken through . From the pin hole to its field
splice with A-7-R chord inclines slightly west. At this splice all four ribs are
broken, and the short section thus left is tipped up about 15 dcgrees with the hori-
zmntàl . The lntticing has been littl .e damaged ._ _

!i`-7-R

Starting at an offset of 18 inches east from A-6-R at splice, A-7-R runs straight
to pin hole for connection of A-T-O-O-O-O-R hanger, where the four ribs are-
broken( through at pin hole. From this point, t ofield splice with A-8-R the chord .
inclines slightly westward . At the latter splice everything is intact except the bottom .
cover plate which is partly broken off from cast rib. Latticing bent up, but not badly
broken .

A-8-R

Running six feet north from its field splice with A-7-R the chord is straight .
t t is"point the three west ribe take-â sfiarp bËnd through almost 90 degrees to the

east for six feet, followed a little further north by a similar but wider bend in east
rib, all four ribs turning north again to meet the pin hole for connection of
A-P-4-R post, at which point the ribs are all broken off .

The west rib runs from this pin hole to splice which is intact, and continuing on
to the west rib of A-9-R makes a sharp bend of 180 degrees to the west and south, .
and in a few feet, again turns about 75 degrees to the west and is broken off through
its web about opposite the pin in foot of A-P-4-R .

The west centre rib parallels the we9t rib, across the field splice, continuing on
to the same rib in chord A-9-R anld terminating in a broken end at about- the same-
point as the west rib .

The east centre rib runs from the pin hole to the field splice, and is there broken
off.

The east rib runs from the pin hole across the splice which is intact, on to the
same rib of chord A-9-R, turning to the east and south, through about 150 degrees,_
and terminating in a broken end at a point about two feet north of the pin at foot of
post A-P-4-1?-

A-9-R

Starting at the field splice with A-10-R this, chord runs south, almost directly-
underneath chord A-7-R, to . the pin hole for connection . of AT-5-Z hanger, at-
which point all four ribs are broken . From hera the four ribs turn to the west abôut_
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90 degrees and run completely under A-7-R. After passing under the latter chord,
the east rib continues almost directly westward for a distance of 20 ft .. and terminates
in a broken and twisted end, which probably matchrg the other end of this rib described

under chord A-8-R, and located about 7 5 ft . distant .
After emerging from underneath chord A-7-R the other three ribs continue

the 90 degree tend to one of about 180 degrees, and run directly north, the east and
east centre •ibs terminating in ends broken and twisted, directly,opposite and just

west of fieli: splice between A-9-R and A-10-R, and the west centre rib continu-
ing its course north to its faced end, opposite and directly east of field splice between
A-7-R and A-8-R, and before reaching there, having three of its four plates torn
from it and doiibled back, and the fourth broken half through, and twisted completely

around. In this neighbourhood there are numerous small pieces of plates and angles

that can readily be identified as having once belonged to chord A-9-R . Latticing

on this chord is completely destroyed .

A-10-R

The field splice between A-9-R and A-10-R is partly broken . Starting fro m
that point, A-10-R runs no-1h, and inclining slightly eastward to a point near the
south end of the stub chord A-11-R, pinned on tho_24-inch pin, its field splice with
which is entirely broken. The ribs of A-10-R are oomparatively straight, but are
piled over, one on the other, and the latticing entirely deatroyed .

A-11-R and L .

Tliësë V=Bhapëd stiib chôrds are- still-n:-the-positions- originally-placed ; on-the-----------

24-inch pins holding them to the main,'.icr shôes. Their field splices with both the
number 10 chords of anchor and cantilever arms have been broken off entirely, but the

!hords themselies damaged but little .

HENRY HOLGATE,

J. G. G. KERRY.
J. GALBRAITH .

Chairman.

APPENDIX No . 13 .

AN EXAMINATION OF THE, VARIOUS FULL-SIZED COLUMN TESTS
TIIAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN AMERICA, ACCOMPANIED BY DIA-
GRAMS SHOWING THE RESUI.TS OF THESE TESTS.

In view of the aircumstances accompanying the accident of August 29th, it was

inecessary for us to investigâte the design of the lower chords and the data that were

sit the disposal of the designer (The Phoenix Bridge Company's engineer) when he

began his work. This investigation was commenced by an examination of all obtain-
able records of column tests .

The column formulas used in practice are, broadly speaking. empirical formulas,

framed ' to suit the results of these tests .---
In examining the records, a process of elimination was adopted, the object being

to select those tests which most nearly corresponded to, the Quebec Bridge, conditions .

Th : following are the considerations upon which .the selection was made.

(1) No tests on solid sections were used, because the bridge chords were built-up

members and apparen t ly failed from weakness of connecting details, the conditions

be ing absolutely'diffër6t from those . existing in a solid section .
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(2) No tests on sections that have been proved defective were used, except tha t

certain of the Buchanan tests, which were published in 1907, have been selected on
account of the large sections of the test pieces, although these were not of the most
approved design .

(3) No tests on members whose failure was caused by defects in the testing
apparatus were used . In the earlier tests special ends were fitted to many of the test
columns with unsatisfactory results .

(4) It was intended to exclude all tests on members having less than 10 square
inches area, bu t some tests on sections having areas between 7 J and 10 square inches
have been included.

(5) When the ratio 1
r for any column exceeded about 120 the test results were

not used .
The records consulted were :-
(1) J . M. Moncrieff _(Am. Soc. C. E- ., .VoJ . . .,$LV., 1901.) _-
_--'This paper, which was written by an English engineer, contains perhaps the most

complete compilation of column test data that has ever been published . It was con-
sulted for reference to original authorities . The records contained in it show that
there were practically no English or rurope9n tests that would not be excluded by the
fourth consideration above mentioned .

(2) ' Tests of 1lïetals . '
This is the official record of all tests made at the United States Arsenal at_ _.

ntertoii~n, ~linss.--Tlië compIéte filé of these volumes, publications of which bega n
about 1881, was examined . No tests of interest were found in any volumes issued
after 1884. The results from tests on wrought iron columns of the Phoenix box and
latticed channel types have been selected . The results of 99 of these tests have been
use(] . The specimens varied in cross section from 7 square inches to 22 square inches,
there being 6 with areas between 20 and 22 square inches and 14 with areas between
15 and 20 square inches.

(3) Q. Bouscaren (Am. Soc. C. E., Volume IX ., 1880. )
The tests recorded in this paper were made between 1875 and 1879 in connection

with the building of the Cinninnati Southern Railway . They included. tests on
wrought iron columnsof the box and latticed channel types . In all 9 tests were select-
ed for use . This series of tests has possibly had more influence upon the detail of
bridge design than any other series that has been made, as the rejection of various
types of columns and the adoption of various modifications in detailing directly
resulted from it . The small number of tests that have been selected for this record
showâ how greatly the tests were needed at the time . The cross section varied from
a minimum of about 11 square inches to a maximum of about 14 square inches, with
the exception of one box column which had an area of 26 .05 square inches. The metal
used developed an ultimate strength of between 52,000 and 55,000 lbs. per square
inch; Mr. Bouscaren's specification of 1875 calling for an ultimate strength of 60,000
lbs . per square inch in tension . .

(4) Clarke, Reeves and Company (Am . Soc. . C . E. Volume XI, 1882) .
This firm, which was the predecessor of the Phoenix Bridge Company, published

in this paper, the results of a series of tests on Phoenix columns, which were -made for
them in 1879 and 1880 at the Watertown Arsenal, the material being wrought iron .
There were 22 tests in all.

It was found necessary to alter the `breaking load_'_onsome of the shorter
columns given in the records, as an examination of the diary of the tests showed that
real failure had occurred considerably before the metal managed to_ escape from the
following up of the machine .

Clarke, Reeves and Company's specification of 1871 calls for iron of an ultimate
strength of from 55,000 to 60,000 lbs . per square inch. Twenty of the columns had
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a sectional area of about 12 square inches and two a sectional area of~ .-82Uaro

inches .

(5) C. L. Strobel (Am . Soc . C. E., Volume XVIII, 1888) .

The tests recorded in this paper were made in 1887 upon columns of II-ahape built
up out of 4 Z-bars with a latticed web. The material was wrought iron, and the results

of nine tests"have been used . The sectional area in each case was between à and 10

inches .

(6) J . C. Dagron (Ain. Soc. C. E., Volume X%, 1889) .

This series of eight tests, all of which have been used, were made in 1884-5 . The

columns were of the latticed two-channel type, the channels being built up . The

material was high steel, the ultimate strength bning given- at 84,000 lbs . per square

inch and the elastic limit at 53,000 lbs . per square inch. The columns were L•etween

8 and 14 square inch cross sections . .

_(7) Profcssor W . II . Burr. `The Elasticity and Resistance of the Materials of

Engineering:
Tn this book there is giv+zn a full resumg of column test data, including 4 tests on

Ph. dx columns made in 1873, the results of which have been used. The columns

were between 8 and 14 square inches in cross section .

(8) C. P. Buchanan (Engineering News, December 26, 1 9 07) .

In this paper are given the results of 19 tests made between 1888 and 1900, the

sections-of the specimens varying from about-14 square inches to 3 0" square inches,

these being the largest columns that had been tested previous to the investigations

made in connection with our inquiry . The results were not made public until the date

above mentioned and were not available for use of the Quebec bridge designers . Twelve

of the specimens were of wrought iron, three of Bessemer steel and four of open hearth
steel, these last four being of the grade known as 'structural steel,' which is at present

in general use for bridge work. Only six of the specimens were strictly symmetrical .

The columns were of the ` H' two-channel and upper chord types. All the results havo

been used, although on account of unsymmetrical sections and eccentric loading in

several cases, high ultimate strength was not to be expected.

(9) J. A. L. Waddell (Engineering News, January 16, 1908) .

This paper gives the results of six tests upon structural steel columns of the two-

channel type . The tests were made about 1907 . All of the results have been used,

the column sections being 17-44 square inches in area . The results of the tests on

nickel steel columns which were made at the same time have not been included .

The results of 176 tests in all have been plotted, the cross section of the largest
column being less than 33 square inches in area, and that of the smallest greater than

7] square inches ; three columns had cross sections greater than 30 square inches, 9
greater than 25 square inches, 16 greater than 20 square inches and 20 greater than 15

square inches. The results of the tests are plotted in drawing No. 20, and are divided

into three groups, viz. : flat-ended wrought iron columns, pin-ended wrought iron

columus and pin-ended steel columns .

The following conclusions may be drawn from this study :-

(1) Very few tests have been made on full-sized steel columns, and some of those

that have been made are upon unusual grades of material .

(2) The experiments upon which modern practice is largely depending were made
at least twenty years ago, and upon a grade of material which is not now in use in

bridge construction.

(3) The decrease of strength with increase of the ratio of r- is, in the case of flat-

ended wrought iron columns, not clearly discernible on the diagram in drawing No. 20 .
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(4) This decrease is discernible on the diagram in the case of pin-ended wrought

iron columns, but it is not nearly so rapid as the decrease indicated by the column
.formula adopted in the ameuded specifiëetiôns for the Quebec bridge .

(5) It is ovident from the particulars of many tests that the size and strength of
the pin used have en appreciable effect on the results obtained, but the amount of this
effect has not been determined .

(6) The relation between the stre .-,- ;th of a column as determined by test and as
calculated by formula varies greatly .

( 7) No series of tests have been made to determine the relative stresses in the
various parts of a built-up column .

(8) The strength of a column is greatly affected by what have been considered
minor features in the end details .

(9) A compression member of usual design and dimensions cannot be expected to
develop an ultimate strength much greater than about one-half of the ultimate strength
of a tension member made from the same material .

(10) -No-testa-have-béerimade ôn côlümns ôf the form of the Quebeo lower ohords
nor on any having more than about ia of the cross section of these chords .

That the results of laboratory tests should not be rigidly followed in field prac-
tice is axiomatic, but the extent to which they can be safely accepted is a matter cf
judgment. During the last 25 years, a failure similar to that of the Quebec bridge
has been, we believe, unknown, and as compression members designed in accordance
with the results of the Bouscaren tests have been uniformly successful, little doubt
existed in the minds of practising bridge engineers concerning them .

There is no definite evidence to show that either Mr . Cooper or air. Szlapka
ordered any investigation to be made of the tests data that were available, and when
the comparative magnitude of the undertaking is remembered, it is difficult to explain
their failure to check their conclusions on the Phoenix testing machine, which was
at their disposal .

1
On the drawing the results of the tests are shown, arranged according to the rati o

--r for each c-lumn. The form of the section upon which each test was made,-

double channel H, box Phoenix, or upper chord-is indicated by miniature sections .
It should be remembered that, previous to the Quebec disaster, the insufficiency

of the existing knowledge of column action had been widely recognized, and pro-
grammes for additional testing were under consideration both by the American
Society for Testing Materials and by an independent committee of prominent
engineers, acting in co-operation with the officers attached to the United States
Arsenal at Watertown . It is generally felt that modern bridge work has .ttrliwn to
such dimensions that further investigations are desirable .

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman .

J. Q. G . KERRY .
J. G}ALBRAITH .
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APPENDIX No . 14.

A COMPARISON OF THE STRESSES IN THE SEVERAL 11iEMBERS OF
THE MAIN. TRUSSES, COMPUTED FROM THE BRIDGE AS FINALLY
DESIGNED, WITH THE STRESSES AUTHORIZED BY THE SPECIFI-
CATIONS. '

The nineteen tables acompanying the report of Mr . C. C. Schneider, consulting
engineer, upon the design of the Quebec bridge, are self-explanatory. All Mr.
Schneider's results have been compared with corresponding figures furnished by the
Phoenix Bridge Company and in general are found to slightly ünderrun -fhëtiiï They
show thatthe calëulationsof the Phoenix Bridge Company were carefully and accu-
rately made. (See Exhibits Nos. 102 and 108. )

Drawing No. 4 has been prepared for the Commission and revised by the Phoenix
Bridge Company . This drawing shows the maximum stresses arising from dead load,
plus 1j live load plus j iwind, this loading having been used to some extent in the
original calculations at Mr. Cooper's direction . The only difference in the caleula-
tions leading tip to the two sets of figures on the drawing lies in the dead load used ;
for the first set the dead load assumed in the designing was taken, and for the second,
the actual dead load obtained from the built mémbers . It will be noted that the error
of stresses in the main chords near the centre posts, due to this error of assumed dead
load is fully 10 per cent.

No satisfactory exploration of the occurrence of this error has been offered .
On minor bridges, with a given livo loading the weight of metal is known not
to vary greatly with details of design and in someoffices revision of the assumed dead
loads for such bridge is not the rule ; but no information from which to predict the
weight of the Quebec bridge existed, and the probability of a serious mistake in the
first estimate for weight would be apparent to a cautious designer .

The fact is that Messrs . Deans, Szlapka and Cooper permitted the shops and
rolling mills to commence work without taking any éteps to test the correctness of
the assumed dead load, and the probable dead load does not appear to have bean
estimated from the plans until at least eighteen nionths after the work of fabrication
was commenced . (See Appendix No. 8 . )

A list showing the dates on which each shop drawing was computed is filed as
Exhibit No. 125, and it will be noted that the work of designing was so
far advanced by the beginning of 1005, that the preliminary estimates of dead load
might then have been revised with considerable accuracy. By reference to Appendix
No. 8, it will be seen that the percentage of error in the original estimates for all
parts of the spans was roughly the same .

We are of opinion that no manufdcturing should have been done until the
designers had so far advanced with their work as to be a b le to make a proper estimate
of the weight of the bridge. (Seé clause ô of 1898 specification Exhibit No. 21) .
Before completing the drawings for use in the shop the weight of the various
parts should have been computed as a check on the estimated weight of the bridge. As
a matter of fact this procedure was not adopted and manufacturing was commenced
in July, 1904, without any such checking, although the specifications called for it,
and the contract practically demanded it . (See Appendix No. 8) . .

The designing office had accumulated suffieient - information to en~e it to make
a close estimate of the weight of the bridge but did not do so . On the contrary, work
continued as if their assumptions had been correct.
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That Mr. Cooper fully intended to permit stresses in excess of 24,000 lbs . per
square inch under the conditions used for drawing No. 4 is shown by the following
letters :-

- August 6, 1904.
Pllol :\Ix BRIDpE COMPANY,

Phoenixville, Pa .

My DEAR _M R . Szt,APxA,-I have tested the proportions of the members of the
anchor arm tlnder the following maximum loading for my personal satisfaction-viz . :
Dead plus 1 .5 live plus 25 lbs . of wind (,1 of your wind strain) and find that the only

members exceeding 24,000 in tension or 24,000-100 ÎZ for compression are-

The lower chord which has 26,500 and is all right and Towers L which should
have 108 square inches.

Towers B which should have 99 square inches to-come within the above conditions.
This is such a slight matter I request for the sentiment of the thing that you

change those last two members to the above sections if it does not inconvenience
anything .

. _ Yoürs ver5 trûlÿ,

TIIEODORE COOPER.
August 9, 1904. -

TIIEO . COOPER,

Consulting Engineer,
New York, N.Y.

DEAR SIR,-I have your kind letter of August 6 in reference to increase of section
of members ` T L O O 0 0 0 and T B O 0 0 O O' for combination of stresses due
to dead load plus 1j live-load plus wind.

I will gladly comply with your request and will also apply the same combination to
all other members to satisfy myself that the unit stresses are in proportion not higher
than those on the two above mentioned members .

Yours respectfully,

P. L. SZLAPKA .

The propriety of the selected stresses is discussed in Appendix No . 18 .

HENRY HOLGATE,
Chairman.

J. G. G. KERRY.
J. GALBRAITII .

APPENDIX No. 15 .

A DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESEAZtCHES
THAT HAVE BEEN MADE IN CONNECTION WITH THE BUILDING
OF THE QUEBEC BRIDGE AND DURING THIS INQUIRY .

The Phoenix Iron Company possesses the 'most powerful machine for compression
tests in existence ; unfortunately, some doubt exista as to the accuracy of the records
oblained from it . As a result of it series of tests made in 1897, the New York Depart-
ment of Buildings places its error in compression at 15 per cent in ' egeega ; in tension,
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however, its results seem to be in agreement with those obtained with other machines
on similar niaterial. in spiie of these doubts,_ however, this machino has been of in-
valuable service to the engineering profession .

In the evidence, Mr. David Reeves, the president of the Phoenix Bridge Company,
states that he had given orders ` that all the special tests advised by the consulting en-
gineer, Mr. Cooper, or by our own engineers, arising from the unusual size of the
bridge, be promptly and fully made,' so that from the outset the designers of the
Quebec bridge had at their disposal -both the equipment for making tests and the
authority to use that equipment .

The evidence shows that along . certain lines these facilities were by no means
neglected, and we are of opinion that had Mr. Cooper and Mr. Szlapka realized how
limited is our knowledge of the strength of compression members, they would have
made as much use of the testing machine for compression tests as they did in connec-
tion with the eye-bars .

The appliances and tackle that were so successfully used in the erection were
tested when necessary, and the only failure of which we have record was in the hook
that was lifting A-9-L in the Chaudièrevard .-

Som© of-the tests whici were msdë arc~ ns follôws :-Twb plates about 23" x 2j"
in section were tested in tension (see Exhibit 85), to determine the efficiency
of the connection between the two pins to be used at certain intersections . The plates
were tested with 12" pins and reinforced bearings ; the -records filed are rather meagre .
One plate dished at one pin be.arir,g when the stress amounted to 3 6,200 lbs. per square
inch, the test having continued without sign of'failure'to 26,000 lbs . per square inch .
In the test of the second plate the rivets began to work loose at a stress of 16,000 Ibs.
per square inch; the test was discontinued before failure, when a stress of 26,000 lbs .
was reached. -

An eye-bar, 16" x 1 j", was made into two by cutting and reheading . One half
was bent into a long `S,' the maximum deviations from the line between centres of
pin holes being about 3 j" and 4j" ; the length centre to contre of pin holes was about
17 feet. Theotherhalf-wns tested-to_destruction as a straight bar and failed under .a
stress of 57,990 lbs. per square inch ; 14-inch pins .were used. The bent half stood a
stress of 61,340 lbs . per square inch bofore it failed. The bends were made in the
plane perpendicular to the pins . The test was assumed to indicate the negligible
effect of waves and bends in tension members .
__ . Mr._Cooper having questioned the efficiency of the device for adjusting the posi-
tion of the suspended span on account of the friction between the pins and tb-, toggle
eye-bars, tests were made to determine the correctness of his opinion . The tests were
not conclusive, and Mr. Cooper decided that some entirely different device should be
used at the north end of the suspended span.

An important series of tests was made at Mr. Cooper's direction upon the deforma-
tion of eye-bars under strain . . The usual record of tests upon full-sized eye-bars will
be found in Exhibit No . 86 ; 78 tests in all were made. Squares were scribed on
the heads of a number of these, and observations were made both of the flow
of the _raetal_ .near- .the ._oye_ and of the deformation at the pin-bearing. - This -study-
has been fully described by Mr . Cooper in his paper entitled `Now facts about eye-
bars,' presented at the meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers, March
21, 1906 . The shapes of the eye-bar heads after the tests are fully shown in Exhibit
104. •

Alterations were made in the dimensions of the eye-bar beada as a result of these
tests and the set at the pin-bearing was allowed for in the camber diagrams. The
above were all of the special tests made in connection with the design of the bridge .

After the collapse of the bridge the Phoenix Bridge Company, at its own cost and
on its own initiativ 0, built and tested the chord shown on Drawing No. 22. This
model chord had, as far as-possible, the same relative dimensions as the No. 9 cbords
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of the Quebec bridge and yet was small enough to be broken in the Phoenix Iron Com-
pany's testing machine. The test was made on November 21 and 22, 4907, and was
under the general direction of Professor W. H. Burr. By the courtesy of the Phoenix
Bridge Company we are able to give the text of Professor Burr's report :-

New Yoeg, December 23, 1907.
Mr. D.+vm REEVES, President ,

The Phoenix Bridge Company,
Philadelphia, Pa .

DEAR Sia,-In accordance with your instructions a model chord section was built
to a linear scale of one-third of the lower chord section 9 of the anchor arm truss of
the Quebec Bridge and was tested to destruction, bïidër my direction and supervision,
at the shops of the Phoenix Bridge Company at Phcenixville on_ November 21st and
22nd of the current year . The purpose of this test was to secure all -possible infor-
mation regarding the circumstances and method or other features of the failure of
that chord which could be disclosed by the teat of the model column in question .

This chord section was built of four ribs 64 inches deep, with 4 in. x 3 in . x I in .
double angle latticing. Its area of cross section was 780 sq. in .

All the linear dimensions of the model were exactly one-third of those of the full
size chord section, making the area of cross section (86 .526 sq. ins.) one-ninth of that
of the full size member and thé volume of metal, with the exception about to be noted,
one-twenty-seventh of the original member. . This exception arises from the fact that
the-actual chord-member as-builti--â7-ft .30s in :-in-length; had a heavy chord joint in it
10 ft. .6 in ., a little more than twice the depth, from one end . Furthermore, the full
size chords were bored for 12-inch pins, and pins of the same diameter were used for the
end bearings of the model chord section . It is manifestly impossible to reproduce in

-a test precisely the conditions existir,g in the structure at the time of its failure, but
it is believed that the end conditions employed in the test and the accurate reproduc-
tion by scale of the main dimensions and nearly all the dimensions of the details in
the model enable the nearest a pproach to the actual con:litions of the structure to be
sc(~ure . It ië béliéréd t~ai these ünnvôidnblé ând sûor (c inaic départiiiés from thw
actual conditions of the chord member did not sensibly affect the conditions of failure
in the testing machine or the ultimate load carried by the model .

The blue print plans accompanying this rerqrt show both the working drawings of
the original chord members 8 and 9, including !t ..3 joint mentioned above, and those of
the model chord precisely as it was built as well as in its condition after test, the latter
plan having_been made from accurate measurements of the failed member immedia-
tely after its removal from the testing machine. The blue prints of he model show
the four webs ôf _the .original chôrd accürately reprodpcéd bÿ ëëâle, mëki ~g tli~ dèpth
18A in . and the length 19 ft . - As the plans of both the actual éhord and the model
show every main and detailed dimension it is not necessary to ret .,eat them here. It

should be .stated, however, that each of the two interior ribs were composed of one
18-inch xA-ineh plate, one 18-inch xJ-in^ta plate, two 164-inch xA-inch-sido plates,
and two 21b-inch x 11-inch xA-ineh angies ; and that the two exterior ribs were each
composed of one 18-inch x .A-inch plate, two 18-inch x 1-inch plates, one 12$-inch x
A-ineh side plate, and two 211-inch x 2-inch xA-inch angles. The lattioirg was a double
oblique system of lit-inch x 1-inch x d-inch angles, with 1A-inch x 1-inch x b-inch
éYossiiig angles at the panel points of the former -- at right angles to
the axis of the mcrnbr,r . All of these lattice angles, had two A-inch
rivets at the ends of each with a single rivet at each crossing of the interior flange
angles of rims, as clearly shown on the plans . The linear scale of one-third of the
actual dimensions required the rivets used to be 1-inch, -&-inch and A-inch in
diameter, also as shown on the plans, the A-inch rivets being turned down from an
original diameter of A of an inch. Similarly the 211-iüeh x 2-inch and the 2H-inch
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x 11-inch rib flange angles were planed down from 3-inch x 2-inch x A-inch piecea .
The lacing angles were also plane3 from 1i-inch x 11}-inch x,*-inch and A-inch angle
to the dimensions given above. All rivet holes were drilled .

The method of construction of the model was such as to leave it in true and

accurate condition . The web plates were laid off by wood templet, except the pin
plate holes, and drilled while the pin plates- were drilled from iron templates. The

pin plates were then used as templates for the drilled holes at the ends of the web`'
plates . One web plate for each rib thus drilled was used as a drilling template for the_
other plates of the same rib, the blank plates being bolted to the drilled plate for this

purpose. In the sanie manner the blank flange angles were bolted to the drill webs
and drilled from the latter as a templat . Rivet holes required for lattice angles were
drilled from iron templets, but the batten plates first drilled were used for drilling
templets after the chord was completely assembled, After the component parts of the
ribs were drilled they were taken apart, cleaned, painted and bolted together for

riveting. The latter was done both in web and lattice angles with pneumatic hammers .

The lattice bars were drilled like the other parts of the model. After the riveting
was completed the pin holes were bored and subsequently the ends were faced to proper

dimensions in a rotary planer. All the metal used for the main parts of the model
column was medium steel, but soft steel was used for rivets . The steel plates were
furnished by the Lukens Iron and Steel Company, of Coatesville, Pennsylvania ; but
the angles were supplied and rolled by the Phoenix Iron Company, of Phceniaville,

Pennsylvania . The rivets were purchased in Philadelphia .
-- - In a-rder that- the- character- of the metal- employed- might-be-completely-detcr-- ---
mined, tensile tests were made of both plates and angles and shearing tests of both
the A-inch rivets used in the model and 1-inch rivets used in the full size chord .

The following tabular statements show the results of all these tests and of repre-
sentative specimen tests of the metal used in the chord member 9 as actually built,
together with chemical analyses exhibiting the main elements of i nterest in such

structural material :-

- - TF.;fSILE TESTS OF PLATES AND ANGLEA.-

li-tx . X l J - 11T. S J -IN. ANOLES

. POUN0.9 PER SQ . IN.

Date.

Nor- 6 . . . . . . . . . .
10 6 . . . . . . . . . . .

.1 6 . . . . . . . .. . . . .
6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6 . . . . . . . . . . .

Heat
No. or
Size.

1402
1402
1402
1402
1402

3-IN . 7C 2-IN . x Iâ-IN . ANOLEB.

Nov. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
. . 6 . . . . . . . . . .

.I

1,402
1,402

E1as. Lim .

52,520
60,000
51,900
50,340
50,360

42,300
41,780

Ultimate.

65,660
63,460
62,600
61,300
65,70 0

63,040
62,100

PER CR\T.

StrenFth
in 8-m .

27'0
23'0
27'5
'l1'0
20'6

31'25
32'0

Reduction .

65'6
57'7
69'6
ül'4
43'2

Fracture .

`61'3 Silky .
64'0

&IN. PLATES : TEST SPECIMENS 1'045 INCH WIDE .

Oct. '49 . . . . . . . . . . . . 13673 - 38,270 6.5,420 29'0 68'1'
18Gî6 ( 37,350 64,200 I 30'0 ( 5.31

29 . . . . . . . . I I

161^-vol . i-8
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Nov. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 . . . . . . . . . . .
1 . . . . . . . . . .

I LATES OF CHORD .11 F.JIBER 9 AS BUILT.

38,810
40,810
42,000
40,780

60,680
61,440
67,500
66,640

28'6 63•0
25•6 61'4
23•0 60'6
21•6 I 49•0

ANGLES OF CHORD MEMBER AS BUILT .

Silky cup.
ang.

onF .

Sept. U. . . . . . . . . . . 3!1 x

8

38,000 61,900 27'0 62 6 Silky cu p14 . . . . . . . . . . .
14

8 x$ x

8

7,120 3,920 9'0 0'F~
.

°. . . . . . . . .
14

8 x 6 x
~

39,4 60 62,300 30'0 4 7 . 1
. R x 8 x 38,890 61,300 32•5 49• 230 . . . . . . . . . . .

Nov . 18 . . . . . . . . . . .
4 x 3 x
4 x 3 x~

41,730
42,710

6T,64 0
64,860

29' G
27'0

0•2 4
0'27

~ ang .

SHEAR TISI'S OF RIVETS, NOV., 190'.

Sire of Rivets . Ultimate resiet. in lbs. Per tqua re inch .I Average.

-- - ------I ~i- -- ---
~ J in . diau~eter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
!in. II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Car .

-- ---- - ------ -------- ----- ---° -- --- - ----

59• 7 00
60'420

58 '200 .
50'875

CHEMICAL ANALYSES.

1 1 •m. x 1 i -in . x j •in. angles . . . . . . . .
?,-in. platea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 x plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641 x itldatea . :r: . :ï: :- : ..-: . . : . : .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8 x 3j x}j anglea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . : : : : : : I

16
'21
23
1 7

- -•17- -
.26.N

16
16

'17
17
18
19

Phos.

•038
•016
•02b
01

-01-
007
007
041
041
'032
052
'036•0û,

Bian .

•61
•ao
•42
'46
4g-
.~
.~
.36
•36
.29
.~
u.
il

Sill.

'037
~

02•1

The specimen tests of the plates and angles used in the actual chords were selected
by me out of a large e-number so . as to . give-a -reasonablu and- comprehensive view of -
all and they are fairly representative. It will be observed that the usual effect of
rolling thin metal necessarily finishing at a lower temperature than that in the heavier
sections is apparent in the high elastic limits of 11-inch x 1}-inch x}-inch angles .
The same offect, but to a small degree only, is probably discoverable in the A-inch
and J-inch angles . This marked effect in the lattice angles of the model column has
a distinct bearing upon the final results of the test . A similar general observation,
and to a marked degree, applies to the higher unit shearing values of the tfi-inch
rivets as compared with those of the 1-inch riveta of the full aise member .

After plaeing the model column in,the machine and under a load producing a
stress of 19,000 lbe, per square inch it was thought that a buckling or bulging of the
web plates was discovered to the extent of '034 inch near the west end of the north
rib, but this was-found not to increase under further loading . Although measurements

---i ----- --- -------
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of this particular feature were not made before placing the column in the testing
mach'no, co .itinued observations aubszquont to the first indicate I think conclusively
that this tiarticulur deformation existed in the colu ►mi Lofore loading, and hence that
it had no elTcet upon the ultimate failure of the column, or in other words, that it
was an unavoidable result of the rocesses employed in the manufacture of the
column and was not n true buckli ► of the plates tinder loading.

The column was accurately pin in the machine with four fine wires stretched
throughout its length in the geu al plane - of the upper flanges and with two
similarly placed in relation to the dower flanges . These fine wires stretched with
constant weights enabled any vertical or horizontal deflections of the tops of the four
ribs and the bottoms of the two exterior ribs to be measured by the aid of finelf
graduated steel scales . Furthermore, longitudinal timber scantlings on the two centre
lines of the exterior ribs, carrying steel scales at their ends, were' used to measure
the shortening of the column under loading for 16 feet of its length to %28 of an
inch . While these methods of measurements were not so refined as it might be
desirable to adopt in an extended series- of tests of this nature, they answered well
the purposes of this particular investigation, which was not intended so much to
determine with refined accuracy all the deformations produced in the test as to dis-
cover the main features and methods or other circumstances of failure, so far as
possible, which attended the collapse of the full size chord section .

I'rick punch marks were made in the heads of the rivets of the lattice bars
throughout the length of the upper side of the column as it lay in the testing mnchine,
and the distances between these marked were accurately measured at all stages of th e

__teet_upto_failurein._or(ler_t4-esçertai - the -condition of stress in the lattiëefçngles
under the progressive loading to which the column was subjeeted . Further ►nore, these
bars were tapped with a hammer at the same time in order to secure further infor-
mation as to their condition of stress as the tone of the resulting sounds might give .

The progressive loading was applied in stages of 3,000 lbs . per square inch of
cross section of column, beginning with an initial loading of that value . At-the en

d of every other stage of each loading, the column was relieved of stress in order to
make observations in that condition. This programme was adhered to up to a stress
of 21,000 lbs . per square inch, when the next increment was made 1,500 lbs. per square
-inch,âftér whicli-tl•.c colûmn ~Wa_s-fréeTôf-lôadï Thé rem~ining prngranrmë ôf lôadirig
is shown on the blue print plan showing the effect of the test on the column which
will be discussed in full below .

After the application of each 3,000 lbs ., or finally 1 ,500 lbs ., increment of loading
and upon each removal of loading an accurate series of measurements for shortening
of the column, for horizontal and vertical deflections at the various panel points of the
latticing and for the stretching or shortening of the latticing angles were made . The
results of these measurements are shown on the blue print plan showing the effect of
test and largely in the tabular statement on that blue print headed 'Changes in
ChordLengths_Accortiing_te_1.Qacl ►ng'__The__only exception tothis atAt mentisthe_-
fact that the measured deflections of the columns are not given . As the deflections
were small the methods of measuring them were not altogether conclusiv as to their
amounts or as to their actual existence in some cases .- At 9,000 lbs . per square inch,
for instance, three ribs showed an apparent upward deflection of 41 in h at and in
the vicinity of the centre of the column. This deflection did nb appe to increase
until the, stress reached 18,000 lbs . per square inch, and then only o an amount less
than ~s inch with doubt as to the accuraés of the measurement . No apparent increase
of deflection was found again until a stress of 24,000 lbs . per square inch was reached,
when the deflection of the four ribs appears .to be 4% inch, is inch, A inch and I inch,

respectively, at centre. On removal of the load this deflection disappeared entirely
except for is inch in one interior rib and the @nme amount in one exterior rib, both
being upward. There was no subsequent opportunity to make further deflection

--measurements .
154-vol . i-81
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Under a stress of 12,000 lbs . per square inch one rivet in n lattice angle at the

second centre intersection from the west end of the column was found loose, but toward
the end of the test it appeared to become kss so, the conditions of the centre ribs
probably becoming such as to give it less opportunity for small motion . Up to the
final loading all other rivets appecred to remain in good condition although they were
frequently tested with a light hammer .

Actual testing of the column with the application of the first loading began at
about two o'clock in the afternoon of November 21, of the current year, and it was
continued without interruption in the manner set forth in the preceding statements
to 11 p .m . of the same day. At that time a load of 25,000 lbs . per square inch was
reached for a very short time in the endeavour to attain a stress of 25, 600 lbs . per
square inch . This endeavour, however, was unsuccessful in consequence of the leaking
of a pump valve (subsequently repaired) to such an extent as to render it impossible
to secure the desired pressure in the cylinder of the testing machine .

After having attained the above loading of 2 5,000 lbs . per square inch the
programme of the tes t was interrupted until 10 n .m . of November 22 .

At that time instructions w ere given to load the column to 26,500 lbs . per square
inch, but inadvertence in signalling to attendants at the pump caused the load to reach
26,850 lbs . per square inch, at which stress the member suddenly failed . This failure
was attende l by a quick sharp report, and it occu rred so suddenly that three observers
who were closely watching the column at the time could not discover any sequence in
the yie lding of the details of the column ; the occurrence was so sudden that all failures
of details appeared to be absolutely simultaneous .

As ide from the raisi ng of_sçale onth© -pin platoa -immediatçlyin_front-of-the
12-inch pins, the collapse of the column consisted in the failure by shearing of the
majority of the lattice rivets at the central panel of latticing and of a cm,siderable
number of other rivets throughout the length of the column in both flanges, ?oading
to the permanent ben d ing to reversed curvature of the four ribs at the same central
vicinity accompanied by the violent bending or distortion of the lattice angles and
some small diahing of the rib web plates, all as shown on the accompanying blue print .
The ribs were all slightly bent immediately beyond the supporting influence of the
battens at. éach end .

-- --- ---------- iérënro cr.•r~vin féatnrés ôi <h~s ractic ap y instantaneous failure of the column
which are highly significant. As indicated in the preceding statements, there were no
permanent strains or distortions of any kind discovered or apparently discoverable
up to the loading producing failure . This observation is certainly true of every part
of the column except the sh -inch lattice rivets . If suitable apparatus for refined
measurements could have been applied to them some b : ;ar distortion might have been
observed prior to the final loading . Observations made on the latticed angles showed
no permanent stretching or compression of those members prior to failure. The
phenomenally high elastic limit of the metal in 'hem shown~ the test results in the--

- tabularstâtément and already remarked upon indicates that-tl:ey-would have exhibited
no marked permanent distortion much short of ultimate resistance either as tension
or compression members . In point of fact all the circumstances of the test indicated
that no main part of the column was stressed no to its elastic limit ; in other words,
that the entire loading was insufficient to develop more than a part of the elastic
resistance of the column as a whole, and that if the latticing details had been stronger
the column would have carried a greater .load before collapsing. The instantaneous
failure was clearly due to the fact that the main parts of the column were subject to
elastic stre,;Iz only.

Although it is impossible to corelate accurately the results of this column test
with the stress conditions in the actual, chord section at the inst^nt of failure, in
consequence of the higher elastic qualities of the relatively thin m 3 tal in the model
column which has already been commented upon and the presumably greater care
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which is ùsually bestowed upon the manufacture of a model member, an approximation

of some value may perhaps be made .
The friction of a hydraulic testing machine is known to be considerablc, but

without recent calibration its amount cannot be confidently staied . The friction of
the machine at the Phoenix Bridge Company's works w»2 dclermined some ten or

twelve years ago by G. Henning as 17 1 per cent of the total load on the piston as

indicated by the mercury gauge, anC this may be accepted provisionally until a further

calibration can be made. If this percenta^,e deduction t's made from 28,800 lbs . per

square inch, the apparent stress at which the column failed, it will make the com-

pressive stress in the metal 22,110 11s . per square inch . The shear tests of the A-inch

and 1-inch rivets make the average of the latter but 86 per cent of the former . Hence,

if the ultimate shearing resistance of the A-inch rivets had been the same as that of
the 1-inrh rivets, the stress-on the column producing the failure of the latticing rivets -

would have been but 19,0141bs . per square inch of the column : Just what value should

be given to the possibly higher excellence of manufacture of the model over that of the
full size column is of course not determinable . It may or may not have sensible value .

It is to be noted, however, that after making such allowance as is practicable for the
friction aRd the increased resistance of the smaller rivets there is reached an intensity
of stress nearly identical with that which existed in the actual chord section at the
time of this failure .

It should be carefully observed that the radius of gyration of the normal section
of the model column about an axis at right angles to the webs and through their

centres, i .e. parallel to the axis of each pin, is 5•43 and 6•62 inch about a central axis

parallel to the webs . Hence, as the column lay in the testing machine, the ratio of its
length divided by the horizontal radius of gyration is 35, while the ratio of the same

length averthe-vertical radius o f gyration is 42 . The column failed, therefore, in the

plane of the greatest radius of gyration . ~urthérmhrë, its f6ilurë wnë wholly in a
horizontal plane, there being no sensible vertical deflection of the failed column .

The length of the column was such as to place it practically at the limit between
short and long columns, as the nrdinary column formula:, such as the much used
Gordon's and ` straight line,' are properly applicable when the ratio of length over
radius of gyration has values greater than about 40 or possibly a little more . Inns-

much as the ultimate carrying capacity per square inch of section increases as the
length of column decreases and as this model column was comparatively short, the
Tnthcmg réquiréd-tô dévelep its-full-load carrying -power - should -be ro'.atively_heavy__

rather than light.
Very truly yours ,

WM . H. BURR ,
Cona . Engineer .

The commissioners were invited to be present and to assist at this test, and the
Department of Railways and Canals was represented at it by Mr . C. C. Schneider.

The shépe of the model chord of ter the test was finished is shown on drawing No . 21,

which has been prepared from the blue prints refôrréd to by Prof . Burr:- The -

accompanying photographs (Nos . 1 and 2) show the details of the failure very clearly .

The commission has thé following comments to make concerning this test :

1. There was little or no indication of failure up to the instant at which it

occurred . Failure took place with explosive violence, by the shearing of the outer

rivets of the latticing.
2 . Messrs . Schneider, Deans and Szlapka were closely watching the chord when the

unexpected failure occurred. No one of these engineers could say what connection

or detail was the firet to give way.

3 . It was noted that the surface sealed at only three outside pin bearings
.
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4. The cross lattice bars showed little sign of stress, rivets being sheared only in
those bounding the central bay. Theoretically, under n racking stress in the column,
these bars would not conie into pla y, the diagonals only being strained, one set in
tension and the other set in compression .

5 . The failure of the riveting was systemâtic . In each lattice bay one diagonal
connection failed in tension and the other in compres3ion ; and usually both failures
occurred at the side of the bay farthest from the nearer end of the column . It will
be noted from the photographs that both on top and bottom the diagonals in the centre
bay failed in the opposite manner to that A the corresponding diagonals in all the
other bays.

6 . The efficiency of the central corrwction plate in the bottom latticing is well
shown by the photographs .

7 . Some of the lattice rivets were cut out and found to be partially sheared and
there were some slight indications that they had been sheared first on one side and then
on the other, indicating a reversal of stress in the lattices . That such a reversal would
instantly follow the failure of the latticing in the central panel is apparent from the
curvature of the chord on one side of the central panel being opposite to that on the
other side.

8 . Subsequent investigation has shown that the method adopted for testing the
working of the lattice bars was unaatisfactory. It consisted of ineasurements between
centre punch marks on the rivet heads and did not include the effect of rivet shear .

In our opinion the load was more evenly and centrally applied in this test than
it would be in the case of a chord in ordinary service . In other words under working
conditions the failure of the latticing of this model chord would have taken place
under a smaller stress.

-- - -This is -the more probable since, as-Prof. Burr points out, the model chord was
superior to the bridge chord in both material and workmanship . The difference in
material is well shown by the test records included in Prof. Burr's report .

On November 26 some tests on rivet shear were made by the Phoenix Bridge Coin-
pany, the results being given on Drawing No . 26 . The results of these teats, i.ogether
with those given by Prof . Burr, showed that the rivets used in the bridge woul~} develop
an i ltimate strength of slightly over 50,000 lbs . per sq . inch, and also that tw; rivets
maintained without failure their ultimate strength, even though partially sheared .

On Junuary 14-some turthcr-tests-wero--made-by-the-Plioenix-Bridge Company
which gave similar results . These reaults are given on Drawing No . 23. A movement
of Yk to .i-inch apparently took place befor- actual failure.

This rivet shear offered a reasonable explanation of part of the change in the
lengths of the diagonal lattice bars which must have accompanied the distortions of
the chords in the bridge which were measured on August 27, 1 907. The inspectors
had indeed carefully examined the chords and the lattices and reported no evidence
of failure, but this rivet shear might easily have escaped their observation ; it is
noteworthy that no one of the engineers assembled to watch the test of the model
chord on--INTovember-41-thought-of-it,-aitd they-completelyfailed-ta detect-suëh action
no to-t ië moment-of fnilurë, sltliôugh wôrk'► ng under the most favourable conditions.
A change in length in addition to the above seemed to be due to the reduced section
at the centre of one of each pair of diagonal lattice bars .

In December the commission ordered the construction of test chord No .- 2 for the
purpose of determining the strength of the webs of the design used in the Quebec
bridge. The dimensions of this chord are given in Drawing No. 23. It had a section
half that of test chord No . 1 ; the number of rivets in the lattice connections was
doubled, the section of the lattice bars was increased 50of and the weak points at
their centres were strengthened by the use of connection plates . The webs were of
the same section as the outer webs of test chord No . 1 . Material from the same heats
was used in the manufacture of the two test chords .
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This chord was tested at Phaenixvillo on January 18, the observations made during
the test and the shape of the chord after failure being'shown on Drawing No . 24

and on photographs Nos . 3 and 4 .
It will be noted that this chord failc<l under a stress of 37,000 lbs . per sq. in . by

the buckling of the webs in the centre bay, the latticing being sufficiently strong to

fully develop the strength of the webs
. The nominal strength of the column (the

record has to be corrected for an unknown machine error) was slightly less than the

elastic limit of the metal in the webs. (See record in Professor Burr's report . )

In this test the column seems to have been loaded evenly and centrally, since the

latticing was A seriously stressed :

The folloiw►ng notes conoerning this test are of interes t

(1)
There was some reason to think that chord A-U-L might have been bent

sharply at the edge of the cover plate previous to failure. The inclination of its webs

to the centre line on August 27 was very marked near the 8-9 joint . ($ee Drawing

No. 28) . A series of straight edge measurements (see Drawing No . 24) was made

during the test of model chord No
. 2,to determine whether any angle developed

at the edge of the cover plate as the pressure increased, but no such movement was

detected.
(2) During the test the yielding of the lattice rivets was observed by means of

match marks upon the lattices and ribs
. The results noted are given on drawing No .

24
. They indicate that the pressure was centrally applied and that the lattice bars

were not seriously stressed when these observations were taken
. Towards the end of

the test the lattice bars in the end panels were distinctly bowed upwards owing

probably to the compression of the webs .

(3) Scaling at the . pin bearings was observed as shown on Drawing No . 24, but

this was about-the same at all four- surfaces _at-the bearings and_did not indicate that
there was any racking strain on the chord.

(4) The dishing of the webs during the test is shown ori Drawing No . 24 .

(5) It will be noted from the measurements on Drawing No
. 24 that there were

practically no horizontal or vertical movements of the chord webs with reference to

the chord ends to . which the reference wires were attached.

On January 20, the Commission made three tests .on full size lattice bars of the

chord No . 9 design, the particulars of which are given on Drawing No . 27 . The tests

_werc_ made in the laboratory of Messrs . Win . Sellers & Company, Philadelphia, an d

the results obtained under the skilfûl hân~lling a€ 31iF. -Backstrom-may--be-aceepted-

without question .
The purpose of these tests was to determine the strength of the lattice bars and

the amount of yielding of the various parts of the length as the tension increased .- __

It will be noted that in each case failure took place at the centre of the lattic e

bar andthe following table is of interes t

:tESUL'15 OF LATTICE AND RIVET TESTS.
----

-

- -- -
- ~
_ - __ l - ----

8 short- seotions of .a-teate on 2i-in ny on
.

2_ tests on ^1 m rr v
minRle shéa Ft

- tests upon- 21-in .
rivets in douhl e3 full size bars teu b

ed b~Vm. S~I •Z
full siu~d bare teap eta in single Ahea r

,~ by the Phoenix tnade by the Phce•
e a i n
made by the Phæ

C
ahear, m uio by the
Phoenix BridgeCo

Co. on Jan.IerA
20th, 1908.

Bridge Co. on Jan . nix Bridge Co. on
21st, 1308. Nov. 26th 1907.

o. o nnix Br~dR e
Jany . 14th,1908.

.
Nov. 1907 .

Ultimateload inlbs. Ultimate load in 1baJUltimate load in lbs . Ultimate load in lbs . ltimate load in Iba .

60,100 61,100 63,000 62, 500 121,000

69,800 62,000 63,000 63,100 122,000

69,600 60,700 63.800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 123,80 0

64,700
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It will be noted from the above that the riveting was suf8ciently strong to
develop the full strength of the cut lattice bar and by reference to Drawing No . 27
it will be seen that yielding took place simultaneously in the rivet connections and in
the reduced section at the centre of the bar .

As the first test chord failed by shearing of the rivet connections and as no indica-
tions of failure at the centre of the lattice bars were noticed, the result of the tests
on the full sise lattice bars was unexpected.

A series of tests on the lattice bars of test chord No. 1 was made by direction of
the commission on January 23rd. The small testing machine belonging to the
Phoenix Iron Company was used, but as this was not well equipped for the .work, the
results are pot wholly satisfactory.

The observations which are given on Drawing No . 25, show that up to the moment
of failure there was little yielding either of the rivets or of the reduced centra' portion,
and that the failure took place in each case by rivet shear . The results of the speci-
men tests on the material for the angles are given in Prof . Burr's report.

The following table gives the results of testa upon the s's-in. rivets .

TESTS UN RIVETS .

A t Ph,enix v ille, Nocember, 1Wj .

2 Rivets in Double Shear.

Ultimate load in lbs.

16,000 -
15,600
16,000

Ultimste load in Ibo.

__- --7~~p- -

8,700

9,000

On January 31, the Commission made some tests at the laboratory of Messrs.Wm. Sellers and Company to determine the slips of rivets connecting parts under
compression, the form of the test pieces before and after testing being shown on draw---ingNo: 25.--The record of these-tests;-whizirig-not given élséwhoré,-is as-foows -

Il 1FI, e,

At Plxenixville, Jsu . 21st 1908.

Two Riveta in Single Shear.

C and D i' from and
. .--,~---- -` ~

i t

~
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TESTS No. 1874 .-JANUARY 21, 1908.

Loads.

0
6,000

1C,000
15 .000
20,000
25,000
30,000
3i,000
40,000
40,000
45,000
60,000
60 .000
63.000
59,200

0

Distance A .

Ins.

1'0069
10060
1'0018
10000
1'0000
•997i
•9940
•9820
93111
9390
• 891'l
82'18
•8030
'7090

'6271 i

Distance B .

Ins .

1 ' 700 6' 90
1'2623 6'90
1 '2612 6'90
1' 2.529 6 .90
1'2305 5 88
7'2a69 6'88
1'2301 616+
1'21i8 6'86+
1'1670 6'86+
l'1668 6'80+
1'0982 6'87
1'0090 6'84

9913 6'84
'81i0 5'80

Maximum load rcached .
•4106 I 6'46

Dirtance C .

Ins.

Distance D Rcmarks .

lus.

6104
6'01 !
6 .0

4 6'04
6'05
6'06
6 06
607 !
6'07 _i ---
6'07 After 10 w inutea rest.
6'08
6'09
6'09 After 10 minutes rest .
6'1t I beam starting to scale.

6 .31
3tructuro collsl*mg.

Motion of Blocks S and S'
S ="2U0 +
s'-°lw

TEST No. 1875.

Lasds.

0
6,000

10,000
16,000
20,000

~titill
35,000
40,000
40,000
4NO00
60,000
60,000
65,000
63,?000

Distance A .

Ins.

1 0018
1'0010
1'001 0

9991
'9991
9973

---
'9852
'9411
'941 1
•90~2
'836 )7
8318
6953

-6195 1 31 60

Distance B .

Ins.

l'1941
1'1941
1'1896
1'1830
1 1i97
1'1738

- 1-1G93
l'1628
V1004
11004

9569

"7647
Maximum

Distance C . Remarks.Distance 1) .

Ins. Ins.

6'98 6'96
6 93 6'96
6 9i 6'9G
6 .98 696
6•98 6'tK,
6'98 6'96
6'9$ 5 .96
6'98 6 96
6•96 96
6'96 6'96 After 10 minutes rest.
6'95 698

1 6•93 6-99
6•93 6'99 After 10 minutee reet.
6190 6'03 I heam scaling.

load reached . - Structure oollapsing.
I 5'52 I 6'28

'Motion of Blocks S and S'
5 =210"
S'=23U

.
'

Slwwaurementa C and D are on rough surfacee.
GUS E . BACKSTROM .
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TEST No. 1873 .

Load. Distance
A.

--I--

0
b,0x)
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35,000
40.000
45,000
45,000
45,000
50,000
50,000
65,000
57,600

1 0200
1 0~01
1 •o2r)6
1'1074
1'0150
1'0143
1 0097
1'000'L
0'0;30
0'9184
0''J130
0'913f
0•8390
0'$303

Distance
B.

1'2702

1'L176
1'1455
l'1455
11062.9
1'0430
0'&520

Remarks .

(12 mios . )
After 10 minutes sustained load .
After 15 minutes eustained load .
After 10 minutes sustained load .
Beam begins to scale.
Maximum load reached then falling off from dietortion of I beam .

Block slip 0•18" and 0'211" after completion of test.

It will be noted that under light loads the slip was much the same as in-tension
tests and that as the loading increased the web of the I beam and not the riveting
gave way .

These tests were made for the purpose of obtaining information to throw light
upon the fracture of chord A 9-L Quebec Bridge . The discussion of the failure of
this chord will be found in appendix No. 16 .

-HENnY II6LGATE; -
Chairman .

J. G. G. KERRY,
J . GALBRAITH .

APPENDIX No. 18 .

A DISCUSSION OF THE T1fE0RY OF BUILT-UP COMPRESSION MEMBERS .

This discussion will be confined to columns of which the cross section is rec-
tangular in outline and which are built up of two or more parallel webs with stiffening
angles, connected by lattice bars, tie plates, diaphragms, etc . In suc: colqmns the
parallel webs carry the load and the connections serve a subsidiary purpose. For
convenience the webs, considered apart from their connections, will he termed the
web system and the connections the lattice system . In many bridgea the continuous
cover plates of the top chord belong to both the web system and the lattice system,
inasmuch as they both carry load and serve as connections for the side plates .

In the design of the cross section the arrangement and dimensions of the web
system are first considered. Column formulas based on experiment are used fdr this
purpose. These formulas give the average unit stresses under which columns fail
in terms of lei-Ah and radius of gyration . This radius is taken ïn the plane
in which the column will probably fail by buckling or bending . A factor of safety . .
is used in the design and a suitable aiFi•angement of the cross section of the web
system adopted. The web system, in short, is designed from column formulas or the
plotted results of experiments from which these formulas are deduced .
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The design of the lattice system is quite a different matter . As a rule it depends

on the judgment of the engineer guidéd solely by experience. Iie finds little or _
nothing in scientific text books or periodicals to assist his judgment . Some lattice

formulas are in existence, but they are not generally known and their utility is more
or less doubtful owing to the uncertainty of the data and assumptions on which they

are founded . The unsatisfactory nature of tl. ;. column formulas upon which the
web system is designed is a matter of common knowledge among engineers, but the
column formulas may be considered to repreacnt exact science in compariso» with

the lattice formulas .
The lattice system performs two distinct functions . In the caae in which each

web of the web system carries its share of the load, that is to say when there is no
transfer of load in any part of the column from one web to another, the lattice system
simply acts as a side support to the web system and by means of it a long web is
divided up into a number of short columns ., The stresses thrown into the latticing

in this state cannot be computed . In this case the load on the column is parallel
to the axis but not necessarily coincident with it, and the curvature is assumed to be
negligible . When, however, the load is inclined to the axis of the column, the lattice
system has a different function . The angle of inclination may very from point to
point along the column owing to the curvature of tl e column . This curvature may

be duo to original bends or to the action of the load or to both combined . If the-
curvature is sufficiently small the variation of inclination due to it will be negligible.

There remains, however, the original inclination or obliquity which is due to the
method of application of the loads at the ends . of the colummn . If the eccentricity of

application is the same at each end and in the some plane with t'ne axio of the column,
there will be no obliquity other than that arising from the curvsiure of the webs

which may be negligible . if, however, the eccentricities at the opposite ends are
diffërënt ôr in-différént directions-the--obliquity may be-of-considerable amount . If

the. curvature of the column be negligible the obliquity arising from the eccentricity
will be the same at every point . This obliquity causes a transfer of load throughout
the whole length of the column from one web to another . This transfer of load is

accompanied by longitudinal shenring stresses in the lattice system . The obliquity

also causes transverse shearing stresses at every cross section of the column .
If the lattice system is considered to be sufficiently stiff the longitudinal shearing

forces can be derived from the transverse shearing forces by the ordinary processes
--of-statics--as-applied-to-elastie- Solidsrand- from-them_the_lnttiçe stresses and th e

lattice cross sections may be computed .

- If 0 is the angle between the direction of the column nxis and that of the load,
S the transverse shear and P the load ,

S=P sin ©
and since in practical cases 0 is small this may be written

S=P 0
if 0 be expressed in radians or as the ratio of the total eccentricity to the length

of the column.
This formula holds true also if the curvature of the column is great énoùgh to

require consideration . In such a case 0 varies along the column, and in computations
the column should be divided by cross-sections so close together that the difference in
0 at two neighbouring cross-sections may be disregarded .

So far the problem is comparatively easy-with the next step difficulties begin .

The-question now is,-what value of the obliquity shall be chosen in design ?

Since the obliquity depends upon inequality in the eccentricities at the ends,
the maximum difference must be decided upon for design . It would seem reasonable
to assûme for this purpose equal éccentricities in opposite directions so that if e be
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the assumca eccentricity at one end the maximum value of the obliquity will be
given by

62 j
e

I being the length of the column. Against this view, however, it may be urged that
the chances of the maximum value ever bsing reached are extremely small and that
therefore some smaller value should be chosen .

Evidently the strength of this objection depends upon the value assumed for the
eccentricity . The safe maximum value to be assumed for e depends upon the excel-
lence of the design both of the column and of the splices, on the accuracy of work-
manship, and on .the er.re and precision employed in the erection .

It,is impossible to estimate with accurncy the value of e imder any set of condi-
tions, but reasonable limits for its values will doubtless be learned from experience
and study. With bad work, and more especially bad fitting and weak splices at butt
joints, the value of e may be much greater than it need be under other conditions of
construction . In design, however, good workmanship and strong splices shoul , be
assumed. Theoretically the cross sections of the latticing should be designed so that
with the assumed eccentricity the lattice and the web systems will get their
ultimate safe stresses simultaneously. This condition will be satisfied if the unit
stress in the latticing has the same factor of safety as the maximum compressive
stress in the web scstem corresponding to the eccentricity .

Let P be the safe load, A the area of the cross-section p= ~, d the greatest

diameter of the cross-section in the plane of the latticing, r its radius of gyration
parallel to d, q the unit stress at the most compressed edge, e the eccentricity of the
load P, then

q=Pl 1+
e d

l
2

an equation which is gen/erally true only within the limit of elasticitc-and conse-
quently -

2r' q- p
e= d

P
2e 2 2r' q-p

e= t - i ct P

S_P g._P A 2 2
q-p

-

2 =A Ï 2 (q - P)

In design all the quantities in the above expressions for e, 0, and S are fixed
without difficulty with the exception of q, the extreme unit stress in the web system .
It is evident from the formula that S becomes zero when 4= p. Now the maximum
value of q for which the formula -

4=P( 1+ ~

holds, is in general, the elastic limit . Consequently as p approaches the elastic limit,
S approaches zero . Evidently, when p is equal to the elastic limit, the load must be
central and without obliquity since no part of it can be transferred from one web to
another without inducing stresses in the second web in excess of the elaatic limit .

The function of the latticing in such a case is Fitnply to stiffen the webs and,
as has already been said, the accompanying lattice stre~-,% cannot be comput,-d . The
condition necessary for a theoretical computation of the stresses in the latticing is
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that the difference between p and q be reasonably large . . Lattice formulas of coarse
fix a value of q in a fashion, but only testa and èxperience can determine whether
or not these give economical and safe results . Direct tests are difficult to apply and
unless great care is exercised, incorrect inferences . may be drawn from them. A

lattice column placed in a testing machine may iail it . the web system, but this is
no indication that the lattice system is strond enough for service in a similar column
when in use as a bridge member. It may be that the obliquity of the load was too
small to- develop the lattice zstrength . With a greater obliquity the column might
fail in the lattice system under `a much smaller load. In other words, the failure
of the webs is an indication that the full strength of the column has been nearly

developed. The failure of the latticing may not be such an indication . The full
strength of the column can be developed only by axial loading, and under such loading
comparatively weak Iatticing may serve to develop this strength . -

The full strength of the latticing can be developed only by oblique loading . The

col,mn strength in this case must be less than under axial loading .
The case of lower chord A 9 L Quebec bridge is an example of an insufficient

lattice system. The webs'bent and the lattices failed under a load only three-fourths

of the specified maximum worki :ig load.

DETERMINATION OF THE AREA OF A LATTICE BAR CROSS-SECTION .

The bar must be designed to take equal stresses in tension and compression . Let
P' represent the lattice stress, A' the tension Eection, A" the compression section q'
the unit stress in tension, q" that in compression . The unit stress q" must be CCm-

puted by a column formula .
Now P= kk S, where k is a coefficient which can be calculated from the known

arrangement and dimensions of the lattice and web system . This calculation will be

taken up later .
Thus

P'= A' q'=A" q"=k S -

kS 2 2 ? q-p
-A'=

q'
-=k A -l -a - q '

A„ k S
= k A

2 2>r q-P
= ---- -

q'~ l d q"
q' and q" in design should have at least the same factor of safety as q.

---- --------I> -mar-be more ronvenient_itim~n~ ëasea make A' represent the shearing area

of the rivets and q' the shearing unit stress . The net area of the latticè F>ârliëèlG&en
selected in this discussion because in the Quebec bridge it was weaker than the rivet
areas, the lattice bar section being 1•15 sq . ins . and the rivet area 1•80 square inches

(3 rivets) .
In the arrangement of the lattice system the free portions of the webs should have

a value of f less than that of the column asa whole .

LATT ICE FORMULAS.

In the foregoing discussion it has been shown that the :•e are two points with
regard to which there must be more or less doubt and in which no aid can be expected

from theory ; first, the stresses to which the latticing is -eacposed when the load is
axial and, second, the value to be assumed for the maximum unit stress in the web

system. -
The assulpption is made that a satis*actory solution of the second difficulty is

sufficient to provide for the first . All practical lattice formulas determine, in effect,

the vaine to be assigned to q . The same factor Of safety is used for q' and q" as for q .
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s•t r~~tz ,
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Ilne. •rr.priwcmted br the straig2it line frirmula kre iangemt ni thr• pr j int enrrrvt,nntlin!

tc, tire rtJue oi 1 in tluew~inn .

Mr . Szlnpl:a used t1u• rnlt in `Modm•n Tramed Struc.tnrr~: I~c nc+lec+lad F.a>il;inr•'s
Tnethndfnrmula and gave c' 1tfi velue fur flgnare hnarlnWs . Nc~. }invrcvar, mnrlificvl the

i ;r aesiTKe .e acmtral lnad itrsutad of a t3it~taï}mtetl Inad . Titis mndifinatiinn 'lipr3 Tau,

crffEUSt of màkïng the aaY+a of 11 e ]articr bar rne-he.2i of tl,at giwm },y the mntbcul

sngresta+d in ' M odrxn Frame.d fitruvtmcs '
Mr_ Srlspka finallc adngtc+d a}arpc+r txcep-snctânn than Iii-, mrq•hnd gkxo, tnd

mye vrhiah in l'jiF 7uâgm®t, ~as FufBmemt.
If lie lied testt+d the m•tIod fn> cw W onld have fminrl il cv.pablc nf irixir►fi arant

rauging -up Io ten t,imes tLe aras msspmtc+d br him, s rcemlt-vrhinà -wonld have st>hn*-n
tLe ind~nïtcmc~ of tlric mechta: ni. inïgbt, ni n-nrae, have cccr.rc te the er.nnlnfiinn

t~at a rnk; c.ali" c,f giring gtscü di$csmmt resa7ts vii-, talnoleqK .
in an article in `l;ng'inewmg: Sm trsnbm 3 '. , I At►7, Ti-vf«~-we 2'.etaThnft of t+lrnMt

rnirm~it? . ~tat~ that in i -,A3 le devOnpnd a latlfae f.~rmnla Whiclz lise ?«.n mm,, t-r
leims erte.n£ivel:c naeÀL n~àen tlix~ into tlw form of the ti7t+nrctit~al form» la y-i r-
R-iimstr gioem, the follmring result .~ a1r lrbt.ainnd.

--~r~i~zcr~t~3hr$ maïti;2~ the-Fa~m~icm-fr+r N-~,r--t}rr--t:~t ~ .- ~sf,

in>teSA of fi= his rnctàod gisr; Ê _ - cif ,
This c+hAnFe à%càné the t~silt nf a

tbc+nreix.ai f3odr in whirb be adoptM EulF.r'f {iauscid tune ac The probable Mrm ,f

e heat c*4mmn. ne, alsn rfP18es, q l'y ftâken from the cvhrmn formula f«r rc.~t~:ing

It is thus appaerat ~at filte ~ethods nf latticr mm~urt~►tian g3riehhare ter•n used in

practit+e, when thro:m into the form aàophE+d in this discrLssitIn, simpl,c as.i~t talut~

to the unknown 4, and in some cs°e_ multiplr the theoretitvrl ol.liquit;c bc the ffl.•tor

4 or s.
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The following is a resume of the lattice formulas discussed in this appendix :--

Theoretical Formulas .

2 r' q-p
e= ._a----P

2 e 2 2 r' q- p
0=-

1. l d p

S=PO=pA l 2ar
1

qpp

A
2

2 (q - p )

Q =k A
2

d 2r~ qA'=
k

S q, p

kS 2 2r} q-p
All = q;, = k A l d q. ,

q to be determined by judgment and not to exceed the elastic limit.
q' and q" to have the same factor of safety as q .

Formulas used in Practice .

Prandtl makes q the ultimate strength of the portion of the outer web between
neiglibouring lattice points and q' and q" the ultimate strength of the lattice bars
used. -

l:ngesser replaces q-p and q- p by 4--p respectively, using ultimate values.
q' q~ q

Ile also multiplies 9 by -2 i.e. makes 9 j 8

Prichard makes B constant= 01 5 .

'Modern Framed Stricturca' makes q = f of the working stress formuia--

f
p=f - c -I- or p =r 1+- . (

And also multiplies B by 2, i.e. makes g= 4 e

Szlapka modified the rule in `)liodern Framed Structures' by not using th e

multiplier 2 in the value of B, i .e . made 9= 21e

and also used the formul a

- f - -----,
P=

i+ c,(
-r

giving c' its largeatvalue, viz . :-36,000 .

Keelhoff makes q= f of the working stress formula p= f- c r

and also multiplies 0 bÿ 2
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Computation of k in formula P' = k S .

The method of making this compute+ion will be illustrated by a numerical
example.

For this purpose lower chord A 9-L Quebec bridge will be taken.
On the assumption that the latticing As sufficiently stiff to enable the webs to act

as a unit, the relation between the longitudinal shear S' in the length of one panel of
latticing and the transverse shear 8 at the end of the panel is given by the statical

formula 8'= S Î Q where z is the length of one lattice panel, Q the moment of area

about the central axis of the chord cross-section perpendicular to the lattice planes of
that portion of the web cross-section which lies outside the given plane of longitudinal.,
shear, and I the moment of inertia of the whole chord erose-seetion about the same

is .
Evidently maximuul S' corresponds to maximum Q which, in chord A 9-L, occurs

between the centre webs. The numerical values are Q = 6439. x= 72-75. I= 302640,
dimensions being given in inches .

Therefore S' =1 • 55 S between the centre webs. Similarly between the outside
web and the centre web Q = 5313, givi$ g

S'=1•28 S
In a lattice panel there are four bars arranged two and two as the diagonals of a
square of which the side is 54•36 inches, this being the distance between the axes of
the outside webs.

.
Therefore P' = 4 x\/2 =• 35 S'

P •35 x 1• 55 S= -54 S between the centre webs
and P'= •35 x 1•28 S= -45 S between an outside web and a centre web .

Thus the values of k are •54 and -45 .
From the design of the chord it is evident that the net area of the lattice bar is

governed by k=• 54, while the rivets connecting the bar to the outside web are deter-
mined by k = - 45 and those connecting the bar with the inside web by the difference
of these values, which is -09 . That is to say, if 5 rivets were necessary to connect the
bar to the outer web, only one would be required for the connection with the inner
web .

Transverse shears and bending moments exist in the_yvebs duo to the transverse
shear S on the cross-section of the chord .

The max imum tr ansverse shea r in the outer web occurs in the space between two

consecutive panels of latticing. It is equal to 1 5436 -Z-X- -
2fi5

-X1-28 8=-2

x•747 x 1•28 S= •48 S, if the small bending moments in the webs due to the assumed
distribution of stress at the plane of se4ition be neglected ; the maximum shearing
stress on a centre web section is thus -02 8, the aum being •50 S, half the shearing
stress on the cross-section of the chord.

Thus 96per cent of the transverse shear is carried by the outer webs and only
4 per cent by the inner webs in the apace between the panels .

The difficulty of determining theoretically the vnlueg to be assigned to the

4-p~ q - p
quantities ~ q„ in the formulas

A'-k A

2 2

d~

q
q'pd

and A"--k A-l d~ qq„p

154-vol . i-9
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has been pointed out. It will be of interest to rompare the solutions of this problem'
as given by the various methods thai ; have been described by means of a numerical
example and also to compare the cor :wponding lattice cross-sections .

For this purpose the web sye :em of lower chord A 9-L, Quebec bridge, will be
selected. It will be suffcient for the present purpose to consider the formula for the
tension section A .

In this chord, 1=684 inches, r=19-7 inches . d=67-6 inches. A=780 sq. in .
k=•54

Thus-
,

2 A'= -54x 780 x 684 x 2 -67
--6 7

=14 ~q p sq. ins.

q-P

q,
X

Prandtl : for outer web between lattice points 44; ultimate strength of

outer web say 48,000 - 210 x 44 = 88,760. -
Specified unit load on column p = 24,000 .
Tensile atrength of lattice bar q' = 60,000 .

., q- p_ 38760 -24000 14760 - 25

q' 60000 - 60000
d'=14x •25=3•50 sq. ins .

If the unit load for the column had been determined by the formula p=16000-10--r
=16000-70x34.7=13571, 70-we should have ha d

q - p _ 38760-13571 25189 42
q' 60000 :-- 60000

and A'= 14 x • 42=5•88 Eq. ins.
Engesser:-

q=q'=60000

p= 48000 - 210 Z= 48000 - 210 x 34 .7 = 40718
r

q- P 60000 - 40713 19287 = .32
q' 60000 60000

A'= 7r x 14 x• 32 = 7 .04 sq. ins.__ . _ _ ._ -2 - -- - --- _ -- ---- -
When this formula is used, the cross-section of the latticing does not vary with

the load .
Prichard +-

9= •01 5

Now theoretically 6=
l 2~ q- p

P
2 x 2x19•7' x q-P
684 67•5 p

=•0333 q- p
P

q - p • 0150
= 45

p 0383

q q'p =
q _P ~ _ '45 ~ __ '45 x 24000

.7f40000
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Assuming that 40000 in tension represents the same factor of safety as 24000 (in the
case of this column) in compression,

d'=14x Q
q

p =14x .27

=3•78 sp. ins .

since -jP- is constant for all factors of safety this result applies to all loads .

'Modern Framed Structures'.-

(1) Straight line formula .

q = 24000 p=24000 105X34-7=2035 6
q'= 30000

.

q -

q'

P _ 24000-20356

y

3644
= ,12

30000 30000

A'=2x14x
q'

= 28x •12=3 7 36 sq .

In this formula evidently q4,P is constant for all factors of safety and therefor e

for all loads.

(2) Rankine's formula .

q-P = f -P = d r )

q,

assuming p=24000, d=18000, *= 34 • 7, q' = 30000

q-p
q,

= 053 5

d'=2x14x q
q,

p =28x •0535=1•50 sq. ins .

if c' be made 36000 the values are

q-
p = 02 6 7 A'=.--75 sq . ins .

Evidently the same results will be given by all factors of safety i.e., for all loads.
Mr. Szlapka's method, if he had used the proper value of k, would have given

A'= •37 sq. ins. He assumed that the panels of latticing were square, whereas they
were oblong and the lattice bars were not diagonals .

In the actual design, however, he made A'= 1 • 15 sq. ins .
Eeelhoff L-

q-P f-P ^ 24000 -105x84•7 _ 24000-20356 _ 3644
^ - 12

qr q~ 30000 30000 30000

d'= ~ x14x q~

=1•57x14x •12=2•64 sq. ins . _

The value of q
q,

P will not be altered by using different factors of safety for p,

q and q' and therefore applies to all loads .

154-vol. i-91
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These results, arranged for comparison, are collected in the following table.

AUTHOR.

Prandtl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Rngesser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Prichard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

" Modern framed etructqres "

q-p

q
,

. 25

42

.27

'12

1 5

Keelhoff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' l2

A'

Sq. in .

3'50

6'88

7'04

3'7g

3'36

l'50

'76

2'64

For p=24000 .

Forp=1&571 from formula p=16000- 701
r

For all values of p.

1 1

For all values of p, etraight line formula .

For all values of p, Rankine's formula, é=18000 .

For all values of p, Rankine's formula, c'=36000 .

For all values of p.

The following list shows the value of 4p;' , in chord A 9-L adjusted by multiply-

2"
ing the original values by the factors and 2 where necessary, for use in the formula

a

Prandtl :

2 2 r2 q-p
A'=k A t d

Q-p- 25 p=24,000
q

p=13,571 from p=16,000-70r

Engesser : _' 50 - for all values of p
l'iichard: '27 1 1

Modern Framed Structures' ~ . '24 for a ll values of p straight line formula
'10M~ ~q for all values of p Rankine's formula

11 L '\I.hTI 11 11 .

Keelhoff : '19 for all values ofp

The practical formulae thus give'values for the net section of a lattice bar in

chord A 9-L ranging from •75 sq. ins. to 7•04 sq . ins.
The rule in 'Modern Framed St*nctures' is capable of giving values ranging

from • 75 sq. ins . up to 3 - 38 sq . ins.
The range of values is even more indefinite than the numerical values iraicate,

dependingas it does on the varying opinions regarding the values to be assigned to
the constants of the column formulas . .

It is evident that the number of rivets necessary to develop the values of the
larger sections given above woYld make the use of lattice bars impossible. Cover
plates and horizontal diaphragms would be required .

The value of j for the outer web in chord A 9-L is 44, and for the column as a
r

whole,-34•7 . This is not good design as the first value ought to be less than the
second. -
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The latticing between the centre webs is inefficient . Intermediate latticing should

have been used on tbese-weba. One of the bars between the oentre webs in every panel
on the upper face of the chord A. 9-1, has a net section of only 1•16 sq. ins . at the

centre and 1•5 sq. ins. for a length of about 4 inches, whereas between the centre web
and the outside web the section is .2•48 sq . ins .

The bending moments and shears in the webs, the bending moments in the
latticing and the compressive stresses in the latticing due to the load on the column
have not been considered in this discussion. The theory of the design of latticing has
been discussed on the aasumption that the curvature in the column under load is

negligible, as it ought to be.
When appreciable bending occurs, the total transverse shear is still given by the

formula S= P B . On the other hand, when the curvature of the axis of the column

varies from point to point, the longitudinal shear S' will not be as great in comparison

with S as if the -column remained straight, on account of part of the transverse shear
being balanced by the resistance to bending of the webs taken individually . Only

the difference between these actions is thrown into the latticing and represented by S' .

A method of dealing with the shears which in some respects is simpler than that
adopted might have been used . This simpler method is based on the assumption that
the small bending stresses at the ends of the webs in a panel of latticing, due to the
assumed unity of the column, may be neglected. In this case q will denote the

average unit stress in the outer web nnder_ eccentrië lôading and- net -the- extreme-

unit stress in this web . This method has indeed been partially applied in this

appendix . The results do not differ appreciably from those of the general metho d

adopted .
Failure of lower chord A 9-L .

In discussing this failure the original conditions-will be assumed to hold, that

is S'= - 64 S and - 45 S between the inner webs and,between the inner and outer webs

respectively. It is possible that these two values were closer together owing to the
working loose of the latticing between the inner webs. -

Assume P = the load at the time of failure = 14,000,000 lbs. and P' = 6 0,000 lbs .,

a load sufficient, aceording to experiments made at Philadelphia, to cause slow move-

ment and rivet slip,

then S = Lo
,

6

000
= 92,692-

NowS=P9

9= S =
92ô92

006 6
P 14~~,000 -

---d- - n r-tdér a- Ibâd- P=14,000,000 -pounds ; the ---_ -
Thus if the obliquity =• 0066-existe-

chord would gradually go to destruction .
The measurements made by Messrs . Birks, bicLuro and Kinloch on August 27th,

1907, show when averaged up for the four webs, a deflection of the chord as a whole

of If inches at the point between the second and third lattice panels from the south

end. Since no measurements were made to determine the position of the axis of the
chord from panel point to panel point it is impossible to state the real deflection of
the chord, and the only assumption which can be made is that it is represented by the

above amount.
It is not possible to state-why the maximum deflection tookplace at the point

mentioned. There may have been an original deflection ot small amount there, a
defect in workmanship or a local injury from the fall mentioned in Appendix No . 11.

The accompanying buckling of chords 8 R and 9 R cantilever arm, shows that
the failure itself was n t accidental, although it may have been localized by defects

or accident . The Philadelphia tests show that slip in the lattice system would have
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commenced with an obliquity less than one-half of that obtained above and it is
possiblo that the Srst movement was caused by a combined stress due to a small
initial obliquity and to the shortening of the chord under stress .

It is hardly necessary to note that, owing to the form taken by the chords, partial
failure in the lattice system must have preceded any failure in the web syatem .

If now it be assumed that the chord had an original deflection of 7} inch at the
place in question, the inclination of the aŸis of the chord in the first panel of latticing

will be found to be 1=•0026 which is greater than in any other panel . To make up

the required obliquity of •0066 it will therefore be necessary to assume that the
direction of the load ôriginally had an obliquity of •0066- .0026= •0040 to the axis.
This would be equivalent to 21 inches in the length of'the chord ; probably dne to an
eccentricity of' about +j . inch to the east at panel point 8-9 and 21 inches to -the west
at panel point 9-10.

From the discussion given in this appendix and from the results obtained in the
test of model chord No. 1, it is not difficult to see that failure was certain and close
at hand on August 27th . The evidence shows that the increase of obliquity which
created this danger condition took place between August 24th and August 27th .

On August 27th the curvature was such that the line of load which would give the
least maximum- obliquities in the chord had an eeeAntricity with regard to the centre
lino adopted for the measurements towards the x .st of 1 j inchés at panel point 8-9
and f inches to the east at panel point 9-10, equivalent to an inclination of •004 .
As this line of load gives minimum-lattice stresses we assume it, for the purposes of
this investigation, to be the true line of load . The inclination of the axis of the chord
in the first panel of latticing at the south end with reference to the same centre line
was about •016, thus making the obliquity of the line of load in this panel about
-016 - •004= •012 .

The question now occurs how was it possible that the chord could sustain an
obliquity of .•012 when an obliquity of •0066 -vas sufficient to strain the lattices to
the danger point4 •

If the chord had remained straight, an obliquity of •0066 x s~ _•0079 woul d
have caused immediate failure.

50000

In reply it may be said, as has already been pointed out, that the consideration
of the bending moments in the individual webs accompanying the bending of the
chord, the bending moments in the latticing, the compressive stresses in the latticing
due to the load on the columns &c ., &c ., has heretofore been omitted . Of these the
first appears to be the most important and its effect in aiding the lattice system may
be estimated as follows :-

Let M denote the increase in the bending moments of the outer web in the first
panel of latticing at the south end of the chord, 3I' the corresponding quantity for
the inner web ,

then 64•36 S'=69 S-2 (d[+M')
69S--2(at +df1)

54•3 6
the length of this panel being 69 inches .

Now the chord in the I-ngth of the first two panels of latticing, viz ., in 142 inches
has a central deflection of } inch . The radius at the middle point may thus be
computed approximately. The resulting value is r=10,000 ins. The true radius may
be less than this as the web was probably nearly straight next the cover plate with
increasing curvature towards the point of greatest deflection . It is even possible
that there was a point of contrafley •re near the edge of the cover plate . -
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Now

M h I _ 30,000,000 x 366 =1,098,000 inch pounds
r 10,000

E I' = 30,000,uou x z3a - - 717,000 inch poundsM' - "
r 10,000

From what has been said with reference to the change of curvature along the
length of the chord, it is net unreasonable to assume that the above bending momenta
represent approximately the increase of bending moment in the length of the first

panel of latticing i .e ., in 69 inches from south to north .

Thus
2(1If + 31') = 2(1,098,000 + 717,000) = 3,630,000

• s, _ 69 S - 3,630,000

436

Now
S=P 014,000,000 x •012=168,000

S', 69 x 168,000 - 3,630,000 =146,468

54•36

And P' = 14S' _ • 35 x 146,468 = 51,264 pds .

the obliquity' Thus on account of the resistance to bending of the individual webs ,

.012 will produce a stress in the lattice bars of about 51,264 pounds, whereas had the
webs remained straight, an obliquity of only •0079 would have destroyed the lattice

bars. No. 15 on lattice bars like
In the tension experiments described in Appendi

x those used in the Quebec bridge the breaking values of P' were 60,100, 59,800 an
d

59, 6 00 pounds .
In the above calculations the compressive stresses in the lattice bars due to the

compression of the chord as a whole have been neglected .
The above explanation of the failure of this chord under three-quarters of its

maximum working load contains assumptions which render it only tentative
. It

indicates the dangerous effects of even small obliquities and deflections on the safety

of a chord with weak latticing. It is quite probable that the obliquity was in great
measure due to movements at the field joint in panel 9-L, which was riveted up, and
at the field joint in panel 10-L which was being riveted up at the time of the collapse

.

In fact all the troubles in the lower chords of both anchor and cantilever arms which
developed after August 6, 1907, seem to be partly attributable to movement at the field

joints
. These movements were notioed' principally in the inner webs, which have

-'mmh less-horizontal-atiffnesa-than-the-outer w eba. These weba were intended to carry

the same unit loads as the outer webs, and yet at the field joint -a
small webe angles nsed n~o t

to the cover plates with only half as many rivets, th e

permitting more
. The outer webs with heavy angles and fairly effective latticing

seem to have stood up under the stresses--the small angles and inefficient splicing and
lattioing of the innerwebs allowed them to yield, thu =duitieal the intende

d

at the field joints and paneFpointa and giving opp o

tricities of loading
. Heavier angles on the centre webs under the cover plates, heavier

splicing and heavier- top and bottom cover plates would have added much to the

efficiency of the joints.
An important function of cover plates is that they maintain the webs or ribs at

their proper distances apart, but in erection, the bottom cover plate was taken off dur-
ing the riveting up of the joint, and was replaced by small angle bars which were
entirely too slight to perform the function of the cover plate . This is shown by the

fact thât a much'-greater movement was noticed at the bottom of the-centre webs than -

at the top .
See Drawings Nos, 26, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 . -
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TEST OF MODEL CHORD NO. 1 .

Made at Phcenixville by the Phcenix Bridge Company, November 21, 1907 .

This chord was essentially a model of chord A 9-L, Quebec bridge, between panel
points. It had, however, no field joint . Its dimensions were one-third of those of
chord A 9-L. (See Drawing No. 22.) It broke without warning under a load P=
2,322,600, lbs ., by the failure of the outside lattice rivets.

The ultimate shearing value of one rivet was 4000 lbs. The lattice angle was
connected with the web by two rivets .

From the foregoing formulas therefore
P' _ 8000

S_ - - 4b = 17,778 pounds. ~

e_ _S __ 17,778
- 0077

P 2,322,600
The obliquity of the load which caused the failure was thus -0077, subject to correc-
tion for error of calibration of the testing machine .

TEST OF MODEL CHORD NO . 2 .

Made at Phcenixville by the Royal Commission, January 18, 1908 .
The test of chord No. 1 showed that the lattice system was too light, but gave

no indication of the ultimate strength of the column if properly latticed . The
capacity of the Phoenix Iron Company's machine was not sufficient to permit a com-
plete test of this kind. In order, therefore, .to get results, a chord with only two webs
was constructed . The dimensions of the webs were one-third of those of the outer
webs of chord A 9-L- (See Drawing No. 23 . )

The lattice system, however, was made about twice the strength of that in Model
Chord No. 1 and the length of the model was only 11' - 41" c. to o . of pinholes . The
lattice bars were connected to the web by four rivets instead of two.

This chord fulfilled the expectations of the Commission and broke under a load
of 37,000 pounds per square inch by the yielding of the webs in the centre panel .

Fromwhat has been_ said is- svident that this experiment did not settle the_ _
question of the strength of the latticing . Stronger latticing might have been required
in good design . The proper inference is that the obliquity was too small to break the
latticing, ao that the full strength of the webs was nearly, if not quite, developea ~

Since the inside webs of the Quebec chords are less stiff than the outer webs, it
seems to be a fair inference that 87,000 lbs . per square inch is higher than the strength
of the Quebec chord would have been, even if properly latticed .

Some allowance also must be made for the higher-strength and-elastio -limit -of-
the small plates and angles used in these models as compared with those in the _
bridge.

There is doubt as to the correctness of the calibration of the testing machine, so
that the above figures are subject to correction . In the tests of both models, the
dishing of the webs_between the upper and lower lattice systems was small _ andon .l,q
et reful measurements rendered its existence apparent. -

See Drawings Nos. 21, 22, 23 and 24.
In concluding this appendix, some brief comment is necessary upon two points, viz :

(1) The use made by Mr. Szlapka of the information existing in 1903 respecting the --
design of lattioing and (2) the application in practice of the theoretical formul a
given in our discussion .

(1) The use made by Mr. Szlapka of the information existing in 1903
respecting the design of latticing. It has been admitted by Mr. Cooper that
he failed to give the design of the lower chords the degree of personal atten-
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tion that he gave to the details of the tension system . The foregoing discussion
shows that even at the present time theories of lattice design are seriously in conflict
and the strength of any lattice system will vary materially according to the formula
adopted. Mr. Szlapka used, with his own modifications, the only system of lattice
computation generally known to American engineers. This method involved the
choice of a column formula from which to determine certain quantities necessary in
the lattice computations. Mr. Szlapka selected the column formula adopted by his
own company, and used the constants for it that, in his judgment, were most in keep-
ing with the conditions of the case' and in best accord with the spirit of the speci8ca-
tion. He made what he considered a liberal increase in his adopted sections over what
his computations called-for. -The-mult has-shown that his judgment -vas faulty, but
we are not prepared at this date to define the minimum safe sections for the latticing
for these chords. The profession has iearnéd much from Mr . Szlapka's mistake, but
it is not yet in a position (o determine the percentage of his error. The lattices

of model chord No. 2 were proportionately only 60 per cent heavier than those used
on the Quebec chords and yet they did not fail until the webs yielded . We have
indicated in the discussion that Mr. Szlapka's attention would soonhave been drawn
to the weakness of the theory by which he was guided, had he made any study of the
results given by that theory with different assumptions . No explanation, except the
previous uniform success of compression members in service, can be offered for his
failure to do this. - -`

(2) The application in practice of the theoretical formulas given in our discussion
depends upon our ability to select values of q and p suitable to the detail of construo-
tion in the special column under consideration . The values of p are determined in
practice by the use of column formulas, but no one contends that the range of the
tests upon which these formulas are based is sufficiently extensive to cover all the
conditions that affect column strength ; the formulas are simply accepted as the best

guide that we now have. It is evident that by experience values of q and p may be
gradually determined which will make it possible to design latticing that will be
unquestionably safe and not unnecessarily heavy. We may here point out that great
compression members, such as the Quebec bridge chords, call for just as much indi-
vidual study in design as an ordinary small bridge, and that any specification for such
members should give reasonable latitude for the exercise of judgment by the design-

ing engineer.
HENRY HOLQATE,

Chairman .
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